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FOREWORD

On September 11 1978 Dr James Barger of Bolt Beranek and
Newman Inc (BBN) presented to the House Select Committee on
Assassinations the results of a BBN analysis of a Dallas Police De
partment (DPD) recording that had been made on November 22 1963
One of the reported findings was that with a probability of 50 percent
the recording contains sounds of a gunshot or at least sounds as loud
as a gunshot fired from the so-called grassy knoll area of Dealey
Plaza in Dallas they were received by a microphone on a DPD motor
cycle that was moving on Elm Street at a speed of about 11 mph in
the same direction as the Presidential motorcade On October 24 1978
the committee authorized the authors of this report to conduct an
independent examination of that portion of the recording to determine
with more certainty whether the sounds in question were of such a
shot The analysis was completed by the middle of December 1978 and
described in a public presentation to the committee on December 29
1978 This report describes the method and results of that analysis
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1.0 INTRODUCTIONANDSIIMMARY
1.1 Background

On November 22 1963 in Dallas Tex. at the time that shots were
being fired in the assassination of President John F Kennedy a radio
on a Dallas Police Department (DPD) motorcycle that apparently had
a stuck microphone was transmitting sounds over channel 1 of the
DPD radio network that were being recorded at DPD headquarters In
an analysis of this recording authorized by the House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations Dr James Barger and his colleagues at Bolt
Beranek and Newman Inc (BBN) isolated four groups of sound im
pulses and identified them as probable sounds of gunshots and not
merely random noise They calculated that the statistical probabilities
that these identifications were correct were in order of increasing time
of occurrence of the sounds 88 percent 88 percent 50 percent and 75
percent BBN found that the probable cause of the first second and
fourth of these groups of impulses were noises as loud as gunshots
originating in the vicinity of the sixth floor southeast corner window of
the Texas School Book Depository (TSBD) in Dealey Plaza The
probable cause of the third group of impulses was a similarly loud
sound from the vicinity of the so-called grassy knoll area of Dealey
Plaza BBN also found that all of the groups of sounds were picked
up by a microphone on a DPD motorcycle and that at the time of the
third probable gunshot the motorcycle was on Elm Street in Dealey
Plaza moving at a speed of about 11 miles per hour in the same direc
tion as the motorcade On October 24 1978 the committee authorized
the authors of this report to perform an independent examination of
the sounds on the DPD recording to determine with a higher level of
certainty if the third group of impulses was caused by the sounds of a
gunshot from the grassy knoll

1J Materials provided for the examination
At the time we began our analyses we were provided with the follow

ing materials
A high-fidelity tape-recorded copy of the original DPD

recording
A high-fidelity tape-recorded copy of the DPD tape recording

that had been examined by BBN
A high-fidelity tape-recorded copy of the sounds of gunshots

that were recorded by BBN during an acoustical reconstruction ex
periment conducted in Dealey Plaza on August 20 1978

A topographical survey map of Dealey Plaza plotted at a scale
of 1 inch equal to 10 feet

A map of Dealey Plaza plotted at a scale of 1 inch equal to 40
feet on which the locations of microphones used in the reconstruc
tion experiment were indicated

Aerial and ground level photographs of Dealey Plaza and
relevant surrounding structures
In addition the committee staff provided to us various necessary

items of informations such as the heights of buildings in Dealey Plaza
the distance to objects not shown on the maps the location of the DPD
shooter during the BBN reconstruction experiment and the air tem
perature in Dealey Plaza at the time of the assassination and during
the reconstruction experiment
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1.1 Preliminary review of the characteristics and sources of the
recorded sounds

During 1963 communications that were transmitted on channel 1
of the DPD radio dispatching system were recorded continuously on
a Dictabelt recorder On November 22 1963 a microphone on a mobile
transmitter that was set to channel 1 apparently became stuck in the
"on position at about 12 :28 p.m and for about 5 minutes continuously
transmitted sounds that it picked up When we first listened to this
interval on the DPD recording we found that it contained a nearly
continuous noise with occasional speech whistles and clicks Also
recorded on the Dictabelt in this interval were the sounds that BBN
identified as probable gunshots To the ear these sounds resembled
static much more than they did a gunshot However as Dr Barger
testified in September and as we independently verified the equip
ment that was used in the DPD radio dispatching system was not
designed to handle sounds as intense as a gunshot and it was therefore
likely to have recorded such sounds with very poor fidelity Conse
quently we recognized that these static-like sounds could be distorted
gunshot sounds On the other hand such static-like sounds theoreti
cally could have been generated by a number of other sources some
acoustic some related to electrical or mechanical disturbances in the
DPD radio transmission reception or recording equipment Some test
more discerning than the human ear was required to determine the
probable cause of the sound impulses
1.4 Basic principles and methods of analysis

To answer the basic question "Was the third group of recorded
sounds generated by a gunshot from the grassy knoll with a high
level of certainty these sounds needed to be examined for some charac
teristic that they would have had if they had been generated by such a
gunshot and would not be likely to have had if they had not been Of
the several characteristics that can be used the most effective and most
reliable one is the sequence of delay times of the muzzle-blast echoes

The firing of a gun generates a very loud very brief explosive blast
at the muzzle of the gun This sound which typically lasts about five
one-thousandths of a second (0.005 seconds or 5 milliseconds)
spreads out in all directions from the gun If the muzzle blast strikes
a wall of a structure it will be reflected from the surface and will move
away from it in a new direction If the muzzle blast strikes the corner
of a structure it will be diffracted that is it will spread out from the
corner in many directions These reflected and diffracted sounds are
the echoes of the muzzle blast Like the muzzle blast which they closely
,resemble the individual echoes are very short in duration The
strengths of the echoes tend to diminish with time the earliest ones
being very loud and the later ones growing progressively weaker as
they arrive from increasingly distant locations

The time taken for the muzzle blast to be heard at some location
depends solely on how fast the sound travels and how far the listener
is from the gun For example at 65°F the speed of sound is 1123 ft/sec
A listener 112.3 feet away from a gun would hear its muzzle blast 0.1
second after the gun was fired The time taken for the muzzle blast
echoes to be heard also depends on the speed of sound and on the total
distance each echo must travel which is the total of the distance from
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the gun to the echo-producing object and then to the listener Since the
distance traveled by the muzzle blast to a listener must be less than the
distance traveled by one of its echoes the bang of the muzzle blast is
always heard first Then the echoes that are produced by the muzzle
blast bouncing off the corners and surfaces of structures are heard

If we now assume that the sound source (the gun) and the listener
are located in a typical urban environment with a number of randomly
spaced echo-producing structures it is possible to see that the pattern
of sounds a listener will hear will be complex and unique for any
given pair of gun and listener locations For example assuming a fixed
location of a listener the echoes that he hears and the times at which he
hears them will be related uniquely to the location of the gun since
for each different location of the gun even though the distances from
the listener to the various echo-producing objects are the same the
distances from these objects to each gun location are different Conse
quently the times at which the echoes are heard will be different for
each location of the gun Similarly assuming a fixed location of the
gun any change in the location of the listener will change the distances
between him and the echo-producing structures and thus the timing
of the pattern of sounds he hears If the listener is in motion as the
muzzle blast and the various echo sounds reach him the times at which
he hears the muzzle blast and its echoes will be related uniquely to
his location when he hears each sound

A listener cannot tell from the sounds of a gunshot when the gun
was fired He can determine only the times that elapse between the
muzzle blast and each of its echoes These elapsed times are called the
echo-delay times Because the echo travel times are uniquely related
to the locations of the gun and the listener the echo-delay times are
unique to any given pair of those locations Hence if we know the tem
perature (and thus the speed of sound) and the location of the echo
producing structures echo-delay times can be used to characterize the
sounds of a gunshot for any pair of shooter and listener locations

The "listener that we have discussed of course could be either a
human ear or a microphone If a microphone receives the sounds and
they are subsequently recorded the recording becomes a picture of the
event not unlike a "fingerprint, that permanently characterizes the
original gun and microphone locations

Echo-delay times in such recordings can be measured easily and
precisely by producing a graph of their waveforms on an oscillogram
or oscillograph Such a graph is shown in figure 1 The narrow peaks
represent individual sounds of brief duration (that is impulse-sounds)
The heights of the peaks correspond to the loudness of the impulse
sounds the spacing between peaks corresponds to the time that elapses
between them The largest of the impulse peaks is the muzzle blast
The peaks that follow it are its individual echoes The distance between
the peak that is identified as the muzzle blast and each peak that repre
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sents an echo is a measure of the delay time of the echo To convert
this distance to a time measurement it is multiplied by the time-scale
of the graph For example the muzzle blast impulse in figure 1 and
the sixth peak identified as an echo are 47 millimeters apart Since the
time-scale is 1 millisecond per millimeter (1 msec/mm) the measured
echo-delay time is 47 milliseconds
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It is easy to see how such a graph may be used for identification pur
poses It provides a picture of the complex random spacings of the
echo-delay times When the temperature of the air and the locations of
the echo-producing objects are known the graph is uniquely related
to a particular pair of gun and microphone locations This complex
picture can be compared to other such graphs If the random pattern
of echo-delay times (the spacings between peaks) matches in any two
such graphs it may be concluded that the sounds and listener locations
that produced both graphs were the same

Of course it may be that no second graph can be found that matches
the first Using the fingerprint identification process as an analogy if
a latent fingerprint taken from a knife found protruding from a
murder victim's body is given to the FBI for identification it may be
that no matching "known print is on file at FBI headquarters and
that the murderer cannot be immediately identified Furthermore the
police may proceed to take fingerprint samples from all of the suspects
in the case and find that none match the one found on the murder
weapon In the end the latent fingerprint may not be identified

Applying the analogy to the graphs of sounds our problem was to
see if any of a number of assumed pairs of shooter and microphone
locations would produce a pattern of sounds whose graph would match
the graph of the sounds in question on the DPD tape Before begin
ning the search we knew that just as in fingerprint identification
cases in the end we might find no match If that occurred of course
either of two conclusions would be required (1) The real shooter and
microphone locations could not be identified or (2) the sounds on the
tape were not produced by a gunshot in Dealey Plaza On the other
hand if we found a shooter and microphone location that in combina
tion would cause the same unique random pattern of echo-delay times
that were contained on the DPD tape recording those sounds could
be identified as probably being caused by such a gunshot

For the sounds on the DPD recording we knew what two of the
four conditions that determine echo-delay time were at the time of the
assassination We knew what the speed of sound was and we knew
where the major echo-producing objects were (and still are) We did
not know exactly where to locate the gun nor did we know through
which sequence of locations on Elm Street to move the microphone
Therefore we had to determine numerous hypothetical sequences of
echo-delay times for gunshots that may have been fired from a variety
of locations on the grassy knoll and picked up by microphones that
moved through a variety of locations on Elm Street This was accom
plished in the only practical way possible—by predicting (i.e. mathe
matically calculating) the echo-delay time sequences that would be
obtained for the various locations of a gun and a microphone

After numerous comparisons between the echo-delay times for the
sounds on the DPD recording and various predicted patterns for
assumed motorcycle and shooter locations that did not match a
combination of motorcycle and shooter locations was found which
mathematically produced a predicted pattern that showed strong
similarities to the pattern of impulses on the DPD tape However to
determine with a high level of certainty if these two sequences of echo
delay times which were derived from different data represented the
same source it was not enough to show that the sequences looked alike
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They had to be shown to be alike in an objective sense that is by use of a
method of comparison that disregarded potentially misleading ap
pearances Such a method was provided by a computation of the

binary correlation coefficient of the two sequences The binary corre
lation coefficient of two sequences is a number that is exactly 1.0 if
the sequences are identical and that rapidly approaches zero as they
grow more dissimilar As used in this analysis the binary correlation
coefficient takes into account the number of echo-delay times in each
of the sequences and the number of echoes that coincide Echoes in
the two sequences are said to coincide if their delay times differ by a
small amount The smaller this amount or "coincidence window, can
be made while maintaining a high binary correlation coefficient the

greater will be the probability that the DPD sequence represents a

gunshot from the grassy knoll

1.5 Results of the analysis
Two different comparisons were made between the sequence of echo

delay times on the DPD tape and the most similar sequence of pre
dicted echo-delay times One of the comparisons was between those
recorded sounds that were significantly louder than the average back

ground noise and those predicted echoes that would have been recorded
with comparable loudness In the other comparison the delay times of
all of the recorded sounds and of all of the predicted echoes up to a
total delay of 50 milliseconds from the muzzle blast were compared
The computed binary correlation coefficient was found to be 0.79 for
the first comparison and 0.75 for the second

In both of the comparisons described above the coincidence window
was set at ± 1 millisecond That is a measured echo-delay time and
a predicted one were said to coincide only if they were no more than 1
millisecond apart For sequences that correlated at levels greater than
0.7 with a coincidence window of ± 1 millisecond the statistical prob
ability was 95 percent or more that the sequences represented the same
source—a sound as loud as a gunshot from the grassy knoll Put
alternatively the probability that the sounds on the DPD recording
were generated by sources other than a sound as loud as a gunshot
originating from the grassy knoll is 5 percent or less

1.6 Findings
The results of our analysis of sounds on the DPD recording permit

the following findings
The recording very probably contains the sound of a gunshot that
was fired from the grassy knoll The probability of this event is
computed to be at least 95 percent
The microphone that picked up the sounds of the probable gun
shot was on Elm Street and was moving at a speed of about 11
miles per hour in the same direction as the motorcade At the
time the probable gunshot was fired the microphone was at a
point about 97 feet south of the TSBD and about 27 feet east
of the southwest corner of the building (For both distances
the uncertainty is about ± 1 foot.)
The probable gunshot was fired from a point along the east-west
line of the wooden stockade fence on the grassy knoll about 8
feet (±5 feet) west of the corner of the fence
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1.7 Outline of the Report
The method and results of this analysis are described in detail in the

sections of the report that follow The sounds on the DPD recording
are described in section 2 Following in section 3 is a discussion of the
nature of the problems in this analysis and of the considerations that
underlie the method of solution Section 4 discusses the steps that were
taken to implement the procedure for predicting echo-delay times and
describes the method and results of a test of this procedure Section 5
discusses the methods that were used to determine and to compare
echo-delay times for the recorded and predicted sequences

2.0 DESCRIPTIONOF THE RECORDEDSOUNDS

The DPD recording contains a wide range of sounds—speech clicks
whistles motor noises sirens and even the sound of a carillon bell
Mostly the recording contains sounds generated during normal com
munications on channel 1 of the DPD radio dispatching system The
speech transmissions usually were preceded and followed by sharp
clicks These were keying transients probably generated by the switch
on the transmitter microphones when they were turned on or off
Occasionally a transmission was attempted while another one was in
progress When this occurred the interference between the two trans
mitters usually generated a brief whistle known as a heterodyne tone
that immediately followed the keying click of the oncoming micro
phone At a time that the BBN analysis estimates to have been about
12:28 p.m. a microphone on a mobile unit apparently became stuck
in the "on position and began to transmit a continuous noise that is
believed to be the sound of a motorcycle engine For the first 2 minutes
of the stuck-microphone transmission the sound level of this noise
is fairly constant Occasionally clicks and whistles can be heard
through the noise indicating attempts by other transmitters to use
the channel At several points voices can be heard but being obscured
by the noise they cannot be understood At 133 seconds after the start
of the stuck-microphone transmission the level of the noise drops by
about 6 decibels (that is to about one-fourth of its previous level) At
almost the same moment a voice can be heard communicating a brief
but unintelligible message This is followed about 3 seconds later
by a series of randomly spaced loud clicks and pops that lasts for at
least 10 seconds Some of the clicks occur singly some in groups Only
one of them is accompanied by a heterodyne whistle and by an audible
but unintelligible voice

3.0 rnj NATUREOF THE PROBLEMANDTHE METHODOF SOLUTION

3.1 Distortion of the relative intensities of the echoes
The sounds on the DPD recording that are thought to be those of

gunshots begin about 5 seconds after the decrease in the level of the con
tinuous noise and last for about 8 seconds To the ear these sounds
resemble static not gunshots However the equipment that was used
in the DPD radio dispatching system in 1963 would have distorted the
sounds of gunfire The effect would have been to compress the peak
amplitude of the sounds of the muzzle blast and of its strongest echoes
making them only slightly louder than those of some of the weaker
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echoes Furthermore if the microphone was on a DPD motorcycle in
the motorcade most of the many very weak echoes of the muzzle blast
would have been obscured by the noise of the motorcycle engine (whichis possibly the source of the continuous noise on the DPD recording)
Consequently the sounds of a gunshot would have been recorded as a
sequence of very brief impulse-sounds (the muzzle blast and its loudest
echoes) only a few of which would have been larger than the accom
panying engine noise and none of which would have sounded to the
ear like gunshots after being distorted by the limiting circuitry of
the DPD radio and recording equipment
3.2 Waveforms of the sounds on the DPD recording

The waveforms of sounds in the DPD recording are shown in fig
ure 2 The waveforms in the bracketed region include the group of
impulse-sounds that the BBN analysis identified as a probable gunshot
from the grassy knoll This segment of the recording begins 144.9
seconds after the start of the stuck-microphone transmission and lasts
for 0.36 seconds The noise thresholds shown in the figure indicate the
average peak levels of noise (mostly motorcycle noise) that can be
heard immediately before and after this segment
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Figure 3 shows the bracketed region in greater detail The narrow
peaks that exceed the thresholds as well as many of those that do not
are the waveforms of the impulse-sounds that may be the sounds of a
gunshot Impulse peaks that are less than 1 millisecond apart are con
sidered to be part of the same impulse Altogether 15 impulses
exceed the thresholds Five of them occur in the first 85 milliseconds
following the one that is labeled as the muzzle blast The remaining
nine impulses occur in the 100-millisecond wide interval that begins
about 280 milliseconds after the assumed muzzle blast
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3.3 Possible sources Of the impulse sounds
'While it was possible that the louder impulse noises were the dis

torted sounds of a gunshot it also is possible that they could have been
generated in other ways For example they could have been the sounds
of misfiring of the motorcycle engine They could have been static-like
impulse noises generated by the motorcycle's ignition system and
picked up by the transmitter The microphone that was stuck in the
"on position could itself have been the cause of impulses if from time
to-time it became unstuck and turned off briefly and then immediately
turned on again Impulse noises in the recording could also have
resulted from scratches in the dictabelt on which the recording was
made Other components of the communication system could have
been malfunctioning producing electrical or mechanical disturbances
that would have been recorded as clicks

3.4 Method of the analysis
The essential questions to be answered were "What is the source

of the impulse-sounds in the DPD recording Are they derived from
the sounds of a gunshot that was fired from the grassy knoll and
picked up by a microphone that was moving on Elm Street or are
they derived from one or more of the many other possible sources
These questions could be answered with a high degree of certainty if
the impulses could be shown to exhibit a characteristic that they would
be expected to exhibit if they had been generated by a gunshot and
would not be likely to exhibit if they had not been As explained in
Section 1 such a characteristic is found in the unique pattern of time
delays of echoes that buildings and other structures in Dealey Plaza
would generate for a gunshot fired from the grassy knoll If the im
pulse noises are the distorted sounds of a gunshot their spacing should
closely match that predicted for a shot fired from some location on the
grassy knoll and "heard by a microphone traveling along some path
on Elm Street at 11 miles per hour The closer the match between the
actual and the predicted sequences the greater the probability that the
impulses are the sounds of a gunshot If no shooter and microphone
location can he found that can nrodnce a sequence of echoes that closely
matches the sequence of impulses on the tape recording then it would
have to be concluded that the impulses were not generated by sounds
received by a microphone moving on Elm Street from a gun fired on
the grassy knoll

The procedure for determining the probable cause of the specified
group of impulses on the DPD recording thus consisted of three steps
First was to calculate the pattern of echo delays that would be pro
duced by a gunshot from a variety of locations on the grassy knoll
and recorded by a microphone moving along a variety of paths on
Elm Street Then select the sequence of predicted echoes that most
closely matched the actual recorded sequence of impulses Finally com
pute the probability that impulse sounds generated by sources other
than the predicted gunshot could occur by chance in a sequence that
would match the selected echo sequence as closely as did the actual
DPD recording
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATIONOF TIIE ANALYSIS

4.1 Preliminary considerations
The implementation of the three-step procedure of the analysis

required the consideration of a number of questions Each of these
affected either the results of the analysis or the method by which the
required echo-delay time sequences were obtained

4.1.1 Source of the gunshot sounds
If a gun was fired from the grassy knoll during the assassination

the would-be assassin reasonably could have used either a rifle or a
pistol since the target would have been less than 150 feet away Since
rifles typically fire bullets that travel faster than the speed of sound
the firing of a rifle generates two intermixed echo sequences composed
of the echoes of the muzzle blast and the echoes of the continuously
generated shock wave that is created by a bullet in supersonic flight
On the other hand most pistol bullets do not fly at supersonic speeds
A pistol that fires a subsonic bullet generates only the set of echoes of
the muzzle blast Since we did not know what type of gun if any
had actually been used on November 22 1963 we sought only to com
pare the DPD tape with predicted sequences of echoes of muzzle
blasts which would have been present regardless of the type of weapon
fired.*
1.1.2 Placement of the gun on the grassy knoll

The BBN analysis indicated that the gun was in the vicinity of the
grassy knoll During the acoustic reconstruction experiment that was
conducted by BBN in Dealey Plaza on August 20 1978 shots were
fired from behind the wooden stockade fence on the grassy knoll
This location was consistent with available eyewitness and earwit
ness testimony It was a reasonable one since it afforded good visibility
of Elm Street while providing good cover for the shooter of a gun
At any other location on the grassy knoll either the visibility or the
cover would have been substantially poorer However it is uncertain
exactly where a shooter would have stood behind the fence since
equally good locations can be found up to 25 feet along the fence
either north or west of its corner

4.1.3 Placement of the microphone on Elm Street
The BBN analysis placed the stuck microphone on Elm Street in the

vicinity of the fourth microphone in the third array of microphones
that were set up in Dealey Plaza during the acoustic reconstruction
experiment As illustrated in figure 4 the microphones were located in
the center of the street at points 18 feet apart along the route of the
Presidential motorcade from the intersection of Houston and Main
Streets to the location of the Presidential limousine on Elm Street
in Zapruder frame 312 The sounds of a gunshot from the grassy knoll
received by each of these microphones were recorded during the ex
periment Later BBN determined the degree of match between the

*TheDPD recordingdoescontain a series of impulsesthat preeredethe large im
pulse ultimately determined to be the muzzle blast The probability that these
earlier impulses were the sounds of supersonicshock wave was discussedby Dr
Barger in his testimony before the committeeon Dec 29 1978 See Vol V of the
hearings before the select committee 94th Cong. 2d session (Washington D.C
U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979)
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recordings from each of these microphones and the impulse noises
on the DPD recording by calculating their binary correlation co
efficients A coincidence window of ±6 milliseconds was used for these
comparisons Only one of the 36 comparisons yielded a correlation
coefficient greater than 0.5 when compared with the segment of the
DPD tape that is here at issue That one—for the sounds received by
microphone 4 in array 3—was at a level of 0.8 indicating a strong
similarity between the echo sequence that was heard at that test loca

FIGURE4 MICROPHONELOCATIONSATDEALEYPLAZA

tion in Dealey Plaza and the impulse sequence on the DPD recording
The low values of the binary correlation coefficients that were calcu
lated for all of the other microphones indicate that there is no other
microphone location either on Elm Street or on Houston Street at
which a sequence of echoes caused by a shot from the grassy knoll could
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be heard that was even moderately similar to the sequence of impulses
on the DPD recording It was therefore clear that for the purpose of

analysis the microphone location in Dealey Plaza for which echo

sequences had to be obtained was in the vicinity of microphone 4 of

array 3 This region extends along Elm Street from halfway between

microphones 3 and 4 to halfway between microphones 4 and 5 and
from curb to curb (since the presumed motorcycle with the stuck

microphone could be anywhere to the right or left of the center of the

street)
4.1.4 Selection of the coincidence window

To compare sequences of impulses and echoes by use of the binary
correlation coefficient it was necessary first to determine how many
echoes coincided with impulses Ideally if the microphones that were
used in the acoustic reconstruction experiment could have been spaced
very closely along the route of the motorcade say 1 foot apart and

spread from curb to curb impulses and echoes that were within 1 milli
second of one another could have been considered coincident For

practical reasons the microphones were located in the middle of the
street and spaced 18 feet apart Also only one of many possible shooter
locations was used To take into account these practicalities the coin
cidence window for BBN's analysis was made ± 6 milliseconds If a
window of ± 1 millisecond had been used there would have been few

points of coincidence in any comparison and all of the calculated bi
nary correlation coefficients would have been small since the chances
would have been small that a microphone and a shooter would have
been arbitrarily located in precisely the correct positions to receive a

sequence of echoes that coincided with the sequence of impulses to
within 1 millisecond By increasing the coincidence window to ± 6

milliseconds the number of coincident impulses and echoes was in
creased However so was the possibility that an impulse generated by
a source other than a gunshot would appear to coincide with an echo
The major consequence of this was the value of 50 percent computed
as the statistical probability that the impulses under examination were
caused by the sounds of a gunshot

To increase the certainty in our findings above a 50-percent level
we had to be able to reduce the coincidence window to as low a value
as possible preferably to ±1 millisecond or less Theoretically this
could be accomplished by placing microphones 1 foot apart in the
region of interest and conducting additional test firings in Dealey
Plaza from various locations on the grassy knoll With respect to the

microphone location problem alone the relevant area on the street
would be 720 square feet Therefore if as in the BBN acoustic recon
struction experiment microphones were placed in arrays of 12 each
a total of 60 arrays would be required for each position of a gun fired
on the grassy knoll Clearly this approach was impractical

4.1.5 Prediction of echo sequences
The only practical way to obtain the needed echo sequence was to

predict them analytically Using fundamental principles of acoustics
it was possible to compute the time it would take for the sound of a
muzzle blast to travel from a gun at any assumed point on the grassy
knoll to a microphone at any assumed point on Elm Street Knowing
where the echo-producing objects were in Dealey Plaza it was also
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possible to compute the time it would take for echoes of the muzzle
blast to travel from the gun to the microphone Subtracting the muz
zle-blast travel time from the echo travel times yielded the required
sequence of echo-delay times

The principles of acoustics that underlie this approach are described
in detail in BBN Report No 3497 that was submitted to the commit
tee in January 1979.* The essential principles can be summarized as
follows

Most sounds spread out in all directions from the source of the
sound
If the medium (in this case air) through which sound travels is
uniform sound will travel in straight lines from the source and
at the same constant velocity in all directions of travel
The time taken for sound to travel from one point to another can
be computed by dividing the distance between the points by the
speed of sound For example at a speed of 1,100 feet per second
it will take 0.5 second for sound to travel a distance of 550 feet
Conversely the distance traveled by a sound can be computed by
multiplying the travel time by the speed of sound
Sound traveling through air will reflect from the surfaces and
diffract from the corners of structures such as buildings walls and
columns

42 Information needed to predict echo-delay sequences
Before the echo travel times could be calculated it was necessary

to determine three things (1) Which objects in Dealey Plaza would
produce echoes in the region of interest on Elm Street for a gun fired
from the vicinity of the grassy knoll (2) how far these objects were
from the locations of the gun and of the microphone and (3) what
was the speed of sound under the conditions for which the echo travel
times were to be predicted When the required information had been
obtained it was used first to determine the accuracy of the echo pro
cedure Then it was used to predict echoes for comparison with the
impulses in the DPD recording
42.1 Identification of echo-producing objects

The objects in Dealey Plaza that would generate relevant echoes
were identified with the aid of a topographical survey map of the
plaza that was drawn to a scale of 1 inch equal to 10 feet Most of
these objects were corners of buildings or of walls that as illustrated
in figure 5 produced muzzle blast echoes in the selected region on
Elm Street by diffracting the incident sound of a muzzle blast that
was generated in the vicinity of the grassy knoll Two of the objects
the wall of the DCRB and the curved wall at the reflecting pool
produced echoes by reflecting such a sound In all we were able to
identify 22 objects that would generate echoes of sufficient strength
that they would have been recorded on the Dictabelt recording
(See table 1.)
4.22 Measurement of distances in Dealey Plaza

The distances of the echo-producing objects from positions of a
gun and a microphone were determined by direct measurement on the

*This report follows the present report
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survey map By comparing the known widths of buildings in DealeyPlaza with measurements made on the map we found the distances
measured on the map to be accurate to about 0.5 foot We measured
distances on the map in millimeters to the nearest half-millimeter
This simplified the making of measurements by providing a decimal

FIGURE5 PATHSOFTHREEMUZZLEBLASTECHOES

scale To simplify the calculation of the travel time of the echoes
we converted the speed of sound to an equivalent value for map dis
tances that were measured in millimeters For example a speed of
sound of 1,123 feet per second was converted to 2,852 millimeters per
second for map measurements made in millimeters
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4.2.3 The speed of sound
The speed of sound in air is primarily a function of the temperature

of the air At a temperature of 65° Fahrenheit it is 1,123 feet per
second and at 90° Fahrenheit it is 1,150 feet per second To a first
order approximation in this temperature range the speed of sound
increases at a rate of 1 foot per second per degree Fahrenheit By
comparison humidity has a negligible effect on the speed of sound
in air Similarly small variations in the temperature at different
locations in Dealey Plaza would have a negligible effect on the aver
age speed of sound over the path lengths of the echoes

According to records of the weather bureau in Dallas as obtained
by the committee staff,* the temperature in Dallas at 12:30 p.m on
November 22 1963 was 65° Fahrenheit This was substantially con
firmed by a photograph that was taken in Dealey Plaza at about that
time In it a sign on top of the TSBD can be seen on which the time
is indicated as 12:40 and the temperature in Dealey Plaza as 68°
Fahrenheit Even if the temperature that was supplied by the weather
bureau varied from the temperature in Dealey Plaza by 3° Fahrenheit
the resulting error of 3 feet per second is less than 0.27 percent of
tha speed of sound at 65° Fahrenheit For most of the echoes the
resulting error in the computed echo-delay time would be less than
0.25 millisecond Even for the echoes that travel the longest echo
paths the error would be less than 1 millisecond In either case the
error is within the accuracy required for the echo prediction pro
cedure As is explained later in this report temperature differences
up to ±10° Fahrenheit would have had negligible effect on the final
results and would not substantially have changed the final conclu
sion nor the degree of confidence (the final statistical probability)
that can be appropriately assigned to it

Wind also will affect the speed of sound increasing or decreasing
it by an amount that depends on the speed of the wind and on the angle
between the direction of the wind and the direction the sound travels
However the delay time of an echo which is determined by subtracting
the muzzle blast travel time from the echo travel time will be affected
by wind only to the extent that the wind affects the echo and muzzle
blast travel times differently This in turn depends on the difference
between the direction of the echo path and the direction of the direct
muzzle blast path For a gunshot fired from the grassy knoll and heard
on Elm Street the travel of most echoes is in approximately the same
direction as the directly received muzzle blast Consequently the effect
of wind on the delay times of these echoes is comparatively small
becoming significant only for windspeeds greater than 40 miles per
hour The weather bureau recorded winds in Dallas on November 22
1963 as ranging only between 13 knots and 17 knots which is roughly
equal to 15 to 20 miles per hour.**

4.3 Accuracy of the echo prediction procedure
Before proceeding to predict sequences of echoes for comparison

with the sequence of impulses on the DPD recording the accuracy of

* See addendum A to the acoustics reports
**Theactual recordingsmade at Dallas LoveField were 13knots at 11:55a.m.

13knots at 12:30p.m. and 17knots at 1:00 p.m SeeaddendumB to the acoustics
report
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the echo prediction procedure was tested Given the estimated ac
curacy of the map we expected to be able to predict echo-delay times
to within ± 1 millisecond for specified locations of a gun and a micro
phone However it was essential to verify that this accuracy would
be achieved in practice and that the identified echo-producing objects
would generate significant echoes in the region of interest on Elm
Street

To test the procedure we predicted the delay times of the echoes
that would be received by a microphone at the location of microphone 4
of array 3 as shown in figure 5 for a shot fired from the grassy knoll
by the DPD shooter during the acoustic reconstruction experiment
We then compared the predicted echo-delay times to echo-delay times
actually recorded on the BBN tape recording of the shot that was fired
by the DPD shooter At the time that the test shot was fired the
temperature in Dealey Plaza was approximately 90° Fahrenheit Ac
cordingly the value used for the speed of sound was 1,150 feet per
second As discussed in section 4.1.5 the echo-delay time is computed
by subtracting the muzzle blast travel time (185.2 msec.) from the
echo travel time The muzzle blast travel time is obtained by dividing
the distance between the gun and the microphone in Dealey Plaza
(213 feet) by the speed of sound

For echoes produced at the corners of structures the measurement
procedure was simple and direct For example the path of echo 2 in
figure 5 consisted of two segments As measured on the map the seg
ment from the shooter to the diffraction point was 499 millimeters
and from that point to the microphone was 92 millimeters The total
path length 591 millimeters when divided by the sound-speed con
stant (2921 mm/sec) yielded an echo travel time of 0.2024 second
(202.4 msec) Subtracting the muzzle blast travel time from the echo
travel time yielded an echo-delay time of 17.2 milliseconds

For an echo produced by a specular reflection it was necessary first
to locate the point at which the reflection would occur Such reflec
tions occur at that point on an echo-producing surface at which the
total length of the echo path to that surface is a minimum At that
point the reflecting surface will be tangent to an ellipse for which the
locations of the gun and the microphone are the locii and the total
length of the echo path is equal to the sum of the radii The required
ellipse was easily generated by the following procedure First a non
extensible string was cut to a length greater than the probable length
of the echo path on the topographical map One end of the string was
tied to a pin at the location of the gun and a portion of the string near
its other end was wrapped tightly around a pin at the location of the
microphone The string was then pulled toward the reflecting surface
by the point of a pencil With the string drawn taut the pencil was
moved so that its point drew an arc on the map in the region of the
line that represented the reflecting surface The length of the string
was then adjusted until the arc was just tangent to the line The point
at which the arc touched the line was the desired point of reflection
The path from the gun to the point of reflection and then to the micro
phone (the echo ,path) was then measured The total distance of the
echo path divided by the speed of sound was the echo travel time Sub
tracting from it the muzzle blast travel time yielded the echo-delay
time
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TABr.E1.—List of structures in Dealey Plaza that would have produced echoes
of sufficientstrength to have beenrecordedon the DPD tape

ObjectNo. Identification
1 __________ South shelter Southdoor east post
2 __________South shelter East door south post
3 __________ South shelter East door north post
4 __________ North shelter South door westpost
5 __________North shelter South door east post
6 __________ North shelter East door south post
7 __________ North shelter East door north post
8 --------- Wall "A. ~
9 __________ Wall "A Corner 1

10 __________ Wall "A" Corner 2
11 __________Column"A" Southwestcorner
12 __________ Wall "B" Corner 1
13 __________Wall "B Corner 2
14 __________Column"B ` West corner
15 __________Wall at the north end of the reflectingpool
16 __________ DCRB Southwest corner
17 __________DCRB Northwestcorner
18 __________ DCRB West wall (front of building)
19 __________ DCRB Roofedgeon west wall
20 __________DCRB Southwest corner
21 __________NewDCCCB Northwest corner
22 __________ DCRB—NewDCCCB Alleywall betweenbuildings

Wall "A is a concrete wall on the north side of Elm St that runs in an east
west direction Corners 1 and 2 are at the east end of the wall The direction of
the wall changes from east to northeast at corner 1 and from northeast to
north at corner 2

'Column "A is a concrete column on the north side of Elm St near the in
tersectionwith Houston St

Wall "B is a concrete wall on the south side of Elm St near the reflecting
pool It runs in a generally north-south direction Corners 1 and 2 are at the
northern end of the wall The direction of the wall changes from north to north
east at corner 1 and from northeast to east at corner 2

`Column "B is a concretecolumnon the south side of Elm St. at the northern
end of Wall "B.

TABLE2.—Listof echopaths used in the predictionsof echo-delaytimes
Echo producingobjects

Path No. (Identificationnumbers)
1 --------------------------------------------------------------- 1
2 --------------------------------------------------------------- 2
3 --------------------------------------------------------------- 9
4 --------------------------------------------------------------- 2,8
5 --------------------------------------------------------------- 10
6 --------------------------------------------------------------- 5
7 --------------------------------------------------------------- 4
8 --------------------------------------------------------------- 6
9 --------------------------------------------------------------- 7

10 --------------------------------------------------------------- 12
11 --------------------------------------------------------------- 13
12 --------------------------------------------------------------- 14
13 --------------------------------------------------------------- 3,13
14 --------------------------------------------------------------- 3,14
15 --------------------------------------------------------------- 3,15
16 --------------------------------------------------------------- 16
17 --------------------------------------------------------------- 8,13
18 --------------------------------------------------------------- 19
19 --------------------------------------------------------------- 18
20 --------------------------------------------------------------- 21
21 --------------------------------------------------------------- 22
22 --------------------------------------------------------------- 4,19
23 --------------------------------------------------------------- 6,19
24 --------------------------------------------------------------- 20
25 --------------------------------------------------------------- 17
26 --------------------------------------------------------------- 23
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TABLE3.-MEASUREDANDPREDICTEDDELAYTIMESOFECHOESFORAGUNSHOTFIREDONAUG20,1978
(Inmilliseconds)

11
12
13 °
14
15
16 °
17
18
19
20--°	
21
22
23
24
25
G6

192.3 7.0 7.3 0.3
196.0 10.8 11.2 .4
198.6 13.4 13.1 .3
201.7 16.5 16.9 .4
202.4 17.2 169 .3
213.0 27.8 28.3 .5
213.0 27.8 29.8 2.0
215.4 30.1 29.8 .3
218.1 32.9 32.9 0
228.4 43.2 42.3 1.1
229.4 44.7 45.6 .9
232.5 52.3 52.9 .6
243.4 58.2 60.0 1.8
252.7 67.5 68.3 .8
259.9 74.7 76.9 2.5
26/.1 81.9 82.5 .6
26/.4 82.2 83.1 .9
451.6 266.7 266.6 .1
455.0 269.8 269.2 .6
458.1 212.9 2/2.2 .7
469.2 284.0 282.3 L7
482.8 297.6 29/.7 .1
482.8 297.6 297.7 .1
481.2 302.0 303.2 1.2
49/.8 312.6 313.0 .4
541.3 3;,6.1 354.0 2.1

Forthecalculatedlocationsofthegunandthemicrophonethemuzzleblasttraveltimeiscomputedtobe185.2ms

Using the methods described above 26 echo paths were defined for
22 echo-prouuclug ouject,s

• ljor some of these paths the muzzie alast
sound bounced ou more than one echo-producing object The echo
producing objects and echo paths are listed in tables 1 and 2 The travel
times and the delay times for the predicted echoes are listed in table 3
Also listed are the echo-delay times determined by analysis of the
time waveforms of the sounds received at microphone 4 of array 3 for
the shot fired by the DPD shooter from the grassy knoll These wave
forms which are shown in figure 6 were obtained by playing back the
recording of the sounds that were picked up by the microphone modi
fying the reproduced signal so as to approximate the effect that a
microphone of the type used by the DPD in 1963 would have had on
the signal and then graphing the resulting signal A 60-Hz tone that
was recorded in one segment of the recording made during the testingin August 1978 made it possible to calibrate the time scale of the graphat 1 millisecond per millimeter The first waveform appearing in the
graph the large peak at the left-hand side corresponds to the supersonic shockwave of the rifle bullet The second large peak is the
waveform of the muzzle blast Following it with generally diminish
ing heights are the waveforms of the echoes of the muzzle blast The
delay time of each echo was determined by direct measurement of the
distance from the leading edge of the muzzle blast waveform to that
of the echo The numbered peaks shown in this figure correspond to
the predicted echoes identified in table 3

The deviations between the predicted and measured echo-delay times
listed in table 3 were in part due to small errors in the locations of the

*At the time of the presentation of her finrltnecnn Dee 29 7978 92 P^hopathshad be defined After that date four additional paths were defined
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gun and the microphone The microphone location was determined
from a map of Dealey Plaza that showed where microphones were to
be placed during the reconstruction experiment However the scale of
the map 1 inch equal to 40 feet limited the measurement accuracy to
about plus or minus 2 feet Therefore the actual location of the micro
phone may have deviated from the indicated one by a foot or two
Similarly there were no measurements taken of the exact location

FIGURE6 FILTEREDWAVEFORMSOFGUNSHOTSOUNDSRECEIVEDATMICROPHONE4OFARRAY3

where the DPD shooter stood as he fired each shot from the grassy
knoll Consequently it was likely that the gun and the microphone
locations that were used for the echo-delay time predictions were
slightly in error and that if these positions were adjusted correctly
the resulting predictions would be closer to the measured echo-delay
time

An analysis of the data listed in table 3 shows that the assumed
locations were sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this test The
average absolute difference between the predicted and measured echo
delay times was 0.8 millisecond The standard deviation of predicted
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delay times about this average was 0.7 millisecond These results are
well within the accuracy required of the echo prediction procedure

5.0 COMPARISONOF THE SEQUENCEOF IMPULSESON THE DPDRECORD
ING WITH SEQUENCESOF PREDICTEDECHOES

5.1 Prediction of echoes for November 22 1963

Using the techniques described in section 4 we predicted echoes and
echo-delay times for gunshot sounds that would have been heard in
Dealey Plaza at 12 :30 p.m on November 22 1963 The predictions were
made given the following conditions (1) The air temperature was
65° F (with a possible error of 3° F) (2) the gun was somewhere
along the wooden stockade fence on the grassy knoll (3) the micro
phone was somewhere in the region of interest on Elm Street (see sec
tion 4.1.3) and moving with the motorcade at a speed of about 11 miles

per hour and (4) the echo-producing objects were the same as those
identified in table 1

The procedure that was used to predict echoes required a few more
steps than the method described in section 4 Since the conditions
required the microphone to be moving on Elm Street at a speed of 11
miles per hour the location of the microphone on the map had to be
moved in a similar manner First a location was specified on the map
at which the microphone received the muzzle blast Then the micro
phone was moved along a path corresponding to the path it would have
traveled on Elm Street during the time it received all of the predicted
muzzle blast echoes The location of the microphone at the time it would
have received each particular echo was determined by calculating the
distance the microphone would have moved from the initial position
at a constant speed of 11 miles per hour during an interval equal to the
echo traveltime Small deviations about this estimated distance (for
example ±1 millimeter) did not materially affect the predicted echo
travel time The predicted echo-delay times were then obtained by the
procedure described in section 4
5.2 Correction of time delay measurements

The delay times of the impulse sounds on the DPD recording were
measured directly from a graph of the sequence of impulse waveforms
such as the one shown in figure 3 To simplify the measurement of time
intervals the graph was plotted with a time scale of 1 millisecond
per millimeter (1 msec/mm) However before the measurements
could be used they had to be multiplied by a time-correction factor to
correct for an error in the speed of the DPD Dictabelt machine As was
shown in the BBN analysis the DPD recorder was running slow at the
time the recording was made Consequently when the recording is
played back at the faster correct speed the recorded impulse sounds
will be heard closer tocether than they actually were at the time the
recording was made This error could be corrected by multiplying the
time intervals measured on the graph by a time-correction factor The
BBN analysis showed that between 12:22 p.m and 12:37 p.m. the
average speed of the recorder was 0.95 of correct speed The actual
speed at any time during this interval could have been from 0.94 to 0.96
of true speed Accordingly the time-correction factor could range from
1.04 to 1.06

An adjustment in the measurement of impulse delay times would also
be necessary if the temperature in Dealey Plaza at 12:30 p.m on
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November 22 1963 was not 65° F as was initially assumed The com
puted delay time of each predicted echo would be in error by about 0.1
percent for each 1° F difference between the true temperature
and the assumed value of 65°F The effect on the predicted echoes
would be to scale their spacing from what they should be For example
if the true temperature was less than 65° F then the predicted echoes
would be closer together than they should be Conversely if the true
temperature was more than 65° F the computed echoes would be
spaced more widely than they should be Since it was not likely that
the assumed temperature differed from the true temperature by more
than 10° F the factor for correcting temperature errors would range
only from 0.99 to 1.01 Assuming that the differences in temperature
and recorder speed occurred in such a way as to compound one another
the combined factor that would correct for both recorder speed and
temperature at the same time could range from 1.03 to 1.07 Because
we knew that the range of the correction was 1.03 to 1.07 theoretically
we could use any value between 1.03 and 1.07 to adjust the measured
time intervals between the impulses on the DPD recording

Because any value between 1.03 and 1.07 was theoretically valid it
was permissible to choose the value between those limits that created
the best match between the impulse and echo sequences By fitting the
DPD tape recorded impulse sequence to our predicted echo sequences
we found that a time-correction factor of 1.043 gave the best match
and we therefore used that factor

TABLE4.-MEASUREDDELAYTIMESOFIMPULSESANDPREDICTEDDELAYTIMESOFGUNSHOTECHOESFOR
NOV.221963

(Inmilliseconds)

Echopath
Echo

traveltime
Echo

delaytime Impulse
delaytime Deviation

---- --------------------------------- 202.4 6.5 6.3 0.2
2 206.8 10.9 10.5 .4
3 211.0 15.1 14.7 .4
4 214.7 18.8 19.3 .5
5 217.0 21.1 20.1 1.0
6 224.3 28.4 27.4 1.0
7 225.2 29.3 30.3 1.0
8 227.1 31.2 31.6 .4
9 230.6 34.7 34.1 .6
10 244.1 48.2 48.7 .5
11 241.5 45.6 45.4 .2
12 250.3 54.4 54.2 .2
73 255.2 59.3 59.7 .4
14 266.0 70.1 69.4 .7
15 273.4 77.5 77.4 .1
16 281.8 85.9 85.3 .6
17 276.7 80.8 80.2 .6
18 473.9 278.0 278.6 .6
19 479.8 283.9 283.7 .2
20 479.8 283.9 283.7 .2
21 489.1 293.2 292.1 1.1
22 506.8 310.9 310.5 .4
23 507.9 312.0 312.4 .4
24 509.6 313.7 313.1 .6
25 524.0 328.1 327.5 .6
26 565.0 369.1 369.2 .1

IForthecalculatedlocationsofthegunandthemicrophonethemuzzleblasttraveltimeiscomputedtobe195.9ms

5.3 Comparison of the impulse and echo sequences
The sequence of predicted echo-delay times that best matched the

sequence of impulse-delay times computed as described above is listed
in table 4 The numbered peaks shown in figure 7 correspond to the
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predicted echoes identified in table 4 The average absolute difference
between the impulse-delay times and the corresponding echo-delay
times is 0.5 millisecond and the standard deviation of impulse-delay
times about this average is 0.3 millisecond

The location of the gun and the path of the microphone for which
these predicted echoes were obtained are shown in figure 8 The micro
phone is initially located 97 feet south of the TSBD and 27 feet east
of the southwest corner of the TSBD The path of the microphone
as it received the muzzle blast and its echoes extends for about 6 feet

O
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FIGURE8 LOCATIONOFTHEGUNANDPATHOFTHEMICROPHONECOMPUTEDFORNOVEMBER221963

along Elm Street The uncertainty in the initial position is ±1 footwhich corresponds to the accuracy of measurements made on the topo
graphical survey map The gun is located about 8 feet to the left ofthe corner of the wooden stockade fence on the grassy knoll If the
gun is moved along the fence from this location the delay times of the
muzzle blast echoes chances However for movements up to ± 5 feetthese changes can be reduced to less than 1 millisecond by making asmall adjustment in the initial location of the microphoneThe data in table 4 suggest that the sequence of impulses on the DPD
recording is very similar to the sequence of predicted echoes A visual
comparison indicates that almost all of the impulses and echoes coincide within a window of +1 millisecond However such an examina
tion can be deceptive It does not take into account the impulses that

46—1290 —79 —3
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do not coincide with echoes or the echoes that are not matched by
impulses of even minimal amplitude For these reasons a more appro
priate method of comparison was to compute the binary correlation
coefficient of the sequences
5.4 Factors affecting the selection of impulses and echoes for correla

tion

Ideally a correlation of the impulses and the predicted echoes would
have included all of the impulses evident in the waveforms of figure 7
and all of the predicted echoes However some of the impulses must
have represented components of the background noise To minimize
the number of noise impulses that might be included in the correlation
calculation only those impulses that were greater than the average
peak level of the background noise were counted This required limit

ing the predicted echoes that were included in the correlation calcula
tion to those that would have been recorded at a level above that of the

background noise To identify these echoes and impulses it was neces

sary to consider first the relative strengths of predicted echoes near
the microphone and then the way in which the DPD radio dispatching
system would have altered both the relative strengths of the echoes as
recorded and the recorded level of the background noise

5.4.1 Relative strengths of echoes near the microphone location

The relative strengths of the predicted echoes at locations along the

path traveled by the microphone would be similar to those of the actual
echoes of a muzzle blast that were recorded during the acoustical recon
struction experiment at the nearby location of microphone 4 in array
3 (see fig 5) The strengths of echoes received at these nearby locations
would not differ by more than a few decibels Therefore the relative

strengths of the predicted echoes in the vicinity of the moving micro

phone could be taken to be the same as those received by microphone 4

5.4.2 Effects of the DPD radio dispatching system on the relative

strengths of recorded echoes
The DPD radio dispatching system contained a circuit that would

have greatly affected the relative strengths of the recorded echoes of
a muzzle blast This circuit the automatic gain control (AGC) limited
the range of variations in the levels of signals by reducing the levels
of received signals when they were too strong and increasing their
levels when they were too weak It responded very rapidly to a sudden
increase in the level of a signal but comparatively slowly to a sudden
reduction in a signal level Consequently the response of the AGC to
the sound of a muzzle blast would greatly reduce the recorded levels
of echoes and background noise received shortly afterward Progres
sively during the next 100 milliseconds the AGC would allow the
recorded levels of received signals to increase until full amplification
was finally restored The effect on the predicted echoes would be to
make the recorded levels of late-arriving echoes very nearly the same
as those of the early ones Concurrently the recorded background noise
would gradually rise to its level before the muzzle blast was received

A different but also significant effect on the relative strengths of the
recorded echoes would have been caused by the motorcycle windshield
On the DPD motorcycles the microphone was usually mounted on a
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bar directly behind the windshield Sounds arriving from the front of
the motorcycle would have diffracted around the windshield and in
doing so would have lost strength As determined by experiment the
windshield of a 1960's Harley Davidson motorcycle attenuated gun
shot sounds received from in front of the motorcycle by from 3 deci
bels to 6 decibels The amount of attenuation depended on how close
the microphone was to the windshield Obviously sounds received from
the sides and rear of the motorcycle would not be affected by the
windshield

5.5 Correlations of impulse and echo sequences
The selection of impulses for the calculation of the binary correla

tion coefficient depends directly on the noise level to which the heights
of the impulses are compared This level can be set as in figure 2 at
the average peak level of the recorded noise immediately adjacent to
the recorded impulses This approach however presumes that the
noise level is the same during the impulse segment as it is in the adja
cent segments of the recording As was discussed above the level of the
noise recorded during the first 50 milliseconds following a muzzle blast
will be greatly reduced Consequently an alternative would be corre
spondingly to lower the level to which the impulses are compared dur
ing this 50-millisecond period

Both approaches to setting the amplitude comparison level were
used each in a separate calculation of the binary correlation coefficient
For the first calculation the amplitude comparison level was set as in
figure 2 Taking all of the factors discussed in section 5.4 into account
we found that 13 gunshot sounds (the muzzle blast and 12 of the pre
dicted echoes) would have been loud enough to have been recorded at
a level above the background noise Eleven of these sounds coincided
within a i-1-millisecond window with impulses that exceeded the am
plitude comparison level Including the leading impulse which was
identified as the muzzle blast a total of 15 impulses exceeded this level
The binary correlation coefficient was calculated as the number of
gunshot sounds and impulses that coincided (11) divided by the
square root of the product of the number of selected impulses (15) and
the number of selected gunshot sounds (13) For these data the binary
correlation coefficient was calculated to be 0.79

For the second calculation of the binary correlation coefficient the
delay time range over which impulses and echoes were compared was
limited to the first 50 milliseconds following the muzzle blast since
this was the range in which the AGC would have had greatest effect
(It is also the range in which most of the echoes arriving from the
front of the motorcycle occurred.) In this calculation the amplitude
comparison level was reduced to one-fourth of its value during the
previous calculation which placed it at a level just above that of very
small peaks among the waveforms of the recorded impulses Eighteen
impulses exceeded this level So would have the muzzle blast and all
11 echoes that were predicted to occur in the delay time range up to 50
milliseconds Eleven of these sounds coincided within ±1 milli
second with one or another of the selected impulses These data—
11 coincident impulses and echoes 12 gunshot sounds and 18 im
pulses—resulted in a computed binary correlation coefficient of 0.75
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5.6 The probability that the recorded impulses are not gunshot sounds
The high degree of correlation between the impulse and echo se

quences does not preclude the possibility that the impulses were not the
sounds of a gunshot It is conceivable that a sequence of impulse
sounds derived from nongunshot sources was generated with time
spacings that by chance corresponded within one one-thousandth of
a second to those of echoes of a gunshot fired from the grassy knoll
However the probability of such a chance occurrence is about 5 per
cent.* This calculation represents a highly conservative point of view
since it assumes that impulses can occur only in the two intervals in
which echoes were observed to occur these being the echo-delay range
from 0 to 85 milliseconds and the range from 275 to 370 milliseconds
However if the impulses in the DPD recording were not the echoes
of a gunshot they could also have occurred in the 190-millisecond
timespan that separated these two intervals Taking this timespan into
account the probability becomes considerably less than 5 percent that
the match between the recorded impulses and the predicted echoes
occurred by chance Thus the probability is 95 percent or more that
the impulses and echoes have the same source—a gunshot or a sound
at least as sound as a gunshot from the grassy knoll Stated differently
the odds are less than 1 in 20 that the impulses and echoes were not
caused by a gunshot from the grassy knoll and at least 20 to 1 that
they were

*Seethe BBN report No 3947
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FOREWORD

OnMay12 1978 the HouseSelect Committeeon Assassina
tions asked Bolt Beranek and NewmanInc (BBN)to conduct a
preliminary review of the following material

Tape recordings reportedly madeof the sounds in Dealey
Plaza around 12:30 pmon November22 1963

Transcripts of the testimony of earwitnesses whowere
in the Plaza at that sametime

The purpose of this review was to determine which if any
of this material constituted potential evidence with respect
to the gunfire associated with the assassination of President
John F Kennedy

The review established that (1) only two of the recordings
constituted potential evidence and (2) a statistical analysis
of the earwitness testimony could reveal whether the concept
of one rifle is consistent with these individual accounts

The two tapes found to be madeof the events surrounding
the assassination were records from Channels 1 and 2 of the
Dallas Police Department's (DPD)radio dispatching system
The Channel 1 tape contains a continuous record of the sounds
transmitted between 12:28 and 12:34 pmover a DPDmotorcycle
radio stationed in Dealey Plaza The Channel 2 tape is an
intermittent recording of additional radio traffic —in
particular communicationsbetween the Chief of the Dallas
Police Department whooccupied the car immediately preceding
the Presidential limousine in the motorcade and the Channel 2
Dispatcher at DPDheadquarters
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An initial analysis of a portion of the Channel 1 tape did
not rule out the possibility that the recording contained the
sounds of gunfire The HouseCommitteetherefore authorized
BBNto conduct studies both of the DPDtapes and of the ear
witness testimony This report describes the results of an
analysis of the tapes The study of earwitness testimony is
reported under separate cover.*

*Green D.M. "Analysis of Earwitness Reports Relating to the
Assassination of President John F Kennedy, BBNRep 4034
January 1979
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1 INTRODUCTIONANDSUMMARY

The HouseSelect Committeeon Assassinations authorized
Bolt Beranek and NewmanInc (BBN)to study two tape recordings
madeby the Dallas Police Department (DPD)on November22 1963
on Channels 1 and 2 of the DPD'sradio dispatching system
Channel 1 is the channel ordinarily used to handle DPDradio
traffic and this channel is recorded continuously on a
Dictabelt recorder Channel 2 an auxiliary channel generally
used to handle the additional radio traffic necessitated by
special events is recorded intermittently on a Gray Audograph
recorder as actuated by voice communicationsand time annota
tion Frequent time annotations —usually at 1-minute intervals —
are madeby the radio dispatchers handling each of these channels

OnNovember22 1963 during the time of President Kennedy's
assassination the radio of a DPDmotorcycle which mayhave
been in the motorcade was stuck in the transmitting modeon
Channel 1 for approximately 5 minutes During this time the
Chief of the Dallas Police Department whosecar immediately
preceded the President's limousine in the motorcade transmitted
several messages concerning the progress of the motorcade over
Channel 2 Channel 2 had been designated for use by DPDofficers
in the motorcade on November22 1963 Therefore if the Channel
1 recording were to contain sounds of gunfire associated with the
assassination then at least one of the motorcycle radios used
in the motorcade must have been incorrectly switched to Channel
1 Voice transmissions on both tapes were monitored for the
call numbersof the 18 motorcycle officers in the motorcade
Six of the officers were heard to transmit on Channel 2 three
on Channel 1.* The other nine did not makeany transmissions so
it cannot be determined which channel their radios were set for

*These three transmissions were madeat about 2:10 pm 4:39 pmand 5:22 pm all later times than the assassination
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1.1 Initial Analysis
The questions to be addressed in the analysis of these

tapes were

Does the 5-minute segment recorded on Channel 1 contain
the sound of gunfire
If so howmanyshots were recorded and from what location
(or locations) did the shots originate

To begin with if gunfire had been recorded on Channel 1
the analysis of that tape could be expected to reveal patterns
of transient waveformsthat wouldbe generally characteristic
of the shock waveproduced by the bullet of the loud and
impulsive noise of the muzzle blast and of echoes of each
It could further be expected that the major componentsof the
shock wavewould appear in the 1-kHz to 3.2-kHz frequency band

The initial analysis of the Channel 1 tape therefore con
sisted of filtering and recording the entire 5-minute segment
through each of two filters designed to reveal the presence of
any transient impulsive waveformpatterns that might be masked
by the repetitive loud noise of the motorcycle The first was
a bandpass filter that filtered out all sounds not contained
within the frequency range extending from 1 kHzto 3.2 kHz
This range was knownto contain the principal frequency com
ponents of the shock waveproduced by the bullet and to contain
relatively few componentsof motorcycle noise The second
filter was an adaptive WidrowLMSfilter which studies the
repetitive nature of noise estimates what it will be a short
time later and subtracts these noise componentsout leaving
transient events not anticipated by the filter
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The recorded outputs from both filters for the full
5 minutes were compared examined and plotted on a scale where
5 in equals 1/10 sec These plots revealed five impulse
patterns introduced by a source other than the motorcycle
Uponcloser examination all but one of these patterns were
sufficiently similar to have had the same source and the
impulses contained in these patterns appeared to have shapes
similar to the expected characteristics of a shock waveand of
a muzzle blast The remaining pattern was sufficiently differ
ent in amplitude and duration as to have been caused by a
different source

The hypothesis to be tested then was that these four
impulse patterns were caused by gunfire Initially this
hypothesis was subjected to five simple but necessary screen
ing tests

Timeof occurrence

Uniqueness of patterns
Timespan between patterns

Shape of impulses within the patterns

Amplitudeof impulses

Should the hypothesis then pass these tests a sixth more
rigorous test wouldbe applied This final test would require
an acoustical reconstruction of the circumstances of the original
gunfire in Dealey Plaza to reveal the relative times that muzzle
blast and shock wave impulses together with their echoes would
arrive at microphoneslocated where the motorcycle radio might
have been
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1.2 Screening Tests

The five screening tests were designed to determine whether
the characteristics of the four impulse patterns corresponded
both to other evidence and to the characteristics of actual
gunfire

	Didthe impulse patterns occur at the same time the shots
were actually fired Yea

Stopwatch timing and examination of both tapes placed the
time of the shot and the time of onset of the first pattern of
waveformswithin 35 sec of each other The margin of acceptable
time difference was 60 sec since the two time clocks used by
the two dispatchers were synchronized to within just 1 minute

	Werethese impulse patterns unique Yes

Examination of the entire 5-minute segmentdid not reveal
sufficiently similar impulse patterns elsewhere on the tape
to discount gunfire as the source of these four patterns

	Didthe time span between the patterns correspond to other
evidence of intervals between shots Yea

The intervals between the onset times of the four impulse
patterns on the DPDtape with the frames on the Zapruder film
showingbullet impact were compared According to the Zapruder
film the time span between the earliest and the latest gunfire
like events recorded on Channel 1 had to be no less than 5.6
sec The span between onset times of the first and the fourth
patterns was 8.3 sec
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	Didthe shape of the impulse patterns resemble those
generated by actual rifle fire Yes

Tape recordings of test shots madewith a Mannlicher
Carcano rifle were put through electrical circuits that mimicked
those through which the 5-minute segmenthad been recorded The
shape of the impulse patterns on the Channel 1 tape approximates
those produced by the test shots

	Didthe range of amplitude (loudness) of the impulse
patterns resemble that of the echo patterns produced bythe test shots Yes

Processing the echo patterns of the test shots through a
radio receiver like that used in the DPDrecording system showed
similar compression of the range of amplitude of recorded signals
with respect to the range of the signals fed into the receiver

The answers to these five questions neither proved nor dis
proved the possibility that the four impulse patterns on the
Channel 1 tape had been caused by gunfire A more rigorous
analysis was required to determine with someconfidence whether
or not these patterns had been caused by gunfire

1.3 Further Analysis
The gunfire and the potential motorcycle radio positions

on November22 1963 were acoustically reconstructed on
August 20 1978 in Dealey Plaza The sounds were subsequently
processed into echo patterns each one representing the unique
"fingerprint of gunfire sounds as heard at one location when
a weaponis fired from one place to one target The Channel 1
recording madeat the time of the assassination had been
similarly processed into sound impulse patterns However the
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Channel 1 impulse patterns were like badly smudged"fingerprints,
because of the extremely noisy environment in which the original
recording had been made

The echo patterns were comparedto the impulse patterns to
see if any of the clear "fingerprints obtained during the
reconstruction matched any of the smudged"fingerprints on
the Channel 1 recording The matching process was a binary
correlation detector – a simple but powerful signal-detection
schemethat is conducted mathematically

Several echo patterns from the acoustical reconstruction
matched sufficiently well with the four impulse patterns that
we were able to place the motorcycle behind the Presidential
limousine at distances varying from 120 ft to 160 ft

The correlation detector indicated that four shots mayhave
been fired as follows

time 0.0 sec – one shot from the Texas School Book
Depository (TSBD)aimed between the limousine posi
tions seen in frames 160 and 313 of the Zapruder film

time 1.6 sec – one shot from the TSBDaimed near the
limousine position seen in frame 313

time 7.8 sec – one shot from behind the fence on the
knoll aimed near the limousine position seen in
frame 313

4 time 8.3 sec – one shot from the TSBDaimed between
the limousine position seen in frame 313 and the triple
underpass
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1.4 Conclusions Based on Results of the Acoustical Reconstruction
The conclusions drawnfrom the results of the matches ob

tained by our analysis were presented at the public hearing
before the committeeon September11 1978 Essentially we had
concluded that the motorcycle had indeed been in the motorcade
and that possibly four shots had been fired at President Kennedy
The reason that our findings with respect to the four shots were
stated in terms of probabilities is as follows

The correlation detector produced several false alarms
that could be identified as such These false alarms are
spurious matches caused by uncertainty of the exact motorcycle
position with respect to the knownpositions of microphones
used in the reconstruction test Therefore someof the correla
tions that indicated the four shots must also be suspected as
false alarms This uncertainty introduced by the suspected
false alarms can be expressed as a set of probabilities on
the possible true outcomes These probabilities were calculated
from the judgment that each match has a 50%probability of being
a false alarm and from the assumption that each match is an
independent observation Thus the individual probabilities
that the shots occurred at each of the four times are

Shot 1 88%based on three matches

Shot 2 88%based on three matches

Shot 3 50%based on one match

Shot 4 75%based on two matches

The probability that the four possible shots found by the
correlation detector include at least two correct detections is
high about 96% The probability that there are three correct
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detections is lower about 75% The probability that all four
are correct is only about 29% The combinedprobability that
there are three correct detections and that the third (knoll)
shot is amongthem is about 47%

1.5 Independent Analytical Extension of the Reconstruction Test

The Committeesought to have the uncertainty in the test
results reduced particularly with respect to the 50%probability
of the third (knoll) shot Professor MarkWeiss and Mr Ernest
Aschkenasyof QueensCollege were authorized by the Committee
to conduct an analytical extension of our acoustical recon
struction test They first identified the objects in Dealey
Plaza that caused each echo that appeared in the echo pattern
we had found to indicate the possible third (knoll) shot Next
they calculated howthis echo pattern wouldbe modified for
receivers in the neighborhood of the microphonefrom which the
echo pattern was obtained Finally they were able to show
that 10 echoes of 12 in one of their calculated echo patterns
matchedwith 10 sound impulses of 14 on the DPDtape recording –
each one to an accuracy of + 1 ms The first of the 10 matching
impulses was found to occur 7.6 sec after the first impulse
indicating the first shot

Weexaminedthe results of this independent study and judged
both the technique and the parameters they used to be correct in
every detail Wefurther concluded that the odds were only
about 1 in 20 that their very precise match could have been
achieved by chance – i.e. if the 14 sound impulses on the DPD
tape were all noise and did not include echoes from a knoll gun
shot For this reason we conclude that there is a 95%
probability that there was a gunshot fired from the knoll at
about 7.6 sec after the first one
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1.6 Findings
The results of our analysis of the tape—recordedevidence

together with the independent analysis of the echo—patternmatch
with the third (knoll) shot permit the following findings

The recorded sounds on Channel 1 of the Dallas Police
radio dispatch system probably include the sounds of
four gunshots fired in Dealey Plaza at about 12:30 pm
on November22 1963
The recorded gunshot sounds were sensed and transmitted
by a police radio mountedon a motorcycle in the motor
cade and positioned at distances ranging from 120 ft to
160 ft behind the Presidential limousine

The first probable shot was fired at about 12:30:47
from the TSBD The motorcycle position was then on
HoustonSt having only about 3 sec earlier slowed in
preparation for the left turn onto ElmSt Noshock
wave indicating a supersonic projectile is seen as a
precursor to the sounds of the muzzle blast and none
is expected owing to the position of the motorcycle
with respect to the expected trajectory of the bullet
Therefore no conclusion can be drawnabout whether
this first acoustic disturbance was due to a rifle or
to a sound impulse as loud as the report of a rifle
However the sound did originate in the vicinity of
the sixth floor of the TSBD

The second probable shot was fired about 1.6 sec after
the first one also from the TSBD At this time the
motorcycle was just at the corner of Houstonand Elm
Again no shock wave is seen as a precursor to the
sounds of the muzzle and again none is expected
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The third probable shot was fired about 7.6 sec* after
the first one and it was fired from behind the fence
upon the "grassy knoll. At this time the motorcycle
was proceeding westward on ElmSt about 80 ft west of
the intersection with HoustonSt Anapparent shock
wave.is seen as a precursor to the sounds of the muzzle
blast Inasmuchas a supersonic projectile would show
such a precursor whenthe motorcycle is in this posi
tion the third shot is probably from a rifle

The fourth probable shot was fired about 8.3 sec after
the first one and it was fired from the TSBD The
motorcycle was on ElmSt about 90 ft west of the
intersection with Houston St Anapparent shock wave
is seen as a precursor to the sounds of the muzzle
blast Since the trajectory of the bullet would have
been over the motorcycle such a precursor wouldbe
expected for a rifle shot Therefore the fourth shot
is probably from a rifle

Additional police radio transmissions are intermittently
recorded on the tape during and after the last two
probable shots These transmissions contribute a few
electrical impulses to the noise background in which
the impulses of gunfire are set However these noise
impulses are too few in numberto have a material effect
on the accuracy by which the echo patterns of the
acoustical reconstruction match the impulse patterns
on the DPDtape

*This time was obtained from the independent study of Weiss and
Aschkenasy and it differs by about 0.2 sec from the time
obtained by our correlation detector
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These findings were presented at public hearing before the
Committeeon December29 1978 At that hearing Officer H.B
McLainof the DPDtestified that he had been riding his motor
cycle on the left-hand side of HoustonSt. approaching ElmSt
whenhe heard a single shot After the hearing he said that he
rememberedthat he had turned on his siren shortly after the
assassination and movedwith the motorcade to the hospital
However the appearance of McLainin photographs taken in
Dealey Plaza Just after the assassination suggests he did not
leave the area with the motorcade Unless McLainturned on his
ownsiren the absence of the siren sound on the tape is con
sistent with McLain's behavior as documentedin photographs and
it mayhave been his motorcycle

Section 2 of this report describes the acoustical nature
of gunfire —i.e. what could be expected after appropriate
filtering of the Channel 1 tape if it did indeed contain the
sound of gunfire Section 3 reports the procedures used to
process the tape and the results of this processing Section 4
describes the five screening tests and Sec 5 reports the
results of the acoustical reconstruction of gunfire in Dealey
Plaza Section 6 discusses additional relevant sounds on the
Channel 1 recording Finally Sec 7 describes our review of

independent analysis of the match between our acoustical
reconstruction and the sounds of the probable third shot
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2 NATUREOFRADIO-TRANSMITTEDSOUNDSOFGUNFIRE

2.1 Overview

The discharge of a rifle creates two sources of impulsive
sound the sound of the muzzle blast and the sound of the shock
wave shed from the supersonic bullet as it travels at a speed
greater than the speed of sound Figure 1 illustrates the
difference in howthese two impulsive sounds travel through
the air The shock wave for example has a direct path of
travel that resembles a cone while the sound of the muzzle
blast spreads spherically from the source

In addition to traveling at different speeds and in dif
ferent ways these impulsive sounds travel over several different
paths before arriving at a receiver in this case a microphone
Figure 2 illustrates these paths The first sound impulses to
arrive travel in a straight line from the source to the micro
phone this sound path is called the direct (D) path It
includes reflections (D2) from impulses traveling the direct
path and striking the ground very near the microphone Later
sound impulses arrive at the microphoneafter first reflecting
from large surfaces such as building facades and the ground
these sound paths are called reflected (R) paths Even later
sound impulses arrive at the microphoneafter first diffracting
from the corners of buildings and the edges of other large
objects these sound paths are called diffracted (T M L) paths
A weaker set of sound impulses arriving at the microphoneJust
after the direct arrival are scattered first by small objects
such as poles people and automobiles After striking these
scattering objects these weaker sound impulses arrive at the
microphoneover the scattered (S P) paths Finally reflections



FIG 1 LOCIOFMUZZLEBLASTANDSHOCKWAVESATTWOTIMESAFTERFIRINGOF
BULLET
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from distant objects (U) arrive over various reflected paths
but these signals appear muchlater than those arriving by all
the previously described paths

All sound impulses arriving at the microphonethat are loud
enoughto be heard over the environmental noise wouldbe trans
mitted over the radio connected to the microphone In this
case the environmental noise consisted primarily of the very
loud repetitive noise madeby the engine of a movingmotor
cycle This noise was found to be only about 10 dB lower than
the loudest gunfire impulse recorded Thus only the very
loudest gunfire sound impulses would actually be detectable
above the engine noise

The loudest sound impulses from gunfire are considerably
louder than the loudness of speech for which the radio was
designed to operate These loud impulses overdrive the radio
circuitry Because of the limiting circuits in the radio
transmitter very loud sounds are recorded in distorted fashion
and appear as muchweaker signals than they really are In
fact despite the difference in loudness of signals traveling
over the several paths illustrated in Fig 2 each is recorded
as having about the sameamplitude

After the sounds that were picked up at the microphonehad
been transmitted to the DPDradio receiver the output of the
receiver was recorded on a Dictabelt recorder The circuitry
of the receiver and the characteristics of the recorder also
affected the transmitted signals The recorded loudness of
the sounds transmitted from the motorcycle radio with the stuck
microphonewere additionally affected somewhatby simultaneous
transmissions from other officers in the motorcade AnFM
radio receiver such as the one in DPDheadquarters receives
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best from the transmitting radio having the strongest transmitted
signal and can accommodateat the same time all receivers whose
transmitted signal strengths differ by less than the receiver
capture ratio

Thus the effects of severe environmental noise of the
limiting circuitry of the radio transmitter of simultaneous
radio transmissions and of the recording characteristics of
a Dictabelt recorder were such that any waveformsthat would
emerge from an analysis of the tape wouldbe severely distorted
Whatthese waveformswould look like without such distortion
is illustrated in Fig 3

the upper portion of
The waveformsshownin/this figure were produced by a

Mannlicher-Carcanowith Western Cartridge Co ammunitionand
picked up by a microphonepositioned 30 ft from the muzzle and
10 ft to one side of the bullet's trajectory The muzzle
blast waveformreveals a peak pressure impulse having a sound
pressure level of 137 dB re 2x10-SN/m2 For comparison
Fig 3 also showsthe corresponding waveformsfor an M-1rifle
Despite the differences in loudness (amplitude) from one weapon
to the other the shock waveand the muzzle blast can be seen
to have characteristic shapes Soundsprocessed from the
Channel 1 tape could be expected to contain these shapes but
in distorted fashion The shapes could be expected to be com
pressed in amplitude and to be accompaniedby indications of
overdriving of the radio circuits Theywould also be
accompaniedby waveformsproduced by the arrival of sound
echoes from several sources as described in the rest of this
section
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M-1

MANNLICHER-CARCANO

ShockWave 1-- MuzzleBlastat 30ft
at10ft 137dB
130dB

0 10 20 so
TIME(msec)

ShockWave I
at 10ft -- MuzzleBlastat 30ft
140dB- 145dB

0 10 20 30 40
TIME(msec)

FIG 3 MUZZLEBLASTANDSHOCKWAVEFORMSFORMANNLICHER-CARCANO
ANDM-1RIFLES
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2.2 Propagation Over the Direct Path

The distance from the muzzle in the TSBDto the nearest
possible location of the motorcycle microphoneis 60 ft and
to the farthest possible location (at Houstonand Main) is
260 ft Loss in amplitude of the sound of the muzzle blast
over the direct path is due principally to the spherical spread
ing of the sound as it travels outward from the source of gun
fire This weakening (attenuation) is accounted for by the
quantity 20 log(D/30) where D is the length in ft of the
path of travel The estimated loudness of the muzzle blast at
the nearest possibly motorcycle location is 137 20 log(60/30)
which is equal to 131 dB re 2x10-5N/m2 The estimated loudness
of the muzzle blast at the farthest possible location is equal
to 118 dB re 2x10-5N/m2

Thus both the muzzle blasts and the shock waveswould be
received over the direct path with sound pressure levels greater
than the approximately 100-dBlimiting sound pressure levels of
the motorcycle radio The result wouldbe both an indication of
overdriving the system and a compression of the recorded ampli
tude

2.3 Propagation Over Reflected Paths

Groundreflections will always occur from below the micro
phone at the specular reflection point Since the path length
of the reflected path is only a few feet longer than for the
direct path the amplitude of ground-reflected sounds will
nearly equal the amplitude of sounds arriving over the direct
path
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Building reflections occur only whena building facade
includes a specular reflection point for the source and micro
phone This condition is met by the buildings on HoustonSt
for microphones located on Houstonnear MainSt. and it is
also met by the Post Office Annexfor microphones located on
ElmSt The path length for these reflections is the total
distance from the source to the specular reflection point and
then to the microphone For microphoneson Elm the path length
for reflections off the Post Office is about 1100 ft The
amplitude of such echoes is therefore estimated to be
137 20 log(1100/30) = 106 dBre 2X10-SN/m2– still loud
enough to cause limiting by the radio

All reflected sounds regardless of the reflecting surface
arrive at the microphoneT seconds later than sounds traveling
the direct path T can be expressed as the ratio AD/c where
ADis the difference between path lengths in ft and c is the
speed of sound in ft/sec At 65°F c is 1123 ft/sec and at
90°F c is 1150 ft/sec Soundsreflected from the Post Office
occur about (1100-100)/1100 or about 0.9 sec later than the
direct sounds

2.4 Propagation Over Diffracted Paths
The amplitude of sound diffracted by a corner of a building

can be estimated as follows.* The ratio of diffracted sound
pressure Pd to direct sound pressure Po can be written as

Pd = Fl 2+1-2cos9
Po 6skro E(6+l)

*See J.J BowmanT.B.A Senior P.L.E Uslenghi Electromagneticand Acoustic Scattering by Simple Shapes North-Holland Pub
lishing CompanyAmsterdam 1969 (p 274)
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where = r/ro the distances from the corner to the source and
from the corner to the microphone respectively The angle
between arriving and diffracted rays of sound is 8 and k is
the acoustic wavenumber The function IF is a numbergenerally
between 1 and 2

There are manycorners that can cause diffractions The
corner of the Records Building is typical The amplitude of a
sound impulse diffracted from its corner and received at Houston
and Elmwouldbe about 30 dB lower than that of an impulse
arriving directly from the source Since the amplitude of the
direct-path sound of the muzzle blast near Houstonand Elmis
about 131 dB re 2x10-SN/m2the amplitude of the diffracted
impulse will be about 101 dB re 2xlO-SN/m2still loud enough
to be somewhatlimited by the radio and to be quite audible

The total path lengths of diffracted sounds vary continu
ously between limits set by the direct path length and by the
longest reflected path length Thus diffracted sounds should
occur between the time of the direct arrival and the time of
the arrival of the reflection from the Post Office

2.5 Propagation Over Scattered Paths

Objects small enough so that kd=2 where d is the nominal
diameter of the object will scatter sound in all directions
Substantial energy in the muzzle blast impulse is contained
at frequencies near 500 Hz where k = 2.8 ft-1 Thus objects
having a diameter of about 1 ft satisfy the scattering require
ment Such objects could be light poles people and motorcycles
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The loudness of scattered sound diminishes rapidly with in
creased distance from the scattering object For this reason
only sounds scattered from objects fairly close to the microphone
would be loud enoughto be recorded

Scattered sounds loud enoughto be picked up by the micro
phone would arrive just following strong direct reflected and
diffracted sounds These scattered arrivals tend to increase
the apparent time interval in which the primary signals arrive
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3 RESULTSOFEXAMININGANDPROCESSINGTHEDPDCHANNEL1 TAPE
The first tape we received on May12 from the Committee

had a very scratchy overlay of needle noise indicating that it
was a very poor or multiple-generation dub of a recording In
July the Committeegave us an electromagnetic tape recording
that was identified as an original dub madeby the DPD as well
as the original Dictabelt record Wethen madeour owndub on
magnetic tape from the original Dictabelt record and compared
our dub with that reportedly madeby the DPD Wedigitized both
dubbed tapes —ours and that madeby the DPD plotted the
outputs of the digitizing process and found them to be vir
tually identical In this way we determined that the Dictabelt
record was really the source of the data on the DPD-dubbedtape
that we were using for analysis

Onthe DPDChannel 1 tape there is an interval of about
5-minute duration beginning a little after 12:28 pm in which
the radio traffic on this channel is disrupted by a continuous
transmission by someremote transmitter presumablybecause its
transmit button was stuck in the "on position As described
in AppendixA we input this entire interval into a digital
computer for subsequent detailed listening viewing and
processing This section describes the results of that examina
tion

3.1 The UnprocessedWaveformData

First we madea high-resolution graphical plot of the
waveformof this signal at a scale of 5 in per 1/10 sec for
detailed visual examination The plot of the entire interval
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comprises a roll of paper 12 in wide by 234 ft long Reduc
tions of excerpts of this plot are reproduced in Fig 4 In
this figure and in the following discussion time is noted in
seconds from the beginning of the interval

The first region to be noted in Fig 4 is the area around
131 sec This region is typical of the high level of motor
cycle noise that characterizes the first 2 minutes of the data

In the region of 132 to 133 sec we can see the amplitude
of the noise slowly drop Later whenwe discover the trajectory
of the motorcycle as a by-product of detecting the sounds of
shots we find that the motorcycle was approaching the corner
of Houston and ElmSts at this time Therefore this diminu
tion of motorcycle noise is probably due to the slowing necessary
to negotiate the 1208 left turn at the corner

At about 135.6 sec we note a single large impulse of
relatively long duration Because of its length and because
the region following this impulse is largely free of other
impulses such as the echoes normally associated with loud
impulsive sounds we feel that it is unlikely that this impulse
represents the sound of gunfire

The regions around 137.3 to 138.7 and 139.2 to 140.5 sec
are notable for a numberof brief loud impulses These impulse
patterns the first to appear in the data up to this time were
judged as potentially representing gunfire

The region from 144.8 to 147.2 sec which does not appear
in Fig 4 also contains a large numberof impulses of similar
character Because this region is about twice as long as the
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preceding ones it was identified as possibly representing two
separate impulse patterns and therefore as potentially con
taining the sounds of two shots

3.2 Spectrographic Analysis
Another wayof portraying acoustical data is in the form

of a spectrogram in which the short-term spectrum of the signal
is displayed as a function of time Twoexample spectrograms
from the region 141 to 148 sec are shownin Fig 5 In this
figure time runs from left to right across the figure and
frequency from bottom to top The energy at a given time and
frequency is depicted by the blackness of the paper at that
point

The region from 141 to 144 sec is only noise Just after
144 sec a single loud click occurs followed by a region of
very faint speech (faint diagonal and horizontal smudgesthat
change rapidly) clicks (thin vertical lines) and keying
heterodynes (steady horizontal bars) The analysis into char
acteristic frequency componentsperformed by the spectrograph
permits us to recognize these events in a waynot possible in
the waveformpatterns

3.3 The Filtered WaveformData

To be sure that the 137 to 147-sec region of the trans
mission contained the only transients of potential importance
with respect to gunfire we attempted to removethe effect of
the motorcycle engine noise to see if it was obscuring other
transients For this purpose we implementedon a high-speed
digital computer a noise-canceling filter programthat adapts
to and subsequently cancels sound componentsthat appear to
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be nonrandom(in this case the periodic noise of the engine)
This filtering algorithm is described in AppendixA It was
tested on a high-fidelity recording of motorcycle engine noise
and was found to be very effective in removingit

The adaptive filtering algorithm whenapplied to the entire
5-minute segment of transmission was not so effective Figures
6 and 7 showthe effect of filtering the waveformfrom 130 to
150 sec (overlapping the period for which the unprocessed wave
form is shownin Fig 4) The adaptive filtering removedhum
and somelow-frequency noise components but the overall effect
was not dramatic Evidently the distortions introduced by the
radio transmitter the original Dictabelt recording system and
the subsequent multiple playings of the Dictabelt had added non
randomnoise componentsthat the adapative filter was unable to
remove

AppendixA also describes other signal-processing techniques
that were applied to these data in attempts to removethe motor
cycle noise and to detect and track motorcycle engine speed
The results in both cases were negative
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4 SCREENINGTESTS

As described in Sec 1 the four impulse patterns on the DPD
tape were subjected to five simple but necessary screening tests
If the patterns did not pass any of these simple tests then
they could safely be assumedto have been caused by something
other than gunfire If they were to pass these tests they
could not be assumedto be gunfire but further analysis would
be warranted Essentially the screening tests were designed
to answer the following questions

Did the impulse patterns occur at the sametime as the
assassination

Werethe patterns unique In other words were they
caused by the same source and did they appear only
at this time and nowhereelse on the tape
Did the time intervals between the impulse patterns
match that of other evidence of gunfire
Did the shape of the impulses resemble the shape of
impulses of recorded gunfire
Wasthe amplitude of the impulses similar to that of
recorded gunfire

This section of the report describes howthese questions
were answered

4.1 Timeof Occurrence

To determine the time of day whenthe impulse patterns were
recorded on Channel 1 we examinedthe Channel 1 and the Channel
2 tapes It is usual DPD̀practice for the Dispatchers on both
channels to makefrequent time annotations In doing so they
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refer to two different clocks which are synchronized at the
beginning of each monthand which are read out in full minutes
only AnFBI study concluded that towards the end of the month
the clocks could differ by as muchas 1 minute The allowable
difference in the timing of events on Channels 1 and 2 therefore
was 60 sec

The Channel 1 segmentwas a continuous recording that had
no time annotations during the period of stuck transmission
but time annotations preceded and followed this period The
Channel 2 segmentwas an intermittent recording with frequent
time annotations throughout A stopwatch was used to time
the events on both channels

Figure 8 illustrates the results of stopwatch timing of
the Gray Audographrecord of Channel 2 events Timeannotations
madeby the Channel 2 Dispatcher are plotted against time on
the stopwatch for the interval extending from 12:22 pmto
12:40 pm Lines representing the least-square error fit are
drawn through the time annotations Note that the clock used
by the Dispatcher is read out only in full minutes and occa
sionally there is more than one annotation for the sameminute

For the events occurring before 12:30 pmon the Channel 2
tape the slope of the least-square error fit is only 0.4
indicating intermittent operation of the recorder which
stops recording whenthere are no voice transmissions At about
12:30 pm the voice traffic picked up and the Gray Audograph
began recording continuously as indicated by a least-square
error fit slope of 1.0
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The stopwatch time of two successive transmissions from
Chief Curry are noted at the left of the illustration between
the period extending from 6 minutes to 8 minutes In the first
he notes that the motorcade is "approaching the triple underpass.
After the Dispatcher notes the time as being 12:30 the Chief
announces "Weare going to the hospital officers. The
assassination must have occurred sometimebetween Chief Curry's
two voice transmissions Since the slope of the least-square
error fit changes at about 12:30 it is impossible to determine
precisely the time on the Channel 2 clock whenthe assassination
occurred The best estimate is 12:30:12 pm

Figure 9 illustrates the results of stopwatch timing of
the Dictabelt record of the events on Channel 1 Here the
slope of the least-square error fit is 0.95 indicating that
the recorder was running 5%too slow and therefore was com
pressing time slightly.* The fact that the slope does not change
over the course of the entire segment showsthat the recorder
operated continuously

The onset of the first impulse pattern or gunfire-like
event on Channel 1 occurred at 12:30:47 Channel 1 time Thus
the events on Channels 1 and 2 occurred within 35 sec of each
other well within the time difference allowable for this
screening test

*Frequencyanalysis of the power humon the tape recording also
indicated that the recorder had been about 5%slow Since the
humcould have been added whenthe tape was recorded from the
dictabelt this is not a reliable indication of the original
recording speed
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4.2 Uniqueness of the Impulse Patterns

If impulse patterns similar to those occurring at the time
of the assassination were to be found anywhereelse during the
5-minute recording of stuck transmission then the patterns could
safely be assumedto have been caused by something other than
gunfire Thus we examinedprocessed waveformsfor the entire
segment of stuck transmission looking for impulse patterns
similar to those already identified During the course of
this examination only one other pattern was found It began
about 30 sec after the other four patterns and was comprised
mostly of impulses apparently caused by radios keying in
attempting to transmit This sequence which lasted for
approximately 4 sec did not resemble the earlier impulse
patterns well enoughto have been caused by the samesource

4.3 TimeSpan of the Impulse Patterns

If the impulse patterns were caused by the gunfire of the
assassination the time span they occupy would have to be at
least as long as the evidence of time between bullet impacts
as seen on the Zapruder film Onthat film bullet impact is
judged to occur before frame 210 and again at frame 313 an
interval of 103 frames Since Zapruder's camera was judged to
be operating at 18.3 frames per sec the time span between these
two events is 5.6 sec The time span between the onset of the
first impulse pattern and the onset of the fourth impulse
pattern on the Channel 1 tape is 7.9 sec Whencorrected for
the fact that the tape recorder was running about 5%too slowly
the real time span is 8.3 sec
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4.4 Shape of Impulses
If the impulse patterns recorded on the DPDtape were

gunfire the shape of the waveformswould have been distorted
by the limiting circuitry of the radio transmitter Figure 10
showsthe nature of these distortions At the left of the
figure is a muzzle-blast waveformobtained from the test firing
of a Mannlicher-Carcanorifle This waveformhas a double peak
showingthe direct arrival of the muzzle blast with a strong
ground reflection immediately following A tape recording of
these impulses was fed through a transmitting and recording
system similar to that used by the DPD The characteristics
of both these systems are discussed in AppendixB

The series of five photographs of transmitted muzzle-blast
waveformsshowsthe effect of the system's circuitry on impulse
shapes —essentially the louder the input signal the greater
the distortion For example the top photograph showshowthe
loudest signals those arriving over the direct path wouldbe
recorded The signal that was input at 109 dB is a good example
of what the reflection from a large and distant surface such
as the Post Office would look like Similar analysis of the
shock-waveimpulse at the right of the figure illustrates how
the simple N-waveof the bullet is severely distorted whenthe
input signal greatly exceeds the 100-dBlimiting circuitry of
the transmitter

Comparisonof these waveformswith the impulse patterns
obtained from the DPDtape showedsufficient similarity that the
possiblity that the impulse patterns were caused by gunfire
could not be ruled out
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4.5 Amplitudeof Impulses
Another characteristic of the waveformsthat would have

been affected by the circuitry of the radio transmitter if the
input signal was as loud as gunfire was their amplitude The
recorded amplitudes of the sounds wouldbe compressedin such a
way that strong signals would appear to be weaker than they
actually were and weak signals in the samepattern would
therefore appear stronger As can be seen in Fig 11 this
compression is greatest for very loud signals especially those
with high-frequency content For example although all the
signals were compressed the amplitude compression of muzzle
blast waveformsabove 100 dBwas in every case less than that
of the shock waves that are of higher frequency

Whenthe peak-to-peak difference in amplitude between two
signals was 30 dB they were recorded as having only a 20-dB
difference (muzzle blast) or only a 10-dBdifference (shock
wave) As the amplitude of the input signal decreased the
difference in peak-to-peak level becamemore noticeable This
analysis gave us greater insight into the characteristics of
the sounds originally recorded on the DPDtape The signals
on that tape also appeared to be compressedin amplitude indi
cating that the sounds as originally picked up at the motor
cycle microphone mayhave been loud enoughto have been caused
by gunfire
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5 ACOUSTICALRECONSTRUCTIONIN DEALEYPLAZA

Because the five screening tests described in Sec It had
failed to disprove the possibility of gunfire having been re
corded on the Channel 1 tape a more rigorous test was required
The objective of the acoustical reconstruction therefore was
to obtain several "acoustical fingerprints of the sound of
gunfire in Dealey Plaza to comparewith the impulse patterns
found on the Channel 1 tape If any of the "fingerprints
matched then the reconstruction would result in determining
both the timing of the shots and the locations of the weapon
and the target for each shot Only those weaponand target
locations indicated by available testimony were to be tested

5.1 Nature of the Test

The most powerful test for the presence of weaksignals
that have manyknownfeatures but that are not clearly detectable
because of backgroundnoise is the correlation detection test
There are six distinct steps required to conduct this test

Step 1 Obtain acoustical measurements called test patterns
of the signals to be detected

These test patterns are uniquely determined by weapon
target-microphone locations for each shot There were 12 com
binations of weapon-target locations and they are listed in
Table I There were 36 microphonelocations (3 arrays of 12
microphones) which along with the four target locations are
illustrated in Fig 12 Thus 432 (12 x 36) unique test patterns
were obtained Six of these are illustrated in Fig 13 where
the logarithm of sound-pressure amplitude is displayed as a
function of time on a scale 16 in to 1 sec
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FIG 12 MICROPHONELOCATIONSATDEALEYPLAZA
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TABLEI SEQUENCEOFTESTSHOTS

WeaponLocation Target1 Target2 Target3 Target4
TSBD(Muzzlein planeof

window)
TSBD(Muzzle2 ft inside

planeof window)
Knoll(Rifle)
Knoll(Pistol)

Shot1

Shot2

Shot3

Shot4

Shot5

Shot6

Shot7

ShotB
Shot9

Shot10

Shot11

Shot12

Step 2 Process the 432 unique teat patterns into a like number
of unique echo patterns or "fingerprints.

Since the radio receiver compresses the amplitude of loud
gunfire sounds into a narrow range of amplitudes for comparison
with the compressedimpulse patterns test-shot echoes that
differ greatly in loudness must be compressedso as to differ
only slightly in loudness after transmission by the radio To
achieve this compression we selected only those echoes in a
pattern having sufficient loudness to render them distinct from
their neighboring weaker echoes

This echo selection process is illustrated in Figs 14
through 17 for test patterns of individual shots as recorded
by three adjacent microphones For each of these figures the
geometry of the test shot i.e. the weapon-target microphone
location sequence can be reconstructed by referring to Fig 12
As can be seen from that figure 12 microphoneswere placed in
3 successive arrays along the route of the motorcade beginning
at the right of the figure at the corner of Houstonand Main
The outputs of the microphoneswere recorded on channels having
the samenumbersas the microphones Thus the echo patterns
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in Fig 14 represent the sound of gunfire madeby a Mannlicher
Carcano rifle withdrawn 2 ft within the plane of the TSBD
window fired at the target located closest to the TSBDand
picked up by microphones 4 5 and 6 located on HoustonSt
before the turn onto Elm

In each of these four figures 14 through 17 very loud
echoes were selected from the echo patterns recorded by the three
adjacent microphones Those echoes judged to have been caused
by somefeature in Dealey Plaza e.g. direct arrivals of shock
waveand muzzle blast ground and building reflections etc
were identified by dots that are connected by nearly vertical
lines The reason the lines are not vertical is that the micro
phones were far enoughapart to receive the same sound at dif
ferent times WhenFig 14 is again used as an example the

slope of the vertical lines at the left of the figure indicates
that microphone6 was closest to the weaponlocation and was
therefore the first microphoneto pick up sound arriving by the
direct path and by other short paths The slope of the lines
at the right of the figure indicates that microphone4 was
closest to a major reflecting surface such as the Post Office
and was the first to pick up those echoes

Fromthe four groups of echo patterns shownin Figs 14
through 17 we selected as "fingerprint material the following
numberof echoes 15 14 9 and 10 Again selection of these
echoes was based on their strength and on an understanding of
howall the echoes would be compressedin amplitude by the
limiting circuitry of the DPDdispatching system The same
procedure was used to select echo patterns from each of the 432
test patterns Each echo pattern consisted of dots placed at
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the time of each echo on a scale of 16 in per sec and there
was an average numberof 12 echoes on each echo pattern Most
echo patterns were of about 1-sec duration or 16 in long

Step 3 Process into impulse patterns the segment of the DPD
tape recording that passed all five screening tests

The amplitude of the sounds on each segmentwas displayed
in dB as a function of time with each second of data occupying
16 in of the display The tape segmentwas subdivided for
convenience into six separate segments of about 1-sec duration
each segment containing numeroussound impulses.* About 4 sec
of data were discarded because there were no impulses occurring
within them All impulses louder than a threshold value were
selected as membersof the impulse pattern This process is
illustrated in Fig 18 where 17 impulses were selected in a
1.2-sec-long segmentof the DPDtape that begins at 137 sec
from onset of the stuck microphone

Aboveeach numberedimpulse in Fig 18 is a pair of ver
tical lines separated from the time of impulse by 6 msec The
12 msecbetween this pair of lines represents a windowin which
an echo from an echo pattern recorded during the reconstruction
might acceptably occur The reason for establishing such an
acceptance windowfor the comparisonbetween impulse and echo
patterns is that the precise motorcycle position and therefore
its position relative to the actual test microphonelocations
was not known This subject is addressed further in Sec 5.2

Three other impulse patterns are illustrated in Figs 19
through 21 These correspond to DPDtape segments that begin
at 139 145 and 145.5 sec and they contain 15 11 and 8

*These segments included the four impulse patterns that passed
the screening tests with the fourth pattern divided into two
segments and one pattern that did not pass the tests



FIG 18 IMPULSEPATTERNFROMSTUCK-TRANSMITTERRECORDINGBEGINNINGAT
TIME137 SEC



FIG 19 IMPULSEPATTERNFROMSTUCK-TRANSMITTERRECORDINGBEGINNINGAT
TIME139 SEC



FIG 20 IMPULSEPATTERNFROMSTUCK-TRANSMITTERRECORDINGBEGINNINGAT
TIME145 SEC



FIG 21 IMPULSEPATTERNFROMSTUCK-TRANSMITTERRECORDINGBEGINNINGAT
TIME145.5 SEC
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impulses respectively The two impulse patterns not illustrated
contained 4 and 8 impulses so that all six of the 1-sec segments
averaged 10.5 impulses each

Step 4 Correlate each of the 432 echo patterns with each of
the six impulse patterns for a total of 2592 separate
correlation coefficients

The process of correlation which obtains the measure of
goodness of match between an echo pattern and an impulse pattern
is the essence of the correlation detector The process is
carried out by sliding the impulse pattern along the echo pat
tern until the maximumnumberof echoes occurs within the
acceptable windowsof corresponding impulses This maximum
numberis called the numberof matches The correlation co
efficient is the numberof matches divided by the square root
of the product of the numberof echoes and the numberof im
pulses i.e.

correlation coefficient = No of Matches
No of Echoes x No of Impulses

If there is an equal numberof echoes and impulses and
if they all match whenthe two patterns are positioned at one
relative time then the match is perfect and the value of the
correlation coefficient is unity (1.0) If there are extraneous
impulses or echoes such as maybe caused by noise on the DPD
tape or by an echo-acceptance threshold too low for the recon
structed sounds then the match cannot be perfect and the
correlation coefficient will be less than unity If the echo
pattern is not at all similar to the impulse pattern there
will be only one or two matches and the correlation coefficient
will be only a little larger than zero
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The correlation coefficients for all 2592 matches were
calculated by determining the maximumcorrelation coefficient
possible for each after sliding each pair of echo patterns
and impulse patterns relative to one another The time of the
first impulse on the impulse pattern was noted with respect to
the instant that the microphonebutton becamestuck

Step 5 Select all correlation coefficients having values
greater than the detection threshold value

The detection threshold concept is necessary because we
have observed that noise and experimental uncertainty tend to
prevent any perfect correlations (unity value of the correlation
coefficient) Wheneveran echo pattern matches sufficiently
well with an impulse pattern to produce a correlation coefficient
higher than the threshold value that echo pattern is said to
pass the detection test There are two possible meanings to
be assigned to each passing of the test First if the impulse
pattern was truly caused by gunfire the passing is called a
detection Second if the impulse pattern was not caused by
gunfire —but rather by any other event capable of introducing
noise in the radio —then the passing is called a false alarm

Since impulse patterns that are truly caused by gunfire
and mixed with radio noise cannot be expected to correlate
perfectly with the test patterns the detection threshold must
be set low enough to ensure that no detections are missed But
the lower the detection threshold is set the more false alarms
that can be expected to occur The analysis described in
AppendixC indicated that randomnoise on one 1-sec segment
of the DPDtape having about 12 impulses per sec will cause
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fewer than 3.3 false alarms out of 432 echo patterns provided
the detection threshold is 0.6 This rate of false alarms was
judged acceptable and was considered necessary to prevent misses

Step 6 Eliminate from the set of detections and false alarms
the false alarms that can be identified

Since false alarms are caused by noise (unexplainable
events) they mayoccur with echo patterns that represent weapon
target and microphonepositions that are obviously disjoint
from actual detections and from false alarms that mimicactual
detections These events can be correctly identified as false
alarms and eliminated from further consideration Only in
dependent (non-DPDtape) evidence can be used to identify those
false alarms that maybe mimickingdetections

5.2 Problems To Be Solved by the Acoustical Reconstruction Test

The acoustical reconstruction test had to be conducted in
a safe and timely manner Therefore all conceivable weapon
target and microphonelocations could not be reconstructed
Five problems arising from this fact and their solutions are
discussed here

1 Wherein the motorcade was the motorcycle during the time
span of the assassination assuming that it was in the
motorcade

The motorcycle wouldneed to be within the confines of
Dealey Plaza in order to pick up the sound of gunfire From
the corner of MainSt and HoustonSt to the position of the
President's limousine at the time the President's head wound
was inflicted is a distance of about 460 ft Since the pavement
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widens greatly at the corner of Houstonand Elm about 150 ft
needed to be covered twice for a total linear distance of
610 ft It was judged that there would be time from sunrise until
noon to conduct four complete firing sequences Oneof these
would need to be a repeat to test for the similarity of two
types of ammunition Only 12 microphonescould be used simul
taneously because of the need to keep 2 channels of a 14-channel
tape recorder in reserve for annotation Therefore 36 micro
phone positions would have to cover a distance of 610 ft Also
the streets in Dealey Plaza are about 40 ft wide meaningthat
a motorcycle would likely be no more than about 18 ft from the
center of a street For these reasons the microphoneswere
spaced 18 ft apart as illustrated in Fig 12

Because of the spacing of the microphonesand lack of knowl
edge of the precise position of the motorcycle within the
motorcade it was judged that the motorcycle would in the
worst case have been no more than 18 ft awayfrom a microphone
location The most likely separations were accounted for in
Sec 5.1 Step 3 by the establishing of a ±6-msecacceptance
windowfor matching echo and impulse patterns

2 Is live ammunitionnecessary in the acoustical reconstruc
tion and does the type of weaponand ammunitionmakea
difference
In Sec 2 we described howthe shock waves generated by

rifle bullets would be sufficiently loud at somemicrophone
positions to becomea significant part of an echo pattern
The speed of the bullet is important because it determines
the difference in time between perception of the shock waves
and perception of the muzzle-blast waves Therefore it would
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be best to use the sametype of rifle and the sametype of
ammunitionin the reconstruction as was used in the assassina
tion Evidence dictated use of a Mannlicher-Carcanorifle from
the sixth floor of the TSBDfiring Western Cartridge Co
ammunition The Committeesupplied a similar rifle but only
15 WCCrounds It was necessary to use Normaammunitionfor the
first three sequences of rifle fire while the fourth sequence
was a duplicate of the third with the exception of substituting
WCCrounds for Normarounds Nosignificant difference due to
the type of ammunitionwas observed as can be seen in Fig 13

Gunfire from behind the fence on the knoll had been alleged
by some although there was no evidence to indicate what type
of weaponor ammunitionmight have been used The greatest
difference between echo patterns caused by two different weapons
occurs wheneverone fires a supersonic projectile and the other
a subsonic one For this reason a Mannlicher-Carcanowas used
to produce the supersonic projectile and a 38-caliber pistol
was used to produce the subsonic projectile Since the knoll
to-target distances were only about 100 ft it was not necessary
to obtain great accuracy in matching test weaponswith alleged
assassination weaponsin this case

3 Whereshould the targets be located

Photographic evidence indicated that shots struck the
President whenhis limousine was at the locations indicated
approximately in Zapruder frames 200 and 313 Also evidence
indicated that a bullet mayhave struck the curb on the south
side of MainSt. near the triple underpass Finally
our initial investigation of the tape indicated a shot may
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have been fired whenthe limousine was near frame 160 For
these reasons four targets were selected and their positions
are markedon Fig 12

4 Hadany significant physical changes been madein Dealey
Plaza

Animportant factor to be considered was the change over
15 years in the physical and therefore acoustical character
istics of Dealey Plaza The absence of the crowdand cars was
judged insignificant because reflections of sound from these
sources would constitute sufficiently weaker signals than those
that would be selected for analysis Thus only two changes
of importance had taken place the introduction of the Hyatt
Regencybuilding a couple of blocks awayas a possible reflector
of sound and the absence of the building formerly located at
the southeast corner of Commerceand HoustonSts

Travel time for a sound waveto reach the Hyatt Regency
and be reflected back to the microphonewas estimated at 2 sec
Since the four impulse patterns had durations of no more than
1.1 sec each the echo from the Hyatt Regencywould not distort
the data

The sound waves that originally hit the missing building
wouldhave been diffracted by the corner of the building itself
with muchof the sound energy being scattered The reflected
signal from this building would therefore have been suffi
ciently weakto have been swampedby the very strong reflection
comingoff the Post Office Building located at the southwest
corner of the samestreets
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For the purposes of reconstruction therefore Dealey Plaza
was judged to have the sameacoustical characteristics in 1978
that it had in 1963 However whenthe test was being set up
we found that to shoot from the TSBDat Target No 2 it was
necessary to shoot between two overhead signboards on a sign
above ElmSt that was not there during the assassination
This sign could not be moved The secondary echoes generated
by the projectile shock waves impinging on these two signs
apparently reduced the correlation coefficients for matches
with test shots at this target for only three were ever found
to exceed the detection threshold and these were identified as
false alarms

5 Howcould the listening tests be accommodated

The experts used by Dr Green*to determine howearwitness
accounts of the sounds of gunfire might be explained needed to
hear each of the various test shots from at least four different
locations This requirement was met by our use of four identical
sequences of test shots

5.3 Results of the Acoustical Reconstruction Test

Of the 2592maximumcorrelation coefficients determined by
correlating the 432 echo patterns with the impulse patterns on
six tape segments 15 correlation coefficients exceeded the de
tection threshold value of 0.6 The time and weapon-target
microphonelocations for each of these coefficients are listed in
Table II Inspection of the table showsthat no correlations ex
ceeded the threshold value for the two segments beginning at 136.20
sec and 146.30 sec after the time the microphonebutton became
stuck Fourteen of the 15 correlations that did exceed the

*See footnote p iv
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TABLEII LISTOFALL15 CORRELATIONSBETWEENIMPULSEPATTERNS
OCCURRINGIN SIX SEGMENTSOFTHEDPDRECORDANDECHO
PATTERNSFROM432 TESTSHOTS(2592 SEPARATECORRELA
TIONS)HAVINGA CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTHIGHERTHAN
0.5

BeginningTimeof MicrophoneArray
FirstImpulseon and
TapeSegment (ChannelNumber)

Rifle
Location

Target
Location

Correlation
Coefficient

138.20sec NoCorrelationsHigherThan	 0.5

137.70sec 2(5) TSBD• 1 0.8
2(5) TSBD 3 0.7
2(8) TSBD 3 0.8
2(8) KNOLL 4 0.7

139.27sec 20) TSBD• 3 0.8
2(8) TSBD 3 0.8
2(10) TSBD 3 0.8

140.32sec 2(11) TSBD• 3 0.8
139.27sec 3(5) KNOLL 2 0.8

145.15sec 3(4) KNOLL 3 0.8
3(7) TSBD 2 0.7
3(8) TSBD 3 0.7

145.81sec 3(5) TSBD 3 0.8
3(8) TSBD 4 0.8
3(8) TSBD 2 0.7

148.30sec NoCorrelationsHigherThan	 0.5

'Thesetimesaretapetimesandtheyareabout5%smallerthantruetime
becausethetape-recordingprocesswasabout5%slow

'IndicatesMuzzleWithdrawn2ftfromPlaneofWindow

*'CorrelationCoefficient
NumberofEchoesMatchedwithImpulses < to

JNumberofEchoesXNumberofImpulses
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threshold value occurred at four different instants of time
those beginning at 137.70 sec 139.27 sec 145.15 sec and
145.61 sec This result showsthe possibility of four shots
having been fired each at one of the four times listed The
fifteenth correlation value to exceed the detection threshold
occurred at 140.32 sec after the time the microphonebutton
becamestuck This lone correlation will be identified as a
false alarm in the next section and therefore does not indicate
the possibility of a fifth shot These times are all about 5%
too small because the tape-recording process was found to be
about 5%slow (see Sec 4.1)

5.4 Conclusions about the Acoustical Reconstruction Test

It becomesclear upon examination of the weapon target
and microphonelocations for the several echo patterns that
passed the correlation detection test at each of the four dif
ferent times that someare inconsistent with each other Thus
someor perhaps all represent false alarms Deciding which are
false alarms was greatly facilitated by plotting the microphone
locations for each of the 15 echo patterns against the time on
the DPDtape whenit correlated highly This plot appears in
Fig 22 where zero on the time scale is taken to be the time
on the DPDtape where high correlations were first detected
Zero on the distance scale is taken at the point where the
Hughesfilm showsa motorcycle to be just as the Presidential

*Framesfrom the film taken by Robert Hughes an amateur photo
grapher were introduced as evidence at the December29 Hearing
This film was taken from the left-hand edge of HoustonSt.
near MainSt With the camera pointed north up HoustonSt.
the limousine is seen just disappearing around the corner after
a left turn onto ElmSt A few frames later a motorcycle passes
through the field of view movingfromri.sht to left proceeding
north on HoustonSt
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limousine is seen to disappear around the corner from Houston St
onto Elm St This motorcycle position is markedMin Fig 12
Distance is measured in feet from this point along the motor
cade route

Even a brief glance at Fig 22 showsthat the microphone
locations that correspond to correlations at the three times
after the first impulse tend to progress uniformly forward
along the motorcade route This conclusion can be quantified
statistically by the chi-square test If the motorcycle were
not movingthrough Dealey Plaza at the time of the assassination
the distance along the motorcade route wouldbe a meaningless
coordinate and the microphonelocations for the correlations
that exceed the detection threshold would occur at random
Whenthe chart in Fig 22 is partitioned into a 2 x 2 table by
separating time at 5 sec and distance at 250 ft we find 1 6
8 and 0 correlations in the four sections reading from left to
right top to bottom But the expected numberof correlations
to be found in these four sections if the correlations occurred
at random are 4.2 2.8 4.8 3.2 The value of chi-square
for the observed and expected values is equal to 11.4 There
is only 1 degree of freedom in this 2 x 2 table and the
probability that this large value of chi-square could occur
at randomis less than 1% Therefore there is little doubt
that the distance coordinate is meaningful and we conclude
that the motorcycle was movingthrough Dealey Plaza and did in
fact detect the sounds of gunfire

Lookingat the information in Table II and in Fig 22 we
can determine that at least 6 of the 15 correlations above the
detection thresholds are false alarms These six false alarms
are indicated in Fig 22 with an X drawn over them and they are
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The fourth entry in Table II that occurred at 137.70
sec is a false alarm because it represents a rifle
shot fired from the knoll at Target 4 near the triple
underpass at a time whenthe limousine was near the
position seen in frame 171 Thus this shot was
fired in a direction opposite to that of the logical
target
The entry in Table II that occurred at 140.32 sec is
a false alarm because it occurred only 1.05 sec later
than earlier correlations also obtained from the TSBD
The rifle cannot be fired that rapidly Since there
are three correlations plausibly indicating the earlier
shot the one occurring 1.05 sec later must be a false
alarm

The fourth entry in Table II that occurred at 139.27
sec is a false alarm because the motorcycle would
have had to travel 130 ft in 1.6 sec (55 mph)to gain
that position

4,5,6 The second and third entries at 145.15 sec and the
third entry at 145.61 sec are false alarms because
the motorcycle would have had to travel at 16 mphto
gain the indicated position of only 70 ft behind the
limousine at the time of the last shot The motorcycle
noise level (see Fig 4) decreased by about 10 dB
just 3 sec before the time of the first correlations
indicating a slowing to negotiate the 120° turn
onto ElmSt The motorcycle noise level did not
increase for the next 13 sec so it could not have
increased speed to 16 mphand maintained it
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There remain nine correlations that exceeded the detection
threshold and they occur at four different times

Group1 137.70 sec —four correlations with test shots
from the TSBDat Targets 1 and 3.*

Group2 139.27 sec —three correlations with test shots
from the TSBDat Target 3

Group3 145.15 sec —one correlation with a test shot
from the knoll at Target 3

Group4 145.61 sec —two correlations with test shots
from the TSBDat Targets 3 and 4

There is no other acoustical evidence that would help to
determine which of the remaining nine correlations are false
alarms if any Clearly at least one of the first two groups
of correlations and at least one of the second two groups of
correlations must contain detections because the order found
in the data would not likely have occurred by chance The
probability that two detections have been achieved and that
one is near 138 sec and the other near 145 sec is at least 95%

However the expected numberof false alarms to be found
whentesting four different impulse patterns is 13 (see Appendix
C) and only six have been found Therefore it is not unrea
sonable to expect that there are seven more although that
would be the largest numberpossible since at least two of the
remaining nine are probably detections The best that can be
safely assumedis that each of the nine remaining correlations
is equally likely to represent a detection or a false alarm

*Possibly because of the presence of an overhead sign that interfered with test shots at Target 2 no correlations were found
with that target
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Onthe basis of this judgment and the assumption that each of
the 15 events are independent the probabilities of several
different outcomes can be calculated

The probability that at least two shots have been detected
is 96% the probability that at least three shots have been
detected is 75% and the probability that four shots have been
detected is 29% The individual probabilities that shots
occurred at each of the four times at which correlations
exceeded threshold are 88% 88% 50% and 75% listed in order
of increasing time The combinedprobability that there were
three shots and that the third (knoll) shot was one of them is
47%

Our correlation detector that located the origin of gunfire
also located the position of the radio that transmitted the
gunfire sounds It is important to showthat the motorcycle
trajectory determined by the detections is compatible with
independent evidence about a motorcycle trajectory The
necessary independent evidence to showthis compatibility is
partially obtained from the positions of the Presidential
limousine and a motorcycle shownin the movietaken by Hughes
(see footnote on p 62) This movie showsthe limousine just
turning onto ElmSt just before a motorcycle passes that has
turned onto Houston St from MainSt Weestimate that the
motorcycle was at point M(Fig 12) at that sighting We
estimate that the limousine was at the position of microphone
2(9) (Fig 12) at that sighting 215 ft north on HoustonSt

The position of the limousine at the instant of the
President's head woundis shownin Fig 22 at two different
times assuming that either the third or the fourth shot
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struck Photogrammetricdetermination of the limousine speed on
ElmSt was about 11 mph The limousine's positions at times
before the head woundis shownby the two parallel lines pro
jected backward having a slope equal to 11 mph The two times
at which the limousine position is equal to its assumedposi
tion whenthe motorcycle was at point Mare shownin Fig 22
Wefind that these times were either 6.5 sec or 7.2 sec before
the first shot was fired The motorcycle position at either
one of these two times was 180 ft away from its position when
the first shot was fired according to the results of our
correlation detector Therefore its average speed north on
HoustonSt would be either 15.9 mphor 18.6 mph depending
upon whether the third or fourth shot caused the head wound
These two trajectories are shownin Fig 22 also

A precise motorcycle location at the time of the third
shot calculated by Weiss and Aschkenasy was found to be
5 ft southwest of microphoneposition 3(4) This location
is markedin Fig 22 The straight line that passes through
this point and best fits the eight other microphonelocations
that produced echo patterns indicating the other three shots
is plotted in Fig 22 This line is the estimated motorcycle
trajectory on ElmSt. and it indicates an average speed of
10.6 mph

The complete motorcycle trajectory showsthat the motor
cycle traveled north on HoustonSt at about 17 mph It slowed
to about 10 mphat a point about 40 ft south of the corner at
ElmSt. and then continued west on ElmSt at about 10 mph
This single diminution of speed is compatible with the single
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diminution of motorcycle noise about 3 sec before the first shot
is heard (see Fig 6) Weconclude that the motorcycle trajec
tory determined by the gunfire detections is compatible both
with the positions of a motorcycle shownin the Hughesfilm
and with the loudness of the motorcycle noise as transmitted
to the Dispatcher
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	6 ADDITIONALRELEVANTSOUNDSONTHEDPDCHANNEL1 TAPE

In an attempt to gain as muchacoustical evidence as pos
sible the Channel 1 tape was examinedfor other relevant sounds
These other sounds consisted primarily of the tolling of a bell
the noise of sirens and voice and other transmissions

	6.1 Bell

The toll of a bell can be heard faintly at about 152.5 sec
It was hoped that the location of the bell and therefore of the
radio transmitter could be obtained by acoustically identifying
the bell

The energy spectrum of the 1/3-sec segment containing the
bell sound is shownin Fig 23 Several peaks evident in the
spectrum are harmonically related The fundamental frequency
of this series of spectral peaks is 210 Hz The spectral peaks
are markedaccording to the usual nomenclature used to describe
overtones of a carillon bell The fundamental tone is called
the humnote The second harmonic called the strike note is
at the nominal pitch of the bell in this case 420 Hz The
third harmonic is a fifth above the strike note Higher har
monics are strong at 1050 Hz and 1470 Hz The minor third
above the strike note is strong and this fact is characteristic
of carillon bells

The tape-recording system was found to be about 5%slow
whenthe time annotations were measuredwith a stopwatch (see
Fig 9) Therefore the apparent pitch of the tone would have
a frequency of (1.05) (420) = 441 Hz
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Careful investigation by the Committeestaff did not dis
cover any such bell within earshot of Dealey Plaza During
the acoustical reconstruction tests in Dealey Plaza the sounds
of railroad locomotive bells were recorded and subsequently
analyzed These sounds bore no similarity to the carillon-like
sounds of the original recording

Weconcluded that the bell sound on the Channel 1 tape
recording must contain sounds from at least one transmitter not
in Dealey Plaza at a time near 152.5 sec

6.2 Sirens

The region from 263 to 300 sec of the stuck transmission
contains the sounds of a numberof sirens The effect is not
that of a microphonebeing carried on a vehicle with a wailing
siren but rather of manyvehicles with sirens comingand going
around the microphone

6.3 Voice and Other RemoteTransmissions

Starting just after 264 sec a voice transmission says
"Anybodyknowwhere 56 is The quality of this voice is such
that it sounds as if it mayhave been picked up by the open
microphoneof the stuck transmitter rather than having come
from a second transmitter on the samechannel but it is im
possible to tell for sure

In manyother cases there are brief voice signals from
other remote transmitters Sometimesthese signals are too
faint to be understood (such as the voice signal shownin the
spectrograms in Fig 5) sometimesthey are loud but very
distorted and sometimesthey are quite intelligible These
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competing transmissions are often but not always accompanied
by heterodynes which are tones caused by slight differences in
frequency amongthe competing transmitters Manytimes these
remote transmissions are very brief (around 0.1 sec) "beeps
with no voice signifying attempts to makeone's desire to use
the channel known This beeping is commonpractice on a shared
radio channel
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7 REVIEWOFANINDEPENDENTANALYSISOFTHEPOSSIBLETHIRD
SHOT

Owingto the uncertainty about the possible third shot
found in our study the Committeesought an independent analysis
Professor MarkWeiss and Mr Ernest Aschkenasyof QueensCollege
conceived of an analytical extension to our work that could
determine with more certainty whether or not the match between
one echo pattern from our acoustical reconstruction with one
impulse pattern on the DPDtape indicated a third shot At a
meeting on October 24 we contributed to the design of this
analytical work

Their analysis was conducted as follows First they made
a graph of the waveformof the echo pattern we recorded on
microphone3(4) whena rifle was fired from the knoll at
target no 3 (see Table II) Fromthis graph they identified
the 22 loudest individual echoes within the pattern Then
they identified the 22 echo-producing objects within Dealey
Plaza by noting which objects corresponded to observed echo
delay times i.e. by identifying rifle-to-object-to-microphone
sound paths that would account for the times each of the 22
echoes were received by microphone3(4)

Next they analytically movedthe position of microphone
3(4) several times by calculating for each time what the echo
pattern would have looked like if that microphoneused in the
acoustical reconstruction had been located in these other posi
tions After a time they found that a position about 5 ft
southwest of the actual location of microphone3(4) represented
the true location of the motorcycle at the instant the muzzle
blast wouldhave been received by its radio Thenthey cal
culated the delay times for each of the 22 echoes received at
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that point as it moveddownElmSt at 11 mph The resulting
series of echoes was found to match with the sound impulses
on the DPDtape beginning at about 144.9 sec (see Table II)

Weiss and Aschkenasyfound that 12 of the 22 echoes were
loud enough to exceed a threshold that they felt excluded most
of the weakechoes that would not be audible in the DPDtape
They found that 10 of these 12 echoes occurred within ±1 msec
of the occurrences of 10 of the 14 impulses on the DPDtape
that were loud enough to exceed a threshold The value of the
correlation coefficient that represents this match is 0.77
This value exceeds the threshold value of 0.60 for which we
accept a correlation as possibly indicating a shot

The probability that a false alarm will be produced by the
correlation schemeused by Weiss and Aschkenasyis muchlower
than it is by our correlation scheme because in our analysis
we counted echoes that occurred within ±6 msec of the occurrence
of impulses on the DPDtape Wewere required to count echoes
occurring within this larger time interval because of our
initial uncertainty of the true motorcycle location

Wecomputedthe probability that Weiss and Aschkenasycould
have obtained by chance their good match between their calcu
lated echo pattern and the impulse pattern on the DPDtape
Weobserved that they obtained 10 matches to a precision of
±1msec out of 12 test echoes with 14 impulses in a 320 msec
time span Wenote however that the 12 test echoes were
contained in two time intervals of 90-cosectotal duration
These two intervals were separated by a span of about 230 msec
in which no echoes appeared Because an echo was counted if
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it occurred within a 2-msec time window there were 45 possible
windowsin which echoes mayoccur Since one of the 10 occur
rences can always be matched simply by adjusting the origin of
the time scale there are only 9 independent occurrences The
probability of obtaining by chance 9 or more out of 12 echoes
occurring within any specific 14 time windowsout of a possible
45 is equal to 3.13X107 This probability of obtaining by
chance as good a match as was obtained on a single try is given
by the hypergeometric probability function However they were
required to try not once but about 180 times This is because
the motorcycle could have been anywherein a 40-ft by 18-ft
rectangular space Since a significantly different pattern
would be calculated by them for each different 2-ft by 2-ft
square they were required to examineabout 180 different
patterns The probability of obtaining Just one match by
chance in any of 180 independent tries is equal to 5.3X10-2
or about 5% Therefore the probability that they obtained
their match because the two matchedpatterns were due to the
same source (gunfire from the knoll) is about 95%
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APPENDIXA COMPUTERSIGNALPROCESSING

Manyof the analyses of the acoustic data were performed
on digital computers In this appendix we describe these
processing methods

A.1 Digitizing
Whenplayed from a magnetic tape sound is in the form of

a continuous electrical signal For it to be amenableto
processing by a digital computer its voltage must be sampled
or read at frequent intervals The voltage must then be
expressed as a digital quantity The sampling rate must be
sufficiently rapid to preserve the high-frequency components
of the signal sampling rates of 10,000 times per sec and
20,000 times per sec were used in this work The signal
must then be digitized with an analog-to-digital converter
the resulting series of numbersis stored on a computerdisk
file

A.2 Interactive Playback and Display
Oncethe signals have been digitized waveformscan be

graphically plotted on a computer display the signals may
also be reconverted to sound by a digital-to-analog converter
Interactive signal display editing and playback programsmake
it possible to display any time interval of the signal and to
convert it back to a sound signal for listening This inter
active process of observing portions of the signal waveform
and simultaneously listening to it is very valuable
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A.3 Plotting
In addition to showingportions of the signal waveform

on the computerdisplay we also used the computer and a
graphical plotter to makepen-and-paper drawings of the signal
waveforms These high resolution plots usually madewith a
scale of 5 in per 1/10 sec provide a permanent record of
the signal Examplesof these plots are shownin Sec 3 of
this report

A.4 Signal Enhancement

Computationsperformed on the digitized signal can produce
filtered versions and other representations of the signals
Digital signal processing can accomplish the samekinds of
filtering that can be performed in the analog domain and it
can accomplish newkinds of filtering that are impossible by
conventional means Several different kinds of signal processing
were performed on the data

Enhancementby Adaptive Noise-Canceling Filter

Anadaptive noise-canceling filter differs from fixed filters
in that it automatically adjusts its signal-processing char
acteristics by meansof an algorithm that allows it to predict
certain noise components The particular filtering process*
used for the Channel 1 tape allows the filter to separate
periodic componentsof the noise from randomcomponents
Periodic componentsare those elements of an input signal that
repeat at regular intervals —for example the ticks of a clock
and a 60-Hzpowerline voltage hum

*WidrowB. Glover J.R. Jr. McCool J.M. Kaunitz J.
Williams C.S. Hearn R.H. Zeidler J.R. Dong E. Jr.
and Goodlin R.C. "Adaptive Noise Cancelling Principles
and Applications, Proc IEEE63 1692-1716(December1975)
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Oneproperty of periodic componentsis that given suf
ficient past history they can be predicted indeed a perfectly
periodic signal can be predicted perfectly The filter "learns
from the past history of the signal estimates the signal for
the next time period and subtracts its estimate from the input
Whatis left are those portions of the signal that the filter
cannot estimate —i.e. the randomcomponents

A time delay was inserted into the processing system just
ahead of the adaptive filter to assist in controlling the separa
tion of periodic and randomcomponents Randomcomponentshaving
a time duration less than that of the time delay pass through
essentially unaffected by the filter These randomcomponents
form the primary output of the filter A second output was the
periodic componentthat was being subtracted out this sub
tracted information was also saved in digital form on disk
Examination of this subtracted signal by aural and visual
means yields considerable insight into filter performance
Several test signals were fed into the filter to verify proper
operation and to adjust the various filter parameters The
filter performed very well on the various test signals

Onthe DPDChannel 1 tape anticipated periodic and un
desirable interferences included componentsof motorcycle
cylinder firing powerline hum heterodyne "squeals, and
occasional speech Sections of this tape were played into
the filter with a wide range of filter parameter values
Filter action was monitored by listening to both the primary
and the secondary outputs The filter removedresidual power
line hum somespeech and heterodyne "squeals of time dura
tion longer than that of the time delay However it
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accomplished little with respect to what had been believed to
be motorcycle noise Wetherefore performed an autocorrelation
analysis as described below

Autocorrelation Analysis of Motorcycle Engine Noise

Our interpretation of the sounds on the Channel 1 tape
wouldhave been mademucheasier if we had had someknowledge
of the movementsof the motorcycle carrying the microphone
For example if we had had information on whenthe motorcycle
was movingsteadily (along a straight street) slowing down
and possibly shifting gears to turn a corner or stopping we
might have been able to infer whether these movementswere
consistent with travel into or through Dealy Plaza However
we did not have this information Thus to determine the engine
speed with greater accuracy than is possible from engine loud
ness we wrote a computerprogram that would computethe short
time autocorrelation function of the motorcycle noise signal
This function assesses the similarity of a sign& with itself
shifted in time if the signal is periodic this similarity
will peak whenthe signal is shifted by one period

This autocorrelation analysis programwas applied to the
stuck transmission period on the Channel 1 tape The results
showedno periodicity that we could attribute to motorcycle
engine firing As a test case this programwas also applied
to a high-fidelity recording of motorcycle engine noise and
it clearly showedthe knownperiodicity of the test signal
Although our failure to detect the motorcycle engine periodicity
is puzzling it is consistent with our inability to perceive
the engine firing clearly whenweare listening to the tape and
it is also somewhatconsistent with the failure of the adaptive
noise-canceling filter to filter out a coherent motorcycle
engine sound signal
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Enhancementby Spectral Subtraction

A third methodapplied to enhance the Channel 1 signals
was the subtraction of a noise spectrum estimate This method
is currently under developmentat BBN under U.S Government
sponsorship for the enhancementof speech signals in the
presence of stationary flat-spectrum additive noise.* It is
similar to but somewhatmore general than the INTELenhance
ment methoddeveloped by Weiss et al.t Wecould not tell whether
this methodwouldbe effective with nonstationary non-flat
spectrum noise but since the programwas already available we
tried it

In this method the signal is converted by a Discrete
Fourier Transform to a magnitude spectrum and a phase spectrum
A previously computedestimated noise spectrum is subtracted
from the magnitude spectrum the altered magnitude spectrum is
then recombinedwith the phase spectrum converted back to a
waveformby an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform Several
parameter settings for this filtering methodwere used with a
portion of the Channel l.tape Nonewere successful in reducing
the motorcycle noise without introducing noise transients
attributable to the filtering process

*Berouti M. Schwartz R. and Makhoul J. "Enhancementof
Speech Corrupted by Acoustic Noise, IEEEInt Conf on Acoustics
Speech and Signal Processing Washington DC April 2-4 1979

tWeiss M.R. Aschkenasy E. and Parsons T.W. "Study and
Developmentof the INTELTechnique for ImprovingSpeech
Intelligibility, Nicolet Scientific Corp. Report RADC-TR
75-108 1975
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APPENDIXB RADIOTRANSMISSIONOFGUNFIRESIGNALS

The 1963 DPDChannel 1 radio link and recording system
contained the following components microphones radio trans
mitters an RCAFleetline radio receiver (ModelC9F350) and
a Dictabelt recorder Radio systems such as this are designed
to carry speech signals and therefore incorporate signal modi
fiers to optimize the dynamicrange and bandwidth of the system
with respect to voice transmissions Since these signal modi
fiers are usually incorporated in the transmitter rather than
in the receiver or the recording device we focused our efforts
to simulate the radio link on the transmitter/microphone com
bination

Amongthe radio transmitters in use by the DPDin 1963
HouseCommitteeresearchers found that five different models
were used on motorcycles These were

Motorola ModelFMT-41

Motorola ModelT-31BAT

Motorola ModelU-41GGT

Motorola ModelT-41GGT

General Electric ModelMT-13-N

At the time of this study it was very difficult to find
manuals for these models and even more difficult to obtain
access to a working unit With the manualswe were able to
find and with assistance from Motorola factory personnel we
discovered that the microphoneused with the T-31BATwould
have been Motorola NMN6006Aand that microphonesused with
the other Motorola transmitters wouldhave had similar
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characteristics i.e. they would have been dynamiccardioid
types with internal preamplifiers Wehave no information
about the GEradio modeland its microphone Weeventually
located a T-31BATownedby the Boston Metropolitan District
CommissionPolice Department The MDCkindly madethis radio
and a GEModelER51Areceiver available to us

The basic schemeused in this and other Motorola radio
transmitter/microphone systems of the samevintage is sketched
below This type of circuit limits the slope of the audio

INMICHOUSING INTRANSMITTER

OIFFERENTIATORCLIPPERINTEGRATORTOMODULATOR

signal rather than its amplitude Therefore it will limit high
frequency signals more than low-frequency signals as shownin
Fig 11 of this report The frequency response of the system
rolls off at 36 dB/octave above 3 kHzand at 6 dB/octave below
2.3 kHz The signal in effect is differentiated and low-pass
filtered The smoothed calculated frequency response of the
system is plotted in Fig B.1

Our procedure for obtaining the data shownin Figs 10 and
11 was to play tape recordings of gunfire madeanechoic by
time gating through a circuit designed to simulate the frequency
response and amplitude-limiting characteristics of the Motorola
6006Amicrophoneinto a second tape recorder Wethen took the
second tape to the MDCPolice radio shop There we played this
tape through a variable attenuator (to control the level of the
signal being put into the transmitter) through the Motorola
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transmitter through the GEreceiver and onto another tape
recorder This third tape recording was played back into an
oscilloscope and photographed producing the waveformsshown
in Fig 10 Peak-to-peak amplitudes of these waveformswere
measured and plotted to produce Fig 11

In addition to having had similar effects on the waveforms
recorded on Channel 1 the DPDrecording showsevidence of a
time constant in the 0.1 to 1.0 sec range This AGCdoes not
occur in any of the Motorola transmitters It could therefore
have been caused by the GEtransmitter by the receiver or by
the recorder
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APPENDIXC ANALYSISOFFALSEALARMSIN THECORRELATION
DETECTIONTEST

The process of binary correlation that was used to detect
gunfire echo patterns amongthe impulse patterns on the DPD
tape can like any other detector produce false alarms This
analysis determines the numberof false alarms to be expected
from randomnoise impulses on the DPDtape

Each echo pattern contains an average of M= 12 echoes in
a 1/2-sec span But we consider each echo to have a +6-msec
acceptance windowto account for echo time differences intro
duced by not knowingthe motorcycle position relative to the
test microphonepositions Therefore there are about N = 4o
different time slots in which the 12 echoes mayexist

Each impulse pattern contains somenumberof impulses
ranging from n = 8 to n = 17 also in a 1/2-sec span

The matching process seeks to find the numberof impulses
i that lie within the acceptance windowsof the echoes that
comprise the echo pattern If the impulses are caused by a
randomnoise source then the numberof matches i is what
would be expected from randomsampling n times a population of
N that contains Mechoes The probability of getting 1 matches
at randomis given by the hypergeometric probability distri
bution p(N M n i)

The correlation coefficient is defined to be equal to
i/ M.~n The probability of obtaining a correlation coefficient
equal to 0.6 or greater was calculated for N = 40 M= 12 and
n = 8 10 12 13 14 17 The results for the six successive
values of n were 4.8xlO 6.0xl0 8.5x10 1.0xl0-2
1.2x10-2 1.5xl0-2
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For an impulse pattern having 10 impulses (n=10) there are
expected (6.0x10-'X432) = 2.6 false alarms because there are
432 echo patterns to correlate with There were four impulse
patterns that were correlated with all 432 echo patterns and
they had n = 8 10 12 17 impulses on them The total number
of false alarms to be expected works out to 13

This numberwas judged to be acceptably small so the
detection threshold value was set at 0.6
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1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of witness reports comprised (1) an examination
of two compilations of testimony given by witnesses present in
Dealey Plaza on November22 1963 (2) an analysis of howthe
sounds of gunfire in Dealey Plaza would be perceived by witnesses
located at different areas in the Plaza and (3) the reports of
trained listeners whowere present during the acoustical recon
struction on August 20 1978 The two compilations examinedwere
those by J Thompson in his book Six Seconds in Dallas and by
membersof the staff of the HouseSelect Committeeon Assassina
tions

All earwitness reports whether of those present in Dealey
Plaza in 1963 or of the experienced listeners in 1978 must be
examinedwith an understanding of the characteristic acoustical
behavior of gunfire in a reverberant space Section 2 of this
report explains howlisteners can misjudge the source and number
of shots in such a space Section 3 reports the analysis of the
two compilations mentioned above Sec 4 details the observa
tions of trained listeners stationed in the Plaza during the
acoustical reconstruction
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2 LOCALIZATIONOFSOUND

The nature of gunfire is such that three basic errors in
judgment relating to the source and the numberof shots are
possible

confusion of the shock waveand the muzzle blast
• front—backreversals

misjudgmentof interfering echoes

The acoustic stimulus or shot has two primary components
the shock waveand muzzle blast (illustrated in Fig 1) and
several echoes or reflections

MANNLICHER-CARCANO

ShockWare MuzzleBlastat 30ft
atl0ft 137dB

130dB—+

o to 20 30 40
TIME(msec)

FIG 1 MUZZLEBLASTANDSHOCKWAVEFORMSFROMMANNLICHER-CARCANO
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Because a rifle bullet travels at supersonic speed it gen
erates a shock wave that spreads acoustically in the shape of a
cone with the bullet as the tip of the cone The muzzle blast
which propagates at the speed of sound spreads out spherically
from the source Both of these sounds are very loud The shock
wavehas a peak sound pressure level of about 135 dB re 2x10-SN/m2
and the muzzle blast a peak of 157 dB re 2x10-SN/m2at 1 m
The time between arrivals of these two sounds at a given listener
location can vary considerably depending on the listener's posi
tion with respect to the location of the rifle and the path
of the bullet Since the amplitude of the shock wave diminishes
as one over the distance from the source and the amplitude of
the muzzle blast diminishes as one over the square of the distance
from the source the relative intensity of these two sounds also
varies considerably from one listener location to another

At any reasonable distance both the conical and spherical
waves are essentially plane waves with respect to a small object
such as an observer's head Thus to determine the apparent
locus of the source we need only take a perpendicular to the
appropriate wavefront as it sweeps over the observer Figure 2
showsthe geometry of the two waves at two different times The
shock wave at time 1 has just reached the observer its
apparent locus is along the path of the bullet on a perpendicular
to the shock wave At this time the wave from the muzzle blast
has not reached the observer At time 2 whenthe blast wave
has reached the observer the apparent source of the shot is on
a perpendicular to the plane of the spherical blast waveand
therefore at the muzzle of the rifle



AooarentDirectionofMuuleBlastWaveSensed
WhenBulletat ®

ApparentDirectionof
ShookWaveSensed
WhenBulletat D

Rifle

FIG 2 LOCIOFMUZZLEBLASTANDSHOCKWAVESATTWOTIMESAFTERFIRINGOF
SUPERSONICBULLET
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Dr GeorgeGarinther confirmed this analysis at a test
carried out with 20 to 30 observers at the AberdeenProving
Ground The observers were seated in rows parallel to the
path of the bullet The blast wavewas muffled by firing the
rifle through a small hole in an enclosed van The reports
of the observers are portrayed graphically in Fig 3 About
75%of the observers pointed at the path of the bullet while
25%pointed away from this path – but still perpendicular to
the surface of the conical shock wave

This latter judgment is called a front-back reversal If
the sound of the shock wavewere not so brief an observer would
have time to execute a head motion and tell whether the source
was exactly in front of or behind him However the shock wave
endures for only about 1 msec and the blast waveabout 5 msec
somefront-back reversals are therefore expected Even if the
muzzle blast is not silenced the observer maybe confused
The further the observer stands awayfrom the muzzle and the
nearer the path of the bullet the more likely that localiza
tion of sound will be based on the shock waveand hence
incorrect

Somemuffling of the blast wavewill occur if a rifle is
fired from within an open window Thus in the acoustical re
construction the rifle was fired from two locations in the
TSBD (1) in the plane of the open sixth-floor windowand (2)
with the muzzle tip withdrawn 2 ft from the plane of the window

The buildings around the Plaza caused strong reverberations
or echoes that followed the initial sound by from 0.5 to 1.5 sec
While these reflections caused no confusion to our listeners
whowere prepared and expected to hear them they maywell have
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FIG 3 OBSERVERSLOCALIZINGSOURCEOFSOUNDALONGPATHOF
BULLET
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inflated the numberof shots reported by the suprised witnesses
during the assassination The source of these echoes can be pre
dicted from the general geometry of the Plaza For example
one hears a very strong reflection from the Post Office Annex
that arrives about 1 sec after the shot regardless of whether
the rifle is fired from the TSBDor the knoll Because of the
long delay a listener located on the knoll would recognize this
as an echo but might place the source somewherein back of him
anywherefrom the TSBDto the railway overpass

Fromnear the TSBDa listener would hear a strong echo from
the general vicinity of the railway overpass However since the
initial disturbance the shock wave from the bullet would be
almost directly overhead —an anomalouslocus especially if the
rifle had been fired from well within the TSBD—this echo would
cause someconfusion The general area of the knoll to the
right of the bridge would then be a prime candidate as the locus
of the source Even though this echo occurs 0.8 sec after the
shock wave it is the first sound that would makesense to the
listener Onthe other hand listeners located near the rail
road overpass would react to the very strong reflections from
along Houston St

For listeners in the Plaza area the location of the rifle
muzzle relative to the windowopening is a critical determiner
of the perceived sound The further inside the building the
muzzle is located the greater the potential for the shock
waveto dominate perception If the muzzle of the rifle had
been withdrawnand therefore little or no blast were present
for one or more of the shots in 1963 the localization judgments
of people in the Plaza would have been based primarily on the
shock wave creating muchuncertainty and lack of agreement
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During the reconstruction echoes were heard from the new
hotel but they arrived someseconds after the primary sound and
long after the earlier echoes from structures bordering the Plaza
The hotel echoes therefore did not interfere with the subjec
tive evaluations in any way
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3 STATISTICALSURVEYS

3.1 Origin of Shots

According to Investigator J Basteri 692 people were present
in the Plaza during the assassination Twosurveys of interviews
and testimony given by someof these people have classified the
witness reports as to the origin of gunfire into four categories
the TSBDthe Knoll Other (not TSBDor Knoll) and Don't Know
(origin uncertain) J Thompson'scompilation in Six Seconds in
Dallas of 190 witness reports is summarizedin Table I

TABLEI THOMPSON'SANALYSISOFORIGINOFSHOTS

TSBD Knoll Other Don'tKnow Total

25

13.2%

33

17.3%

6

3.2%

126

66.3%

190

100%

This sample of 190 is 27.4%of the total available witnesses It
is difficult to knowwhat if any bias is present in the selec
tion of these witnesses The sheer size of the sample makes it
difficult to believe that a sizeable selection bias was present
It is also difficult to predict the effect of a selection bias
if one were present Howcould one tell what the witness was
likely to report prior to the interview People were scattered
over a large area of the Plaza but we do not knowif equal
proportions were selected from each area This factor could
influence the results since analyses reveal that a person
located near the knoll was more likely to report the knoll as
the origin of the shots than any other location similarly a
person located near the TSBDwas morelikely to report the TSBD
as the origin of the shots than any other location
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The HouseCommitteecompilation is drawn from witness inter
views by the Dallas Police Departmentand the FBI and from sworn
testimony in the WarrenReport The total numberof reports in
this survey is 178 With very few exceptions all these people
appeared in the 190 sampledby Thompson Similar sample-selection
uncertainties apply here as well The HouseCommitteeanalysis
is summarizedin Table II

TABLEII HOUSECOMMITTEEANALYSISOFORIGINOFSHOTS

TSBD Knoll Other Don'tKnow Total

49

27.5%

21

11.8%

30

16.9%

78

43.8%

178

100%

Over half the sample had someopinion as to the origin of
the shot the majority of these reported the origin as the TSBD
Twenty-onewitnesses reported the Knoll as the source 30
reported someother location and only 4 witnesses gave more
than a single location for the shots The four reporting a
dual or multiple location are counted as "Other in Table II
Of the 49 witnesses pointing at TSBD13 were at the depository
itself 16 were in the motorcade and the remainder were
scattered throughout the area including at the Sheriff's
Office the overpass the knoll and the triangular park

A breakdownof these reporting the knoll as the origin of
the shots showthat 2 of 21 were located on the knoll Eight
were on the curb along ElmSt on the knoll side or on that
side of the motorcade traveling downElmSt Four were near
the TSBD Onewas on the east side of Houston Five were in
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the triangular area bordered by Elm Houston and Main and one
was on the railroad overpass

Ananalysis of the "Other responses showedno obvious pat
tern Somewitnesses at the TSBDpoint toward Houston St.
others point downElm Similarly those at the Sheriff's Office
point in an arc ranging from west of TSBDto the railroad overpass

Comparingthis statistical analysis with Thompson's the
most striking discrepancy is the relatively low percentage of
witnesses reporting origins other than the knoll or the TSBDin
Thompson'scompilation Another important difference is in the
relative numberof people pointing at the TSBDvs the knoll Al
though the categorization of a given response is somewhatarbi
trary the major discrepancy in the two compilations must be
laid to a difference in classification of responses makingup the
compilations Zapruder is listed in the Thompsonsurvey as
pointing to the knoll while his sworn testimony before the
WarrenCommissionwas as follows:*

Liebeler But you didn't form any opinion at that time as
to what direction the shots did comefrom actually

Zapruder No

Hence HouseCommitteestaff placed his response in the "Don't
Know category

3.2 Numberof Shots

The HouseCommitteecompilation also categorized witness re
sponses according to numberof shots attributed to the four

*WarrenReport Vol 7 p 572
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different categories of origin This analysis is summarizes
in Table III

TABLEIII NUMBEROFPEOPLEREPORTINGVARIOUSORIGINSASAFUNCTIONOFTHE
NUMBEROFSHOTSREPORTED

No of ShotsReported
Reported
Origin Don't
of Shot 2 2 or 3 3 4 Know Total

TSBD 3 2 38 2 1 46
(4.5)* (1.9) (35.5) (1.6) (2.4)

Knoll 5 2 11 0 2 20
(2.0) (0.8) (15.4) (0.7) (1.1)

Other 2 1 22 3 1 29
(2.9) (1.2) (22) (1.0) (1.5)

Don't 7 2 61 1 5 76
Know (7.5) (3.1) (58.6) (2.7) (4.0)

Total 17 7 132 6 9 1711

*Expectednumberof judgmentsif origin andnumberof shotsare independent
judgments

tSevenotherwitnessesreport 1 4-5 5 6 or 8 shots

Reports as to the numberof shots range from 1 to 8 Of
the 178 witnesses however the vast majority 74.2%(132/178)
reported 3 shots and the meannumberreported was 2.98

Given the scatter in the reported sources of the gunfire
one tenable hypothesis is that only people in certain locations
might hear the knoll shot Wetherefore sought to investigate
to what extent the data matrix was interrelated i.e. to what
extent does one judgment influence the other Onetest for
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this interrelation is to assumethe converse —namely that the
judgments are independent and to determine howwell we can
predict the entire data matrix on the basis of this hypothesis
The expected number which is given in parenthesis beneath the
numberof people actually reporting is calculated by determining
the probability of each report from the margins and assuming that
a particular cell the intersection of that row and column can
be calculated from the product of the probabilities For example
20/171 = .117 report the shot comingfrom the knoll and 132/171 =
.772 reported 3 shots Thus the joint occurrence of both events
assuming they are independent is (.772) (.117) _ .09 and the
expected numberof such reports is (.09) (171) = 15.4 The
numberof people reporting shots in this cell of the matrix is
11 4 or 5 fewer than expected By and large the predictions
are excellent and there is no reason to suspect that the two
responses are other than independent
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4 REPORTSOFTRAINEDOBSERVERS

OnAugust 20 1978 Dr Dennis McFaddenof the Psychology
Departmentof the University of Texas and Dr Frederick Wightman
of the Departmentof Audiologyat Northwestern University listened
to the three sequences of shots fired during the acoustical re
construction and recorded their impressions AppendixA contains
a transcription of their notes Their reports concerned the
apparent origin of shots any apparent secondary sources or
echoes howloud the shots were and any other remarks they felt
appropriate

Initially we were uncertain as to howeasy it wouldbe to
determine the correct location and what degree of consistency
there wouldbe amongthe observers Hence for the first
sequence and during most of the second the observers were
located about 1 mapart and in such a waythat I could see and
comparetheir responses The approximate observer locations
for each sequence are indicated in Fig 4 During the first
sequence Dr Wightmancorrectly localized all 17 shots and
Dr McFaddenmissed only 1 Their general qualitative descrip
tions and descriptions of the reverberations were also highly
consistent Wewere therefore more confident about the
consistency of the reports and during the latter part of the
second sequence Dr McFaddenmovedfrom his original location
at the curb at the top of Elmdirectly in front of the TSBD
to across Elmon the southwest corner of Elmand Houston For
the third sequence Dr Wightmanand I observed from the grassy
triangle formedby Elm Houston and MainSts. while Dr
McFaddenobserved from the railroad tracks above the northern
curb of Elm
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FIG 4 OBSERVERLOCATIONSATDEALEYPLAZA
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Myownimpressions and the reports of Dr William Hartmann
the investigator of the "jiggle analysis, were very similar to
those of McFaddenand Wightman although myownhearing is
impaired by about 50 dB in myleft ear The primary manifesta
tion of this difficulty was myfailure to hear someechoes if
they occurred to myleft Thus it would seemthat our observers
because of their special training and experience are only
slightly more acute concerning nuances of the echoes and rever
berations and perhaps in separating the shock waveand the
blast wavethan are untrained people

The emotional condition of our observers during the test and
the emotional condition of the people during the assassination
were undoubtedly quite different The influence of such emotion
on the localization judgment maybe quite large but there is no
wayto quantify this factor

4.1 Test Conditions

The shot sequence was unknownto both of the observers
Because repeats of certain shots were requested during the
sequence I was also uncertain – despite knowingthe planned
sequence

Werequested three motorcycles to be running during the test
to provide somebackgroundnoise that wouldapproximate the orig
inal listening conditions in Dealey Plaza Unfortunately these
newer motorcycles were not very noisy but the shots were so
loud that any reasonable level of backgroundnoise would have
been low in comparisonwith the shots themselves Our listening
conditions were therefore essentially representative of those
at the time of the assassination except for our being able to
hear somevery-low-level long-delay echoes that originally might
have been inaudible
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Our observers did knowthat there were only two possible
locations for the marksman whereas there was considerably more
uncertainty on this issue at the time of the assassination
Signal uncertainty of this kind generally does not seriously
degrade the accuracy of judgments but it does depend on the
numberof potential alternatives In this case as we shall
see the localization reports madeby the trained listeners
were for the most part of general areas rather than specific
windowsof a building The total numberof potential locations
was not therefore large and thus was likely to be represen
tative of localization responses given at the time of the
assassination

4.2 Analysis of Observers Localization Responses
The descriptive commentsmadeby the observers are difficult

to comparewith any degree of precision However there was
clear agreement in their reports with respect to the apparent
loudness of the sounds and echoes and the apparent size of the
acoustic image After each test shot we asked the two observers
to guess whether the shot was fired from the TSBDor the knoll
independent of what the apparent locus might be Table IV is
an analysis of this forced-choice data

TABLEIV ACCURACYOFFORCED-CHOICERESPONSESASTOORIGIN(TSBDORKNOLL)

Sequence Dr Wightman Dr McFadden

1 12/12 100% 11/12 92%
2 11/15 73% 14/15 93%
3 19/25 76% 23/25 92%

Overall 47/57 82% 53/57 93%
OverallAgreement82%
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The average accuracy of the reports is nearly 90% and the
consistency between the two observers is 82% Also the average
accuracy is nearly exactly the samewhether the shot camefrom
the TSBDor the knoll Thus this analysis showshigh accuracy
in localizing the source of the sound and reasonably good con
sistency

4.3 Loudnessand Apparent Size of Acoustic Image
All observers rated the rifle shots as very very loud and

they were unable to understand howthey could have been described
as a firecracker or backfire Only the pistol which was subsonic
produced a moderate loudness

Practically all the rifle shots whether fired from the
knoll or the TSBDappeared to be diffuse and to occupy a very
large acoustic space For example the sound did not seemto
comefrom the sixth floor windowof the TSBDbut from the right
upper side of the building This apparently large source loca
tion maybe a result of acoustic scatter of the muzzle blast —
either because of the building in the case of the TSBDor because
of the trees in the case of the knoll Only the pistol shot
appears to have a reasonably constrained acoustic image and
for that reason could be localized with someprecision

Onemight consider whether silencers would change the appar
ent loudness of the size of the image The Garinther-Moreland
study* reports the average attenuation produced by a numberof
silencers as being about 18 dB for all weapon-silencer combina
tions Soundfrom the supersonic weaponstested were attenuated

"Acoustical Considerations for a Silent WeaponSystem A
Feasibility Study, 1966 p 70
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by 18.6 dB and 37.5 dB but even with this reduction the peak
overpressure was still very large Tworifle-silencer combina
tions produced peak overpressures of 138 dB and 120 dB at 3.8 m
clearly loud enough to be easy to locate and clearly audible
above the motorcycle and crowdnoise
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5 CONCLUSIONS

It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions relating the
reports of witnesses in the Plaza to the possible locus of any
assassin Confusion between the shock waveand muzzle blast
front-back reversals confusion caused by echoes and the startle
of the witness could all be used to impeachthe testimony of any
particular witness There is no way of knowingwhich if any
of these factors was most significant with respect to any single
observation madeon November22 1963 Thus one witness can be
assigned no more credibility than any other For example even
if a shot was fired from the TSBDthe witnesses standing on the
knoll would likely report the source of the shot in the following
way The witness would presumably localize on the basis of the
shock wave With the path of the bullet behind the President's
car the witness would perceive the apparent locus of the shot
as being on a line from himself to the bullet's path —i.e. in
the street or open park behind the path of the bullet ,Since
this location is impossible a front-back reversal is likely
This front-back reversal wouldplace the source 180° behind
the bullet path and hence on the knoll

Despite this uncertainty two general remarks seemworthwhile —
one based on the test the other on the statistical analysis

First it is hard to believe a rifle was fired from the
knoll Such a shot would be extremely loud even if silenced
and it wouldbe hard to imagine anyone in the vicinity of the
knoll missing such an event Anunsilenced pistol firing sub
sonic bullets also seems unlikely because this shot was the
easiest to localize of all the shots fired It produced the
least reverberation As an acoustic image it was muchsharper
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and less diffuse than that of the rifle sounding muchlike a
firecracker It is however conceivable that had a pistol
been fired from the knoll at about the sametime a rifle was
fired from the TSBDthe pistol shot would have been less easily
localized or even completely maskedfrom somevantage points
As an isolated shot however it is extremely easy to localize

Finally if one accepts the hypothesis that a marksmanfired
from the knoll and that other shots were fired from someother
location then it seems most unlikely that only 4 of 178 witnesses
would report a single location as the origin of the shots
Despite the various causes of confusion in the locus of any
single shot a second shot from a different location should be
distinctive and different enough to cause more than four witnesses
to report multiple origins for the shots
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APPENDIXA TRANSCRIPTIONOFOBSERVERSNOTES

The tabular information in this appendix was transcribed
from notes madeduring the acoustical reconstruction on
August 20 1978 by two trained observers – Dennis McFaddenand
Frederick Wightman Included in this table along with their
responses are the numberof the shot in each sequence of test
firing the origin of the shot and the target fired upon For
convenience in determining the positions of rifle target and
listener the reader mayrefer to Fig 4 of this report

Abbreviations used within the table are as follows

T always refers to the TSBDand K to the knoll

In the columnheaded origin Tp meansthe rifle was
fired in the plane of the sixth floor windowof the
TSBDT2 meansthe muzzle was withdrawn 2 ft from
the plane of the window K indicates a rifle shot
from the knoll and Kprepresents a pistol shot
from the knoll



Comments

Differentquality than No 1—
Lessreverberation

Hearda sharpcrackbut also
muzzle Acousticallyrich

Longreverberationfrom
south Somehownot so rich
as No 3

Veryrich acoustically
Maybeas manyas 4 to 5
echoes 2 to 3 of them
earlier andweakerthan
strong1 fromsouth All
reverberationsfromsouth

Verymuchlike No 5

Perhapsnot so muchrever
berationfromsouth

A.1 Observer DennisMcFadden

Location1 Ongrass northof ElmStreet in front of Zapruderposition

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response Judgments

Blast
and

N-Wave
1 Tp 1 T TSBD

Somethingbehind
me too
Longreverberation
fromsouth

2 TP 1 T TSBD
Long
from

reverberation
south

3 TP 1 T TSBD Yes sharp
crack

14 TP 1 T TSBD Dullerthud
thanNo 3
(Muzzle?)

5 TP 1 T TSBD Somewhat
sharperthan
No 4 No
obviouscrack

6 Tz 1 T TSBD Nocrack

7 Tp 2 T TSBD Yes blast
andcrack



11 T2 3

Yes blast Verymuchlike No 7
andcrack

Tothe right on NO`crack
the Knollwith
absolutely no
question

Mademejump Veryloud
compactsound Noobvious
reverberations

312 K

13 K 3P K Tothe right on No
Knoll Pistol I

guess

A.1 (Cont.)

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response Judgments

8 T2 2 T TSBD

9 K 2 K Overmyhead
Notreally on
Knollor even
behindme

10 T 3 T TSBDp

Blast
and

N-Wave Comments

No not a Onemassiveexperience
sharpcrack Noclear reverberationfrom
blast andN south
waveblended

Yes Crack Longreverberationsfrom
south

(TSBDas a responsemeansonly"to the left" impossibleto localize at sixth floor
windowdiffuse origin

Multiplelocations Yes Crack
Overheadkindof primarily
towardcourt house
onHouston

Singlesharpsoundinitially
plus reverberation Most
firecrackerysoundso far

Kindof firecrackerybut a
little too long Muchless
loud Noobviousreverbera
tions Localizationjudg
mentsare probablybeing
affectedbyknowledgeof
source Alsoan experience
of it beinghighin air over
towardbluehotel



A.1 (Cont.)

	Forced Blast
Shot Choice and
	No Origin Target Response Judgments N-Wave Comnents
14 Kp 3 K Tothe right No Just like No 13 Single

Knoll/underpass compacthigh-frequencysound Noobviousreverbera
tions

`Theselast twopistol shots fromKnollsoundedto our right but not so obviouslyfrombehindas did No 18 No 13andNo 14weremorelike fromoverpass J

15 Tp 4 T TSBD(No Yes I think Verysharpreport Minimal Fes+motorcycleon so Cer reverberation Just a
for No 15.) tainly wasa coupleof echoes CA

sharpreport
16 T2 4 T TSBD Definitely Pretty goodreverberation

Sounddefinitely yes Muzzle 3 to 4 goodechoes
beganat TSBD followedby

verysharp
crack

17 K 4 K OnKnollpretty Uncertain Big"pop. Soundedlike
far behindme Maybejust N large pistol rather than
Pistol rifle Notclear about

reverberation Thinkthere
wasan echolocatedoverby
truck

[TruckwasthenonNWcornerof MainandHoustonpointedwestonMain.]



A.1 (Cont.)

Location2 Onsidewalkonnorthside of Elm acrosseast-westside street (also Elm?)
fromTSBD

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response Judgments
1 T 1 T Directlyoverheadp

2 T2 1 T Overhead—not
directly though

[Thisis the east-westElmin front of TSBD.]

3 T2 1 T Overhead

4 T 2 T Overheadandtop somedegreeon
overpass Right
downthe street
(Elm)

5 T2 2 T Overhead

6 K 2 K Knollarea
Pistol

Blast
and

N-Wave Comnents

No Just one Onebig shock Coupleof
massiveand veryweakreverberations
diffuse sound followingit Longdelay

Totallydifferent from
Location1

SharperthanNo 1 Local
ized kindof downfront of
TSDBbecauseI hadmyhead
turneddownElmtalking

No SomewherebetweenNo 1 and
No 2 in sharpness

No onebig Strongerandlongerdelay
sound reverberationsthanprevious

coupleof shots

No onesound Verymuchthe sameas No 4

Pretty mucha 3 to 4 goodechoesfrom
crack Nota behindme FromTSBD
firecracker
though



Comments

Besidesechoesfromblue
hotel area got a goodone
frommyleft (downHouston
St.) that wasn'tdelayedvery
long

Little reverberationif any

Firecrackeryexcepta little
too longanda little too
lowfrequency
Wehadcrossedstreet and
goneto standin front of
truck overby courthouse
for this trial only

Louddensesound Some
rapid reverberation

A.1 (Cont.)

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response Judgments

Blast
and

N-Wave

7 Tp 3 T Overhead No single
sound

8 T2 3 K Hardto tell
Knollarea but
moreto right of
it In gazebo
thing

9 'K 3 K DefinitelyKnoll
Pistol

Compactthud

10 K 3 K Knoll Brief "pop.p Pistol Weakest
sourceso far

11 Kp 3 K Knoll
Pistol again
Re-doof 10

Popgun!
Sameas 10
except..
(didn't
finish this)

12 Tp 4 T DownElm Also
alongfront sur
face of TSBD
(to our right
rear)

No All
pretty much
1 sound



A.1 (Cont.)

	Forced Blast
Shot Choice and
	No Origin Target Response Judgments N-Wave Comments

13 T 4 T Muzzleand Crackseemedhigh in air and2 verysharp downalongfront surfaceof
crack TSBD(to our right rear)

F

Forthe next twoshotsI wasacrossthe street croucheddownnear "TheBrennanPosition with
Bill Hartman Hehadindicatedthat he hearda clear "doublesound fromthat locationon
previousshots andD.MGreensent methere to checkonHartman'sreport Myexperiencewas
muchin accordwithHartman'sandfromthat spot the muzzleblast wasmutedsomewhatthe
rich reverberationsso obviousfromLocation2 weregenerallyabsent andthere wasa clear
"double-thudand/or"triple-thud quality to the shot

14 K 4 K "Brennan MuzzlefromKnollarea and
Position thenmarkedsecondandthird

report fromnortheast

15 K 4 K Knoll No 2 markedfronts Muzzleand
"Brennan thenechofromMelHoseBldg
Position

[Exactheadlocationclearly veryimportantbackbehindthis wall for in No 14I heardmore
thanoneecho(less thanabout750msec)andin No 15I heardonlyone In betweenI had
movedmybodyandhead



Somegoodechoes 3 to 4
fromHoustonSt bldgs
Muchlouderthanprevious
shots Moreechoestoo
5 to 6 all within1 second
or so Alsogot someecho
frombehind(bluehotel) but
it wasn'therethen (in
1963)

A.1 (Cont.)

Location3 Onunderpassoverthe mostsoutherlylaneof Elm

	Forced Blast
Shot Choice and
	No Origin Target Response Judgments N-Wave Consents

1 T 1 T DefinitelyTSBD No single Gota rapid echooff courtp area not Knoll blast house(oncornerof Houston
Toright slightly andMain)
of TSBDfrom
junctureof 3
buildingsat
cornerof Elm
andHouston CJ(CD

2 Tp 1 T DefinitelyTSBD No single Alittle morediffuse in
area blast locusthan No 1

Fromthis location for the first twotargets I frequentlyheardnumerousreasonablystrongechoesoff the fronts of the buildingslining HoustonSt (RecordsBldg andCourtHouse)
Oftenthere wasan impressionof themrunningoff in rapid sequencefromnorthto south Not
so for target onMainSt Seebelow

3 T2 1 T DefinitelyTSBD
area

Nocrack

4 Tp 2 T DefinitelyTSBD



A.1 (Cont.)

	Forced Blast
Shot Choice and
	No Origin Target Response Judgments N-Wave Comments

5 T2 2 T TSBD Yes Crack Muchmoreof a crack Many
andmuzzle echoesfromHoustonSt

bldgs
6 K 2 K MoretowardKnoll Quieterthan Not.likeit waswayto my

but not markedly previous left
so

Thislast commentwasmeantto indicatemyuncertaintyas to the origin of the shots heardfrom
this location I knewsomeweresupposedto be fromKnollandsomefromTSBDbut noneseemed
to be comingfromKnoll No 6 seemedto be different in its origin frompreviousones but 1--~
it didn't really localize at the Knoll just moreto the left moretowardsthe Knoll thanthe
previousshots Thefeeling of uncertaintypersisted

7 Tp 3 T TSBD Somecrack
Notso loudas
someprevious
TSBDshots

8 T2 3 T TSBDNotclear
Kindof between
KnollandTSBD

Somecrack

9 K 3 K Knoll Notreally
confident

Moreblast
than

Plentyof reverberation

Reverberationweak

Comingtoo fast to get
thoughtsstraight andreac
tions written



Comments

Little reverberations I
think the uncertaintyabout
Knolllocalizationwith
rifle shotsmaybe (dut to a)
short strongreflection off
TSBDbldg directly behind
it (Knoll) Thisone if it
wa8a pistol wasmuchmore
compactandeasily localized

Acousticallyrich Most
markedechoesfrombehind
meoff blue hotel

Earlyechoesnot really
strong but present Stuff
comes(off of) front of
HoustonSt bldgs

Verymuchlike No 12

Muchsharperearly echoes
off HoustonSt bldgs

A.1 (Cont.)

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response Judgments

Blast
and

N-Wave
10 K 3 K Knolldefinitely

Pistol
Weaksound

11 TP 1 T TSBDdefinitely Compact
sound

12 T2 1 T Again definitelyTSBDcorner Compact
sound

13 T 2 T Sameas No 12
Pretty smallfocus
of localization

14 T2 2 T Sameas 13 Small
focus Rightat
cornerElmand
Houston

15 2 T TSBD



21

A.1 (Cont.)

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response Judgments

Blast
and

N-Wave Comnents

16 T 3 T TSBD Compactsound
p MaybeKnoll not as loud

as some

17 T2 3 T Sameas No 16 Sameas Mostmarkedechoesfrom..
No 16 (seebelow)

18 K 3 K Knoll Compact Goodechooff post office
Notso obviousoff
HoustonSt bldgs

No 16 No IT No 18 all camefast andmywritinglaggedbehindthem

Remainderof shots takenat target onsouthcurbof MainSt whichwasto myright (south)
Withexceptionof No 19 (duringwhichI waswritingandmyheadwasaverted)all of these
shots arousedverydistinct impressionsof a sourcedueeast directly downMainSt I was
clearly usingonlythe N-waveandignoringthe blast

19 Tp 4 T TSBD
(Hadheaddown
andavertedat
timeof this
shot.)

Goodcrack
Somemuzzle
too

Echooff post office

20 T 4 T Localizedon Goodcrack
p N-waveright

downMainSt
Nomuzzle

21 2 4 T Sameas 20 Loudersomehow

22 K 4 T Sameas 20and Verygoodcrack



23 Tp 4 T

24 TZ 4 T

25 K 4 K

A.1 (Cont.)

	Forced Blast
Shot Choice and
	No Origin Target Response Judgments N-Wave Comments

Sameas above Somereverberationoff post
office andblue hotel

RightdownN Goodcrack
wave Right
downMainSt

Moreto left Veryfull 1--~towardTSBD sound(long CZ
and/orKnoll andlow W
but not really frequencyI
at it Morefrom guessI mean)
courtbldg



A.2 Observer FredWightman

Location1 Ongrass northof ElmStreet in front of Zapruderposition

Shot
Forced
Choice

Apparent
Source Secondary Rever

No Origin Target Response Description Choice berations Loudness
1 Tp 1 T TSBD acrossst.(3) 3 or 4 High

2 Tp 1 T TSBD

PO

acrossst.(3) 3 or 4 High

3 T 1 T Lof

PO

acrossat 3 or 4 High

a 4

p

Tp 1 T

TSBD

TSBD

TO

PO 3 or 4 High
w 5 Tp 1 T TSBD PO 3 and4 Sharperthan1 to 4

6 T2 1 T TSBD PO 3 or 4

sharpechoes3 or 4
thenbig echo echoes
fromconcretest in
plaza

Aboutlike 5 but

T Tp 2 T TSBD PO Crackat
duller

Sharp

8 T2 2 T TSBD
beginning

Sameas 3
9 K 2 K Knoll—

to right
(of FW)



A.2 (Cont.)

Shot
Apparent
Source Secondary Rever

No Origin Target Response Description Choice berations Loudness

10 T 3 T TSBD Sharp Alittle duller than 7
P crackat

11 T2 3 T TSBD PO
beginning

Sharpest smallest

12 K 3 K Knollto None Louddull large sound
p right

13 K 3 K
(of FW)

Knoll None Little Cracker-likethin

14

p

K 3 K Knoll— Little

little reverb though Q)
crackly
Firecracker-like

P underpass

15 T 4 T

fromsouth
of Knoll

TSBD 2 —PO Crack

16

p

T 4 T TSBD

plus new
hotel

In front — Dull hollow big

17 K 4 K Knoll

the reverbs
only
Waslooking Louddull large
in Knoll sound
direction



Noreverbto
speakof

2 shots
clearly
separate

A.2 (Cont.)

Location2 Onsidewalkonnorth aide of Elm acroaeeast-wet aide street (also Elm?)
fromTSBD

Shot
Forced
Choice

Apparent
Source

No Origin Target Response Description
1 T 1 T TSBD(above

2

P

T2 1 T

andbehind)
TSBaandin

3 T2 1 K

front

Knolland

r 4 T 2 K

TSBD(equal)
Knolln P

5 T2 2 T Overhead—

6 K 2 K

towardKnoll

Knoll

7 T 3 K Knolland

8

P

T2 3 T Aboveand
right (not
clearly TSBD
but not as
clearly Knoll
as 4 and6)

Secondary Rever
Choice berations Loudness

Bigblast nocrackling
shockwavefelt
Lessblast strong
echoesfromin front

Blast—verydiffuse

rr
Strong higherpitched p7
blast

Little blast origin of
2nd not clear small
sources

2 echoes Bigblast
1 above—
onein front
left

Blast



11 Kp of arc-like
structure
noquestion—
precise
localization
Firecracker-like
smallsource

Shot
No Origin

9 K

10 Kp

A.2 (Cont.)

Target

Forced
Choice

Response

Apparent
Source

Description
Secondary Rever

Choice berations Loudness

3 K Singledull
blast from
Knoll—no
confusion

Noreverbat
all —quite a
thud

Dullblast

3 K Knoll al
mostbehind
arc-like
structure
Firecracker
like
"smallest
sourceof all

3 K Knollto left

12 T 4 T Aboveandtoward
p Knoll Reverb

fromnewhotel
strongblast or
shockwave

13 T 4 K Knoll above2 severalreverb
sharpblast —
higherpitch
1 strong"twig
snap after 300
msec



•

A.2 (Cont.)

	Forced Apparent
Shot Choice Source Secondary Rever
	No Origin Target Response Description Choice berations Loudness

14 K 4 K Knoll lots
of reverb
dull blast

15 K 4 K Knollabout
like 13
sharperblast

Location3 Onunderpassoverthe mostsoutherlylaneof Elm

1 Tp 1 T TSBD6th
floor

Promblast

2 Tp 1 T TSBD Hotelechoafter long
delay

3 T2 1 T TSBD Hotelechoafter long
delay Sharper—less
blast

4 T 2 T TSBD—all Hotelecho(as in 2,3)p reverbto left

5 T2 2 T TSBD Single thinnerblast
smaller

6 K 2 T TSBD(or in
front)

Crackbeforeblast

7 Tp T TSBDdiffuse Blasting
8 T2 3 T TSBD Cracker



A.2 (Cont.)

Shot
No Origin Target

Forced
Choice

Response

Apparent
Source Secondary Rever

Description Choice berations Loudness

9 K 3 K Knoll—big
blast —booming
broadimage
whereshooter
was

10 K 3 K Knoll—P smallsource
preciseloca

tion
firecracker

11 Tp 1 T TSBD Like6

12 T2 1 T TSBD Morecrackingthan10

13 Tp 2 T TSBD Bigblast —lots of
reverbfor 2 sec

14 T2 2 T TSBD Reverbin front little
cracks

15 K 2 T TSBDor in
front

Bigblast —diffuse

16 Tp 3 T TSBDmore
definite

Hollowblast morelocal
to 6th floor

17 T2 3 T TSBD Sharp



A.2 (Cont.)

	Forced ApparentShot Choice Source Secondary Rever	No Origin Target Response Description Choice berations Loudness
18 K 3 K Knoll big

blast Hollowdiffuse

[Weare acrossfromthe fence(wemoved).]

19 Tp 4 K KnollandTSBD Crack thenblast —
crackis aboveKnoll

1--k20 TP 4 K KnollandTSBD Sameas 19 1
21 T2 4 K Knoll big

blast
Fromright in front of
us

vD 22 K 4 T KnollandTSBD Crackthenblast
similar to 19 less
blast than19

23 Tp 4 T KnollandTSBD Like22
24 T2 4 T TSBD Sharpcrackfrom6th

floor
25 K 4 K Knoll Like19
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ADDENDUMA REPORTON THE TEMPERATUREIN DALLASTEX.
NOVEMBER22 1963

March23 1979

Replyto D5422/MR/lbd/(09684)

Mr GaryCornwell
DeputyChiefCounsel-Select
CommitteeonAssassinations
HouseOfficeBuildingAnnexNo 2
WashingtonDC22180

Thisis in responseto yourtelephonecall of 3/22/79

Weare furnishingthe materialslisted below
DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCECERTIFIEDCOPIES

SURFACEWEATHEROBSERVATIONS
Dallas LoveField Texas
November22 1963

DanielB Mitchell
Director

!CAAFL24-325
(Rev 9-76)
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HEREBYCERTIFYthattheannexedisa truecopyof the SURFACEWEATHER
OBSERVATIONSfor Dallas(LoveField) Texas November22 1963

NationalClimaticCenter Asheville NorthCarolina

ical -Assistant
	InformationServicesDivision

(Officialrile)

IHEREBYCERTIFYthat ClydeM Branks

whosignedtheforegoingcertificateisnowandwasatthetimeofsigningTechnicalAssistant
InformationServicesDivision NationalClimaticCenter

andthatfullfaithandcreditshouldbegivenhiscertificateassuch

INWITNESSWHEREOFIhavehereuntosubscribedmyname
andcausedthesealoftheDepartmentofCommercetobeaf

Twenty=fixedthisthird dayof March
onethousandninehundredandSeventy-nine
Forthe

SECRETARY

OFCOMMERCE

DanielB Mitchell
	Director NationalClimatic er

c.nuySMOttlee
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ADDENDUMB REPORTON WIND CONDITIONSIN 1)ALLASTEX.
NOVEMBER22 1963

U.SDEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCE
NationalOceanicandAtmosphericAdministration
ENVIRONMENTALDATASERVICE
NationalClimaticCenterFederalBuildingAshevilleN C 28801

Replyto D5422/MR/1bd/(09684)

Mr GaryCornwell
DeputyChiefCounsel
SelectCommitteeonAssassinations
HouseOfficeBuildingAnnexNo 2
WashingtonDC22180

Thisis in responseto yourtelephonecall of 3/22/79andrelated
correspondence

Weare furnishingthe materialslisted below

DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCECERTIFIEDCOPY

WINDGUSTRECORDERCHART
DallasNavalAir Station Texas
November22 1963

DanielB Mitchell
Director

NDAAFL24-325
(Rev 9-76)
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U S DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCE
FORMCD-64 AshevilleEV~~ED NorthCarolinaDEsDR~BEDBV

10pg01g March30  1979

IHEREBYCERTIFYthattheannexedisatruecopyof the WINDGUSTRECORDER

CHARTfor DallasNavalAir Station Texas November22 1963

onfileinthe NationalClimaticCenter Asheville NorthCarolina

TechnicalAssistant
	nformationServicesDivision

(Officialtitle)

IHEREBYCERTIFYthat ClydeM Branks

whosignedtheforegoingcertificateisnowandwasatthetimeofsigningTechnicalAssistant
InformationServicesDivision NationalClimaticCenter

andthatfullfaithandcreditshouldbegivenhiscertificateassuch

INWITNESSWHEREOFIhavehereuntosubscribedmyname
andcausedthesealoftheDepartmentofCommercetobeaf

fixedthis Thirtieth dayof Marc}

Aector
DanielB Mitchell

	National ClimaticCente
certurisatm.
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ADDENDUMC MEMORANDUMFROMG ROBERTBLAKEYTOTHE SELECT
COMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONSON THE MANNLICHER-CARCANO
FIRING TEST

MEMORANDUM

TO ALLCOMMITTEEMEMBERS

FROMG RobertBlakeyChiefCounselandDirector

SUBJECTTestonMannlicher-Carcano

DATEMarch22 1979

Yesterdaywith the assistanceof Sgt CecilKirkandothermembers
of the D C PoliceDepartmentthe staff conducteda secondtest of the time
necessaryto fire twoconsecutiveroundsfroma 6.5 mmMannlicher-Carcano
rifle similar to that foundon the 6th floor of the TexasSchoolBookDepository
onNovember22 1963 Thetest wasconductedprimarilyto answerthe question
wouldit havebeenpossiblefor LeeHarveyOswaldto fire twoshots in less
than 1.7 seconds Ourtest showsthat it is

Asyourecall the estimatedtrigger pulls for the shots that the
acousticsanalysis identified as Aland#2occurredapproximately1.66seconds
apart (Seemypreviousmemooncorrelatingthe shots)

In addition the test wasdesignedto providesomeinsight into the
difficulty Oswaldwouldhaveencounteredin firing three consecutiveshotswithin
8.31secondsat least twoof whichwereless than 1.7 secondsapart andat
least twoof whichhit the targets at the notedranges

Fromknowledgeof the difficulty involvedin so shooting it maybe
possibleindirectly to infer somethingaboutthe probability as opposedto
the possibility that Oswalddid so Neverthelesseventhe mostimprobable
eventmayhaveoccurred Thus to answerthe ultimatequestionof whether
Oswalddid fire the first twoshots 1.66secondsapart andhit his target at
least oncein so doing as muchinformationas availablein additionto that
gatheredin yesterday'stesting shouldobviouslybe takeninto consideration
This of course waswhatthe Committeedid in reachingits decisionsonDecem
ber 29 1978whenit reviewedthe previoustest firing data togetherwith
other evidencesuchas the acousticsanalysis andthe physicalevidence(e.g
the three emptyshell casingsfoundon the TSBD6th floor)

Thetest wasconductedyesterdaybetween10:00a.m andnoonat the
LortonCorrectionalFacility firing rangein Virginia TheNationalArchives
representedbyMr DavidPaynter broughtthe Oswaldrifle (C.E 139)for use
in the test but benchrest firing tests andoperationof the weaponestablished
that it wasin too poorconditionto be used (TheCommittee'sFirearmsPanel
hadpreviouslynotedthe weapon'sdeteriorationsince 1963 andtheir final
report reflects the specific natureof the deterioration) Consequentlya
similar weaponwasusedfor the actual testing Thisrifle wasoneof the two
previouslyusedin August1978for the tests in DealeyPlazaandwill be
turnedoverto the Archivesas part of the Committee'sfiles at the endof this
month
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Theshots werefired froma twostory tower(approximately20feet
high) at three targets stationedfromleft to right at distancesof 143 165and266feet fromthe tower.—/ Therifle wasshot byfour expertmarksmenfromthe D.C.P.D.OfficersD M Smith B L Miller Joe MassonandE E
Lewis andtwoinexperiencedstaff membersDeputyChiefCounselGaryCornwellandmyself AlsopresentwereSgt CecilKirkandOfficerM D Gonzalesthe
D.C.P.DRangeInstructor All membersof the D.C.P.Dwhofired the riflehadprior military experience OfficersLewisandSmithhadadditionalextensive civilian training in the useof rifles whileofficers MillerandMassonhad
similar extensivetraining in the useof handguns Eachof the officers thus
canbe consideredexpertsin the useof suchweapons GaryCornwellandI havehadneither military nor civilian training in the useof firearms althoughIhuntedwith rifles as a boy andCornwellhashuntedwith rifles periodically
throughouthis adult life

Eachshooterpracticedworkingthe bolt for severalminutes(usually2 to 3 minutes)beforeshooting All shotswerefired usingopeniron sightsAll timesweredeterminedby3 handheldstop watches Only35shells were
fired includingthoseexppjdedin preliminarytests to determineif the
weaponoperatedproperly.l Eachofficer fired twoseries of three shots
andCornwellandI eachfired oneseries of twoshots

Thetest establishedthe following
(1) Theweaponcanbe quite accuratelyfired more

rapidly usingopeniron sights than the FBItests in 1963indi
cated wherethe telescopicsight wasused ForexampleOfficer
Massonduringonetest series hit the bodysilhouette at 143
and165feet on the first twoshots andmissedthe headportionof the silhouetteat 266feet on the third shot byapproximatelyoneinch (1") taking2.0 secondsbetweenshots 1 and2 anda
total of less than5 secondsfor all three shots Twoother
series onebyofficer Smithandanother again byOfficer
Massonwerefired in whichonly1.9 secondselapse betweentwo
shots andoneof the three shots scoreda "kill".~

1 The distanceswerechosenuponthe assumptionthat the 4th
shot (Oswald'sthird) hit the Presidentin the headat frame312

2/ Wefoundthat the weaponwascharacteristicallydifficult to
operate dueto its poorbasic design andin addition the particular weaponweusedhadbadlywornriflings andthereforeshot somewhatinaccurately

3/ Normaltarget rangebodysilhouettes portrayingan individual
fromwaist to head wereusedas targets A"kill wasjudgedto beanyshotthat hit the silhouette A"miss wasscoredevenif the bullet struck the
target backgroundbut not withinthe silhouette
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It is apparentlydifficult but not impossible-
at least withonlyminimalpracticewiththe firearmused- to
fire 3 shots at least twoof whichscore 'kills withan
elapsedtimeof 1.7 secondsor less betweenanytwoshots even
though in the limitedtesting conductednoshooterachieved
this degreeof proficiency

It is not difficult to fire twoconsecutiveshots
froma Mannlicher-Carcanowithin1.66seconds andto "pointaim
if not carefully "sight it on the target oneachshot Cornwell
fired the rifle twicein 1.2 secondsandI fired it twicewithin
1.5 seconds In bothcasesthe secondshot missed but wasclose
to the silhouette In fact mysecondshot onlymissedthe
silhouette byapproximately2"._A/

Therewasampletimefor Oswaldto havefired 3
shots hitting with twoof them within8.31seconds All series
of 3 shotswerefired in less than8 seconds twowerefired in
less than 7 seconds twoin less than6 andtwoin less than5 5/

4/ Thefirst shot in the test series of course routinely
scored"kills since there wasnotimepressureimposedin aimingthe rifle in
preparationfor that shot

In light of the difficulty involvedin makingthe first two
shots in 1.66 I note that showingthat it is possibledoesnot offer any
reasonwhyhewouldhaveacted so quicklyafter the first miss
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INTRODUCTION*

** As part of its investigation into the possibility that Lee Harvey
Oswald was involved in a conspiracy to assassinate John F Kennedy
the select committee looked into whether he might have been a Soviet
agent

One controversial source of information on this point has been
a former high-ranking KGB official Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko No
senko had been on two occasions in charge of coordinating surveil
lance and recruitment of American tourists in Russia At the time of
Oswald's defection to Russia Nosenko claimed to have personally
reviewed Oswald's file

In February 1964 Nosenko defected to the United States and
was placed under custody of the Central Intelligence Agency Because
of strong doubts within the Agency that Nosenko was a bona fide
defector he was later placed in solitary confinement for 3 years He
was subjected to extensive interrogation and during three periods took

polygraph examinations April 4 1964 October 18 1966 and Au
gust 6 1968 The examinations were wide-ranging but only the second
dealt with Oswald in any depth On all occasions Nosenko maintained
categorically that the KGB had never been interested in Oswald and
had never used him as an agent

The polygraphist conducting the first two tests concluded that
on the first test Nosenko had lied though not to the Oswald question
On the second he had lied to two of the Oswald questions Another

polygraphist conducted the third test He concluded that Nosenko was

answering truthfully
In the 1970's the CIA investigated the overall handling of the

Nosenko matter and concluded with respect to the first two polygraph
tests that they should be considered "invalid or inconclusive because
of deficiencies in the way they were conducted For example the first
had been designed principally to create a hostile atmosphere for
Nosenko The polygraphist was instructed to tell Nosenko that the
tests showed he was lying regardless of what they actually showed

(The expert in fact interpreted the results as showing that Nosenko
was lying.) However the CIA did conclude that the third examina
tion was valid and that the results could be considered credible

The Warren Commission was aware of the Nosenko issue but
was unable to make much of it since most of the material was classified
and unavailable Similarly critics of the Warren Commission have
not dealt with it in any depth

*Materials submitted for this report by the committee'spolygraph consultant
were compiledby HSCA staff members G Robert Blakey and Whitney Watriss

**Arabic numerals in parentheses at the beginning of paragraphs indicate
the paragraph number for purposes of citation and referencing italic numerals
in parentheses in the middle or at the end of sentences indicate referenceswhich
can be found at the end of each report or section
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The select committee decided to have an independent analysis of
the polygraph tests conducted First such an examination had never
been carried out Second it wished to know if the tests had been prop
erly conducted and interpreted and if the answers could be considered
credible If so then it could be stated with considerable certainty that
Nosenko was a valuable source of information If not the committee
would explore other avenues in order to decide what if any relation
Oswald had to the KGB

Selection of the expert
The committee retained Richard O Arther to conduct an

independent analysis of the three polygraph tests taken by Nosenko
Arther had been a member of the committee's polygraph panel that
examined the Jack Ruby and James Earl Ray polygraph tests He had
been selected because of his extensive qualifications and lack of prior
involvement with either assassination investigation

Arther received a B.S with honors in police science from Mich

igan State University in 1951 and an M.A in psychology from Colum
bia University in 1960 Arther has been in private practice in New
York City since 1963 He founded Scientific Lie Detection Inc. and
cofounded the National Training Center of Polygraph Science He
has taught at Brooklyn College Seton Hall University the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate School of Public Admin
istration of New York University

Arther has authored over 200 professional articles and two
books He is a member of the Academy of Certified Polygraphists and
the American Polygraph Association

Procedures
As noted Arther was asked to analyze the material related to

the three examinations to determine if they had been validly conducted
and interpreted and if the results were credible On June 2 1978 he
made the first of three trips to CIA headquarters in Langley Va Fol

lowing procedures standard for an analysis of past polygraph tests he
reviewed the polygraph charts "blind, that is without any knowl

edge of whether the questions were control relevant or irrelevant The

purpose was to try to determine solely from the tracings on the charts
to which questions Nosenko appeared to be lying This procedure was
followed on two separate occasions After each review Arther then
checked the question sheets to determine which questions were control
relevant or irrelevant (see below for an explanation of these terms)

The other trips were made on June 7 and August 24 Subse
quently Arther submitted his final report which appears in full fol

lowing this introductory section

A polygraph examination
A polygraph examination records physiological responses to

questions asked The polygraphist attempts to design the examina
tion in such a way that the truthful person will react to the control
questions and the lying person to the relevant questions The test struc
ture must be constructed so that it poses a threat to both the truthful
and untruthful person The polygraphist attempts to determine the

"psychological set of the examinee He tries to determine by reading
the physiological activity of the examinee in the polygraph charts what
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questions or question areas pose the greatest threat to the examinee's
well-being A "psychological set is "a person's fears anxieties and
apprehension [which] are channeled toward that situation causing
the greatest threat to the individual's well-being He will tune in on
that which is of a greater threat and tune out that of a lesser threat. *

(14) Responses to questions are recorded on a polygraph chart which
consists of tracings produced by three different types of psychological
reactions associated with the circulatory nervous and respiratory
systems

The breathing pattern is recorded by means of a rubber tube
placed around the person's chest
The Galvanic skin response is measured by placing the attach
ments on either the fingers or the palms
Changes in blood pressure heart beat and pulse rate are ob
tained by a standard blood pressure cuff placed around the up
per arm

(15) Questions are broken down into three categories
Relevant—those pertinent to the investigation
Irrelevant—hopefully meaningless nonemotion-producing ones
to get the person used to being questioned and giving answers
Control—nonrelevant to which it can be assumed the person will
lie during the test These provide a standard for comparing the
responses to relevant questions If a person reacts more to a
proper control question than to the relevant questions then he
is considered to be truthful to the relevants On the other hand if
he reacts more to the relevants than to the proper control ques
tion he is considered to be lying to the relevants

(16) Relevant irrevelant and control questions are interspersed
throughout the polygraph chart The examination may consist of
various series covering various relevant issues Each relevant issue
must be asked a minimum of two times in a series but as many times as
necessary to conclude that relevant issue successfully Each series
should have a minimum of two charts but as many charts as necessary
to conclude the relevant issues in that series successfully
(17) The procedure for a polygraph examination is as follows The

polygraphist first conducts a pretest interview during which the test
questions are read to the person exactly as they are going to be asked
It is vital that all questions be properly worded and discussed with the
person Then the actual test is conducted

FINDINGSANDCONCLUSIONSOF RICHARDO ARTHER

Materials examined
(18) On June 2 1978 I went to Central Intelligence Agency head
quarters to study the polygraph examinations administered by the
CIA to Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko I was given what they claimed was
the complete file When I asked for the polyc'raphists handwritten
notes handwritten question sheets chart analyses and other papers
from the examinations I was again told I had the complete file This
amazed me since I had been given only official reports typed test

*From the Curriculum of the U.S Army Provost Marshal General Poly
graph School Ft McClellan Georgia
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questions and charts Handwritten notes have always been included in
every polygraph file I have ever reviewed Either on this day June 2
or on June 7 (the date of my second visit) I asked for the tape record
ings from the examinations I was told there were none This also
greatly surprised me

On both June 2 and June 7 CIA polygraphists were assigned to
me to provide all the background information they had on all three
examinations I was assured that they were holding nothing back

My third trip to the CIA headquarters was on August 24 Again
I had a polygraphist assigned to me I was given only material pro
vided in June

Procedures

June 2 visit
The purpose of this visit was to get an overview of Nosenko's

polygraph examinations including the quality of the test questions and
testing procedures and to conduct an analysis of the polygraph re
cordings to determine if I agreed with the interpretations of the CIA
polygraph experts

I spent the first several hours analyzing the polygraph reac
tions—without knowing if any given question was a relevant irrele
vant or control Such a procedure is referred to as a "blind chart
analysis and is a standard one designed to eliminate all preconceived
opinions a polygraphist might have as to a person's truthfulness That
is I formed my opinions as to Nosenko's truthfulness to each test ques
tion prior to knowing if any given question was a relevant irrelevant
or control

Only after I finished this blind chart analysis did I learn which
questions were relevant irrelevant or control I then determined if I
agreed with the CIA expert's analysis of Nosenko's polygraph
recordings

On June 2 Kenneth Klein committee counsel asked if I
wanted to conduct my own polygraph examination of Nosenko and/or
personally interview the two CIA polygraph experts I replied that I
would consider both possibilities

June 7 visit
On June 7 I returned to CIA headquarters to reevaluate the

polygraph examinations decide if Nosenko should be given another
polygraph examination and determine if interviews of the two CIA
experts would prove beneficial I also did another blind chart analysis
to determine if I was consistent with my June 2 analysis The results
were substantially identical

August 24 visit
The objective of this visit was to reevaluate the charts and

question sheets to make sure that my preliminary written report was
as accurate as possible I had had to write it from memory as the
CIA requested I not take my notes away from the Agency's control

Evaluation of the polygraph examinations

April 4 1964
The April 4 1964 examination was administered exactly 2

months after Nosenko had defected It consisted of more than 50
relevant questions divided into 13 individual tests (The great major
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ity of polygraph examinations are limited to three or four relevant
issues.)

It was obvious that the CIA's purpose was to determine
Nosenko's truthfulness to a wide variety of issues Only one question
in one test dealt with I.ee Harvey Oswald "Did you tell us the
truth about Lee Harvey Oswald The answer was "Yes.

The wording of this question is very general It is the type
of broad question that many polygraphists use only at the very end
of a test after at least three or four relevant questions have been
asked on the same issue

Further this question was the 51st one asked It occurred in
the 12th test and was the 3rd of 11 questions in the test Because
important questions are generally placed at the beginning with ques
tions of lesser importance near the rear it would appear that the
Oswald issue had an extremely low priority

As noted in this e amination over 50 relevant questions were
asked Fred E Inbau and John E Reid authors of the classic text
book on polygraphy Lie Detection & Criminal Interrogation (3d
edition 1953) recommended that no more than three relevant test
questions be asked This is because the more a person is asked relevant
questions the more likely he will become "test-tired, that is even
though lying he will not react because he has become emotionally
exhausted

Further compounding this situation the examination started
at 10:45 a.m and ended at 3 :15 p.m.—a period of 41/2hours—whereas
the usual polygraph examination lasts less than 2 hours with four or
five separate tests Again there is a definite risk that a person will
become "test-tired if the examination runs too long

Although the CIA expert's opinion was that Nosenko gave a
"reaction (I presume by this he means that Nosenko was "lying")
to 6 of the 11 questions he listed Nosenko as showing "no reaction
to the Oswald question

In both my blind chart analyses I picked the Oswald question
as showing the greatest valid "lie reaction by Nosenko certainly
greater than those for the six questions indicated by the CIA expert
as having produced lies

In spite of all the above problems which would normally lead
a polygraphist to believe that Nosenko should be "emotionally unre
sponsive, Nosenko gives a substantial "lie reaction to the Oswald
question

October 18 1966
The October 18 1966 examination was administered by the

same CIA polygraphist who had administered Nosenko's 1964 exami
nation In his written report dated October 23 1966 he stated

The specific purpose of the October 18 1966 polygraph test
was to

Attempt to establish whether subject was in fact ac
tually involved in the Oswald case while Oswald was in the
Soviet Union or if his association with the Oswald case was
only part of his cover story legend

Determine if subject was personally active in the Oswald
case in 1963 after President Kennedy's assassination
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c Ascertain if subject received special instructions from
KGB to pass on to the American Government regarding the
Oswald case

(38) This series of examinations began on October 18 and ended
on October 28 The thrust of the first day of examinations had to do
with Oswald The subsequent examinations that is October 19
through October 28 had nothing to do with Oswald It would appear
that the CIA now fully appreciated the significance of Nosenko/Os
wald and that their polygraphist was doing his best to determine
Nosenko's truthfulness regarding Oswald
(39) During the examination Nosenko was asked 32 questions in
which the name Oswald appears On my blind analysis I selected the
following questions as containing valid indicators of lying

Did you receive special instructions about what to tell Ameri
cans about the Oswald case (No)
Was Oswald recruited by the KGB as an agent (No)
Did the KGB consider Oswald abnormal (Yes)
To your knowledge did Oswald talk to a KGB officer in Mexico
(No)
Is your contact with the Oswald case part of your legend
(No)
Did you hear of Oswald prior to President Kennedy's assassina
tion (Yes)
Did you hear of Oswald only after President Kennedy's assassi
nation (No)
Did you personally order in 1959 to col
lect material on Oswald (Yes)
Did the KGB instruct you to tell us Oswald was a bad shot
(No)
Did the KGB give the Oswalds any kind of help in their de
parture from the Soviet Union (No)

(40) When a liar is asked a large number of relevant test questions
he will not react as lying to all questions Instead he will pick out the
questions most significant to him and react as lying only to those Gen
erally the questions he does not regard as significant he will not re
act to even though he is lying
(41) On test series 1 the CIA expert wrote that the "most significant
reactions were to questions 1 and 6 above For test series 2 the CIA
expert wrote that the "most significant reactions were to questions
5 6 and 7 above plus two questions not on my list.*
(42) By having the Oswald questions the first day of this second
series of polygraph examinations both the validity and reliability
were greatly increased

August 6 1968

(43) The third series of polygraph examinations was administered in
August 1968 These examinations were conducted by a different CIA
polygraph expert The first series of tests was administered on
August 2

*Since my blind analysis involved selecting only the two or three ques
tions to which Nosenkowas reacting the most strongly within each test I did
not expectto agree fully with the CIAexpert
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(44) Twenty-three relevant test questions were asked but not
one had to do with Oswald The second day of testing was August 6
1968 At this time 27 relevant questions preceded the first Oswald
question of which there were 2
(45) It is obvious that once again the Oswald issue was considered
extremely minor As noted the Oswald questions did not occur until
quite far into the procedure The longer a question is postponed the
more likely a liar will come out as "truthful because he has become
"test-tired, that is unresponsive On the first day the polygraphist
himself acknowledged the possibility of Nosenko's becoming unre
sponsive when he wrote after the sixth test of August 2 1968

No further polygraph tests were administered on this date
because the examiner did not want to run the risk of fatigue
setting in and thus possibly causing adrenalin exhaustion

(46) Thus he stopped on August 2 after 6 tests and 23 relevant ques
tions Yet on the second day of testing (August 6) it was not until
test 7 and the 28th relevant question that he first asked about Oswald
(47) Further the wording of the two Oswald questions was very
startling

Did you actually review the KGB file on Oswald (Yes)
Did Lee Harvey Oswald receive any KGB training or assign
ments (No)

(48) No date was referred to within this first question a serious
error in wording Nosenko was claiming that he had reviewed Os
wald's file before the assassination Therefore the question should
have been worded
(49) "Before November 1963 had you actually reviewed Oswald's
KGB file Leaving out the date meant that Nosenko could have

truthfully answered this question even if he had first reviewed Os
wald's file after the assassination In fact he could have reviewed it
1 week before he was told to defect and still come out as truthful to
the question
(50) The second question is also very poor in that it has the word
"or in it which automatically means that it is really two questions
When there are two questions within one question if a person happens
to be truthful to one of those questions and lying about the other
generally he will come out as truthful
(51) For example if Oswald did not receive any KGB training but
was told to assassinate President Kennedy Nosenko could possibly
truthfully answer "yes to this question

Comparison of 1966 and 1968 examinations

(52) Not only was the first day of the 1966 examination directed
totally toward the Oswald issue but the questions were very specific
and basically worded properly In 1968 neither was the case
(53) In 1966 the CIA polygraph expert rendered an opinion that
Nosenko was lying both about why he defected and as about Oswald
On the other hand in 1968 the polygraphist rendered an opinion that
Nosenko was "substantially truthful. This second expert even had
Nosenko answering truthfully to the question "Is there any possibility
that the KGB would dispatch an officer to defect to the Americans
Answer "No.
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The HSCA has informed me that without exception every
intelligence officer interviewed—including KGB defectors—has stated
that the KGB is capable of dispatching an officer to defect The fact
that Nosenko denies this and the polygraphist finds him truthful
makes the entire examination suspect

Opinions
1 For two major reasons there would be no point in inter

viewing the two CIA polygraph experts First the charts spoke for
themselves Second since I supposedly had the complete case file I
would rather go by the file than by someone's memory of what hap
pened some 10 to 14 years ago

2 Another polygraph examination is not recommended for
Nosenko After such a long period of time and such extensive testing
the results could not be trusted

3 The polygraph examination given on October 18 1966 should
be considered the most valid and reliable of the three regarding Lee
Harvey Oswald Given the state of the art in 1966 this examination
met the criteria of validity and reliability

4 Both the 1964 and 1968 examinations involving Lee Harvey
Oswald should be disregarded because of the large number of inherent
deficiencies in both examinations

5 On another occasion I provided four questions which I
would have asked had I examined Nosenko

Did the KGB order Oswald to assassinate President Kennedy
Before November 1963 had you ever heard of Lee Harvey

Oswald
Did the KGB order you to defect
Did the KGB instruct you what to tell the Americans about

Oswald
Note My August 16 23 24 and 28 review of the reports

charts and my blind chart analysis at the Select Committee on As
sassinations offices served only to strengthen the above opinions
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INTRODUCTION*

On July 18 1964 Jack Ruby voluntarily took a polygraph
examination to test his truthfulness Even though the Warren Com
mission disclaimed any reliance on the results of the test (1) the
committee believed that popular interest in such tests as well as the
possibility that new investigative "leads might emerge warranted a
review of the examination

The committee was specifically prohibited by its own rules (2)
from using either failure or agreement to take a polygraph examina
tion or the results of a polygraph examination as a basis for fact
finding in any public hearing or report Such restrictions did not
apply however to a review of polygraph tests previously adminis
tered The committee therefore engaged a panel of experts to review
the Ruby polygraph examination to determine if it was properly con
ducted and analyzed
A polygraph examination

A polygraph examination records physiological responses to
questions asked The polygraphist attempts to design the examination
in such a way that the truthful person will react to the control ques
tions and the lying person to the relevant questions

The test structure must be constructed so that it poses a threat
to both the truthful and untruthful person The polygraphist attempts
to determine the "psychological set of the examinee He tries to deter
mine by reading the physiological activity of the examinee in the
polygraph charts what questions or question areas pose the greatest
threat to the examinee's well-being A "psychological set is "a per
mission disclaimed any reliance on the results of the test (1) the
son's fears anxieties and apprehensions [which] are channeled to
ward that situation causing the greatest threat to the individual's well
being He will tune in on that which is of a greater threat and tune out
that of a lesser threat. (3)

Responses to questions are recorded on a polygraph chart which
consists of tracings produced by three different types of psychological
reactions associated with the circulatory nervous and respiratory
systems

1 The breathing pattern is recorded by means of a rubber tube
placed around the person's chest

2 The Galvanic skin response is measured by placing the attach
ments on either the fingers or the palms

3 Changes in blood pressure heart beat and pulse rate are ob
tained by a standard blood pressure cuff placed around the upper
arm

*Materials submitted for this report by the committee'snolveYanhconsultants
were compiledby HSCA staff membersG Robert Blakey and Whitney Watriss
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(9) Questions are broken down into three categories
Relevant—those pertinent to the investigation
Irrelevant—hopefully meaningless nonemotion-producing ones
to get the person used to being questioned and giving answers
Control—nonrelevant to which it can be assumed the person will
lie during the test These provide a standard for comparing the
responses to relevant questions If a person reacts more to a
proper control question than to the relevant questions then he is
considered to be truthful to the relevants On the other hand
if he reacts more to the relevants than to the proper control
question he is considered to be lying to the relevants

(10) Relevant irrelevant and control questions are interspersed
throughout the polygraph chart The examination may consist of
various series covering various relevant issues Each relevant issue
must be asked a minimum of two times in a series but as many times
as necessary to conclude that relevant issue successfully Each series
should have a minimum of two charts but as many charts as necessary
.to conclude the relevant issues in that series successfully
(11) The procedure for a polygraph examination is as follows The
polygraphist first conducts a pretest interview during which the test
questions are read to the person exactly as they are going to be asked
It is vital that all questions be properly worded and discussed with the
person Then the actual test is conducted

Ruby's polygraph examination
(12) Jack Ruby had repeatedly requested that he be examined with a
polygraph truth serum or other scientific means to test his verac
ity (i) In his testimony before the Warren Commission on June 7
1964 he stated "I would like to be able to get a lie detector test or truth
serum of what motivated me to do what I did at that paricular
time * * *."(5) Chief Justice Earl Warren responded

* * * if you and your counsel want any kind of test I will
arrange it for you I would be glad to do that if you want it
I wouldn't suggest a lie detector test to testify the
truth * * *.(6)

Ruby repeated his request several times during his testimony
(13) Following numerous discussions among attorneys for Ruby
and his family and other interested parties,(7) on July 18 1964,(8)
Ruby(9) took the examination signing a standard "Consent to Inter
view with Polvgraph form (10)
(14) The following persons were present during the examination
in addition to the expert SA Herndon (11)

Arlen Specter Warren Commission counsel
Clayton Fowler Ruby's attorney
William R Beavers Ruby's psychiatrist
James Woods FBI special agent
E L Holman chief jailer
Odell Oliver court reporter

(15) In addition to the above Joe Tonahill Ruby's other attorney
and William Alexander assistant district attorney for Dallas County
Tex. were present at each of the 13 pretest interviews (12) Clayton
Fowler Ruby's attorney did not want Assistant District Attorney
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William Alexander to hear Ruby's answers and insisted that Ruby not
answer questions until the actual tests had begun and Alexander had
left the examination room (13) In some instances however Ruby did
answer the questions during the pretest stage Special Agent Hern
don had indicated that he preferred to have Ruby answer the ques
tions during the pretest interview as this was a generally accepted
polygraph procedure (14)

The polygraph examination lasted from 2:23 p.m to about 9

p.m (15) Ruby was asked a total of 101 questions broken into 13
series A pretest interview was conducted before each question series
at which time the questions were explained to Ruby They were often

rephrased for the actual tests
The following are the relevant questions and answers from all

13 test groups comprising the Ruby polygraph examination

Question Did you know Oswald before November 22 1963 2
Answer No (16)
Question Did you assist Oswald in the assassination
Answer No (17)
Question Are you now a member of the Communist Party
Answer No (18)
Question Have you ever been a member of the Communist

Party
Answer No (19)
Question Are you now a member of any group that advo

cates the violent overthrow of the U.S Government
Answer No (20)
Question Have you ever been a member of any group that

advocates violent overthrow of the U.S Government
Answer No (21)
Question Between the assassination and the shooting did

anybody you know tell you they knew Oswald
Answer No (22)
Question Aside from anything you said to George Senator

on Sunday morning did you ever tell anyone else that you in
tended to shoot Oswald

Answer No (23)
Question Did you shoot Oswald in order to silence him
Answer No (24)
Question Did you first decide to shoot Oswald on Friday

night
Answer No (25)
Question Did you first decide to shoot Oswald on Saturday

morning
Answer No (26)
Question Did you first decide to shoot Oswald on Saturday

night
Answer Yes (27)
Question Did you first decide to shoot Oswald on Sunday

morning
Answer Yes.(28)
Question Were you on the sidewalk at the time Lieutenant

Pierce's car stopped on the ramp exit
Answer Yes (29)
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Question Did you enter the jail by walking through an
alleyway

Answer No (30)
Question Did you walk past the guard at the time Lieu

tenant Pierce's car was parked on the ramp exit
Answer Yes (31)
Question Did you talk with any Dallas police officers on

Sunday November 24 prior to the shooting of Oswald
Answer No.(32)
Question Did you see the armored car before it entered the

basement
Answer No (33)
Question Did you enter the police department through the

door at the rear of the east side of the jail
Answer No (34)
Question After talking to Little Lynn did you hear any

announcement that Oswald was about to be moved
Answer No (35)
Question Before you left your apartment Sunday morning

did anyone tell you the armored car was on the way to the
police department

Answer No (36)
Question Did you get a Wall Street Journal at the South

western Drug Store during the week before the assassina
tion

Answer No (37)
Question Do you have any knowledge of a Wall Street

Journal addressed to Mr J E Bradshaw
Answer No (38)
Question To your knowledge did any of your friends or

did you telephone the FBI in Dallas between 2 or 3 a.m Sun
day morning

Answer No (39)
Question Did you or any of your friends to your knowl

edge telephone the sheriff's office between 2 or 3 a.m Sunday
morning

Answer No (40)
Question Did you go to the Dallas police station at any

time on Friday November 22 1963 before you went to the
synagogue

Answer No.( 41)
Question Did you go to synagogue that Friday night
Answer Yes (42)
Question Did you see Oswald in the Dallas jail on Friday

night
Answer Yes (43)
Question Did you have a gun with you when you went to

the Friday midnight press conference at the jail
Answer No.(44)
Question Is everything you told the Warren Commission

the entire truth
Answer Yes (45)
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Question Have you ever knowingly attended any meetings
of the Communist Party or any other group that advocates
violent overthrow of the Government

Answer No (46)
Question Is any member of your immediate family or any

close friend a member of the Communist Party
Answer No.( 47 )
Question Is any member of your immediate family or any

close friend a member of any group that advocates the violent
overthrow of the Government

Answer No (l8)
Question Did any close friend or any member of your im

mediate family ever attend a meeting of the Communist
Party

Answer No.(4.9)
Question Did any close friend or any member of your im

mediate family ever attend a mee ing of any group that
advocates the violent overthrow of the Government

Answer No.( 50)
Question Did you ever meet Oswald at your post office

box
Answer No (51)
Question Did you use your post office mailbox to do any

business with Mexico or Cuba
Answer No (52)
Question Did you do business with Castro-Cuba
Answer No (53)
Question Was your trip to Cuba solely for pleasure
Answer Yes (54)
Question Have you now told us the truth concerning why

you carried $2,200 in cash on you
Answer Yes (55)
Question Did any foreign influence cause you to shoot

Oswald
Answer No (56)
Question Did you shoot Oswald because of any influence

of the underworld
Answer No (57)
Question Did you shoot Oswald because of a labor union

influence
Answer No.(58)
Question Did any long-distance telephone calls which you

made before the assassination of the President have any
thing to do with the assassination

Answer No (59)
Question Did any of your long-distance telephone calls

concern the shooting of Oswald
Answer No (60)
Question Did you shoot Oswald in order to save Mrs

Kennedy the ordeal of a trial
Answer Yes (61)
Question Did you know the Tippit that was killed
Answer No (62)
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Question Did you tell the truth about relaying the mes
sage to Ray Brantley to get McWillie a few guns

Answer Yes (63)
Question Did you go to the assembly room on Friday

night to get the telephone number of KLIF
Answer Yes.(64)
Question Did you ever meet with Oswald and Officer Tip

pit at your club
Answer No (65)
Question Were you at the Parkland Hospital at any time

on Friday
Answer No (66)
Question Did you say anything when you shot Oswald

other than what you've testified about
Answer No (67)
Question Have members of your family been physically

harmed because of what you did
Answer No.(68)
Question Do you think members of your family are now in

danger because of what you did
Answer [No response.] (69)
Question Is Mr Fowler in danger because he is defending

you
Answer [No response.] (70)
Question Did "Blackie Hanson speak to you just before

you shot Oswald
Answer No (71)

Interpretations of the polygraph examination

Dr Beavers testimony
The testimony of Ruby's psychiatrist Dr William Beavers

who was present during the examination was taken by Specter im
mediately after the polygraph examination on July 18 1964 (72)
Beavers testified that he had examined Ruby 9 or 10 times and had di
agnosed him as a "psychotic depressive. However Beavers stated
that on the day of the examination the "depressive element had di
minished (73) and that most of the time Rubv understood the ques
tions and answered with an appreciation of reality (74) The only ques
tions that seemed to tap Ruby's underlying delusional state related to
his opinion about the safety of his defense counsel or his family (75)
Beavers did caution however that he was not an expert in the area of
"interrelationships between mental illness and the polygraph. (76)

Special Agent Herndon's testimony
On July 28 1964 Special Agent Herndon testified before the

Warren Commission regarding his interpretation of the Ruby poly
graph (77) Referring to Beavers testimony which Herndon had
heard on July 18 1964 Specter questioned him about the validity of a
polygraph examination of a psychotic depressive person as described
by Beavers Herndon responded that an examination of such a person
would be inconclusive or invalid in view of the fact that a psychotic in
dividual is divorced from reality and the tracings of his polygrams
could not be logically interpreted (78)
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Specter then questioned Herndon about his interpretation of the
polygraph examination based on the hypothesis that Ruby was in fact
in touch with reality during the examination and understood the na
ture of the questions and the quality of his answers Herndon testi
fied that assuming Ruby was mentally competent and sane he would
interpret the charts as indicating that there was no deception in Ruby's
responses to the relevant questions in the examination that Ruby an
swered all relevant questions truthfully (79) During later testimony
when Herndon was questioned about specific questions he again was
careful to qualify his interpretation with the assumption that Ruby
was of sound mind Herndon made it clear that he would find the re
sults inconclusive and the examination invalid in the event Ruby was
not of sound mind (80)

Herdon did mention four factors that he believed should be
considered in the overall evaluation of Ruby's polygraph examination
The factors involved the prior extensive interrogation of Ruby the
time elapsed since Ruby shot Oswald the number of persons present
during the polygraph examination and the number of relevant test
questions asked Herndon stated

Mr SPECTERDo you have anything to add which you think
would ,be helpful to the President's Commission

Mr HERNDONYes I would like to make a few additional
comments with regard to this polygraph examination in view
of the fact that it was somewhat unique and unusual I think
these factors should be somewhat considered in the overall
evaluation of the polygraph examination

First of all Ruby has obviously been extensively inter
viewed by law enforcement officers and by the Commission
and other people and there has been a considerable length of
time lapse since the time that the instant offense occurred of
him shooting Oswald These factors of length of time and
considerable previous interrogation would tend to detract or
negate any specific or definite conclusion that could be ren
dered with regard to the polygraph examination 4

The fact that there were other personnel in the room would
tend to negate a valid polygraph technique However here
again I did mention that this did not appear to bother Mr
Ruby But it should be considered and made a matter of
record

One other point I would like to mention and that is the
large number of relevant questions asked Mr Ruby during
this particular examination This is not general standard
procedure However I realize that the President's Commis
sion wanted to cover many facets and that it was mutually
agreed upon that we would ask the questions that the Com
mission had originally drawn up for this particular inter
rogation In normal polygraph procedure it is usual to keep
the relevant questions down to perhaps several specific critical
relevant questions and work strictly on those and in this
particular examination we had a large number of relevant
questions to ask

I think these are all factors that should be considered in
the overall evaluation of Mr Ruby's polygraph examination

Mr SPECTERThank you very much Mr Herndon (81)
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FBI memoranda
Two FBI memoranda address the Bureau's interpretation of

Ruby's polygraph The first dated July 20 1964 (82) states that a
preliminary review of the charts indicated that Ruby was not decep
tive when denying that he knew Oswald or that he was involved in
any conspiracy The memo went on to note that this interpretation
did not conflict with any of the FBI's prior investigations The memo
did caution however that if in fact Ruby had a "psychotic per
sonality the test results should be considered inconclusive and not be
relied on The second memorandum dated July 22 1964 (83) repeated
the same conclusion

The Warren Commission's conclusion
The Warren Commission stated in its report that it did not

rely on the results of the Ruby polygraph examination in reaching its
conclusions (84) The commission noted that it had merely granted
Ruby's request for such an examination It published the transcript
of the examination as well as the transcript of the deposition of the
FBI polygraph expert who administered the test

Selection of the panel
In August 1977 the committee decided to convene a panel

of experts with no prior affiliation with the Kennedy (or the King)
*

case to review the polygraph examination Recommendations for panel
membership were invited from Walter F Atwood executive director
of the American Polygraph Association in 1976 and Charles R Jones
vice president of the American Polygraph Association in 1978

They suggested nine people who were asked to provide resumes
additional information was sought later Each was also asked to pro
vide a list of the leading polygraphists

The committee interviewed 19 prospective panel members and
chose 3

Richard O Arther—B.S. with honors in police science Mich
igan State University 1951 M.A in psychology Columbia Univer
sity 19$0 Arther has been in private practice in New York City since
1953 He founded Scientific Lie Detection Inc. cofounded the National
Training Center of Polygraph Science He has taught at Brooklyn
College Seton Hall University the John Jay College of Criminal
Justice and the Graduate School of Public Administration of New
York University He has authored over 200 professional articles and
two books Arther is a member of the Academy of Certified Polygraph
ists and the American Polygraph Association

Charles R Jones—B.S in education (major in social science)
completed National Training Center of Polygraph Science in 1959
Jones has been an instructor at the police training school in Charleston
W Va. and currently teaches at the Zonn Institute of Polygraph
Inc. in Atlanta Ga He joined the Lincoln M Zonn firm in 1961 Jones
is a member of the American Polygraph Association and was elected
vice president in 1976

Benjamin Frank Malinowski—retired Army warrant officer
with a career in criminal investigation and polygraph examinations

*The same panel was to conductan analysis of the James Earl Ray polygraph
examinations
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He has been an instructor at the U.S Army Military Police School
Fort Gordon Ga He attended the National Training Center of Poly
graph Science in 1966 From 1967 to 1969 he was an operations officer
with the Southern European Criminal Investigations task force In
1975 he founded the Malinowski Polygraph Service He is a member
of the American Polygraph Association and a former director of
the Georgia Polygraph Association twice president of the Georgia
Polygraph Association author of numerous articles on polygraph and
criminal investigations and formerly president of the Zonn Institute
of Polygraph He is also a nationally recognized speaker on polygraph
and criminal investigations
Examination procedures
(30) On March 6 1978 a letter was sent to each panel member in
forming him of the materials available relating to the Ruby poly
graph They were

The original polygraph charts
A stenographic transcript of the entire examination including
the pretest and posttest interviews
Testimony of Dr Beavers given before the Warren Commis
sion concerning Ruby's medical condition at the time of the
examination
Testimony of FBI Special Agent Herndon the FBI polygraph
examiner before the Warren Commission
Expert medical testimony given at Ruby's trial

(31) Each panel member was asked to review the list and inform
the committee if they required all items or additional material Each
responded that the first four items were necessary and that the medi
cal testimony at Ruby's trial would not be required On May 19 1978
copies of the materials other than the medical trial testimony were
sent to each expert
(32) The procedures were that (1) Each polygraphist would con
duct an independent examination of the materials (2) the panel
would then meet to discuss each member's findings (3) a final joint
panel renort would be prepared and submitted to the select committee
(33) The experts were asked to focus on the following major areas

The circumstances surrounding the administration of the
examination
Any problems created by the medical condition age mental sta
bility et cetera of the subject
The procedure/technique used by the expert in administering
the examination
The analysis of the charts

(34) The experts were told however that they should not feel con
fined by the above areas and should comment on any factor they
considered relevant
(35) On June 22 1978 the three panelists and two committee staff
members met at the Algonquin Hotel in New York City The National
Archives agreed to have the original charts taken to this meeting At
this time the experts reviewed the original charts and discussed the
polygraph examination The panel was unanimous in its evaluation
and agree-1 that Arther would be resnonsible for writing the panel's
Ruby report subject of 'o arse to the review and approval of the
other two panel members (85)
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The panel conducted its review using the state of polygraph
technology in 1964 However since the panel's review involved basic
polygraph principles the comments and conclusions are still timely

REPORTOF THE POLYGRAPHI'A\EL

Crucial factors affecting the examination
The panel noted the four factors mentioned by Herndon as

having a detrimental effect on the examination The time elapsed since
the shooting Ruby's extensive prior interrogation the many people
present during the examination and the great number of relevant
questions asked (86)

The panel believed these factors had a serious negative impact
on the validity and reliability of the polygraph examination Because
Ruby had been extensively interrogated previously Herndon should
have been sure that the polygraph examination was very carefully
conducted

When first approached by the Commission Herndon immedi
ately should have explained the polygraph's limitations He should
have refused to compromise the validity and reliability of the poly
graph procedure by letting it become yet another interrogation of
Ruby

Herndon himself considered the procedure to be more an in
terrogation than a polygraph examination as seen in his testimony
before the Commission with regard to test series 9

Mr HERNDONYes there was at this point in the interroga
tion Realizing the Commission had a large number of ques
tions they wanted to ask it was decided at this point in view
of the fact that we had asked the main critical questions to
proceed with what I call direct interrogation that is that each
and every one of the questions asked is a relevant question
and that there are no irrelevant questions or control questions
asked (87)

And again discussing test series 9A he testified

Mr HERNDONThis was done in order to save time inasmuch
as the interrogation was becoming rather lengthy at this
point and Mr Specter indicated he was anxious to proceed
and to complete the rest of the questions that we had agreed
upon with all those parties that were interested in this inter
rogation.(88)

Note that in the above quotes Herndon uses the term "interroga
tion four times but not once does he use the term "polygraph exami
nation. If the events of July 18 were considered an interrogation
rather than a polygraph examination the panel would be far less con
cerned with what it felt were gross abuses of basic polygraph prin
ciples However since Herndon rendered his opinions as a "polygraph
examiner, the panel evaluated Ruby's charts as a polygraph exami
nation

The panel was also very concerned about the number and move
ment of people in the examination room During the pretest inter
views as many as 10 persons were present Two left for the testing
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phase returning for the next pretest interview Since there was a
series of 13 pretests and then tests such comings and goings certainly
must have caused distractions

Herndon himself testified
Mr HERNDONNormally during a polygraph examination

the only ones in the room are the examinee and the examiner
and during Bureau proceedings we usually have another
agent in the room out of sight that takes notes It is considered
an undesirable factor to have many people present in the room
during a polygraph examination particularly if these people
are involved in any way in the case such as the defendant's
attorney or someone who has a personal and keen knowledge
in the proceedings In this particular instance it appeared to
me that Mr Ruby divorced the presence of these people from
his mind during his response to the questions However it
should be considered a factor which is one that could tend to
negate a valid conclusion with regard to chart interpreta
tion (89)

The panel believes the presence of eight persons in the exami
nation room seriously impaired the examination Any momentary dis
traction during the examination could cause the examinee to react
thereby recording a "lie reaction on the polygraph chart Herndon
could well think this reaction was a true reaction to a lie especially
when reviewing the charts at a later time Further the panel found
that Herndon never repeated a relevant question The possibility of
uncorroborated reactions which are false becomes very crucial in the
evaluation of the Ruby polygraph examination

Herndon should have insisted long before the date of the exam
ination that the standard procedure be followed whereby only the
polygraphist and the person are in the room If others had a need to
observe the examination then a room with a one-way mirror a sound
system and perhaps a recording device could have been used—all
standard procedures since the 1930's A recorder might also have elim
inated the need for the presence of a reporter in the examination room
A recorder generally provides a more accurate record The Dallas
Police Department had available a specially prepared and equipped
room which would have allowed for a much more professional and
conducive atmosphere (90)

A third factor the panel finds impaired the Ruby polygraph
examination concerned the number of relevant test questions asked
The panel members believe it showed total disregard of basic poly
graph principles

The crux of every polygraph examination is the number of
test questions and how they are worded When the Ruby examination
was conducted the primary textbook on the subject was "Lie Detec
tion and Criminal Interrogation, by Fred E Inbau and John E Reid
(3d ed. 1953) This book recommends three relevant questions since
the more a person is tested the less he tends to react when lying That
is sooner or later liars become so "test-tired, they no longer produce
significant physiological reactions when lying One panel member
Arther said that in his 27 years of experience he had never heard of
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a polygraph examination with more than 17 relevant questions Yet
in the Ruby examination Herndon asks some 55 relevant questions As
Herndon himself stated

In normal polygraph procedure it is usual to keep the
relevant questions down to perhaps several specific critical
relevant questions and work strictly on those (91)

(48) Further the panel could see no need for the vast majority of
the relevant questions It considered most to be trivial in comparison
with the major issues on which Herndon should have concentrated For

example the following trivial and poorly worded relevant questions
were asked

Did you get a Wall Street Journal at the Southwestern
Drug Store during the week before the assassination

Did you go to the Dallas police station at any time on

Friday November 22 1963 before you went to the synagogue
Did any close friend or any member of your immediate

family ever attend a meeting of any group that advocates the
violent overthrow of the Government (90)

(49) The panel concludes that Herndon should have insisted that the
total number of issues covered be reduced to no more than four The

panel suggested for example that only the following four relevant test

questions should have been asked to cover the critical issues (Herndon
did ask questions similar to three of the areas)

Before last November 22 did you ever hear the name of Lcr

Harvey Oswald
Did you murder Oswald to silence him
Did anyone instruct you to murder Oswald
Did you ever talk with Lee Harvey Oswald (93)

Loss of control

(50) Numerous instances in the transcript of the Ruby polygraph
examination indicate that Herndon completely lost control over the
examination The problem most often stemmed from the ad hoc par
ticipation of the observers in the conduct of the polygraph examina
tion (Of course the panel found the number of observers itself to be
detrimental to the examination.)
(51) As an example the standard pretest procedure is to ask the
person each question and allow for discussion and a response This is
done before any of the components are attached to the examinee Hern
don stated his intention to proceed in this manner but upon objection
from Ruby's attorney Clayton Fowler Herndon acquiesced aban

doning this most important aspect of the pretesting phase and disre
garding an important polygraph principle The applicable part of the

transcript follows

Mr HERNDONIn other words I am going to tell you what
the question is going to be and you shall feel free to answer
it "yes or "no.

Mr FOWLERExcuse me sir
Mr HERNDONCertainly
Mr FOWLERAt this time Jack I request that in view of

the fact that you're not hooked up that you do not answer the
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question and reserve those until such time as you will be on
the machine

Mr RUBY That's fine
Mr HERNDONThen we will just discuss the questions
Mr RUBY Do it to your advantage may I add
Mr HERNDONI generally prefer in my practice with the

polygraph to have the gentleman answer the question so that
he knows he has already answered it and as a matter of

record he knows that that question is coming along
Mr RUBY Please let me do it will you [Addressing Mr

Fowler.]
Mr FowLER [No response.]
Mr HERNDONI will bow to whatever Mr Specter or coun

sel wants to do in this regard
Mr Ru,-ur Fowler I hate to dispute with you but let me

do it this way
Mr FOWLERWell Jack again Mr Alexander is here and

again I tell you this—that the answers to some of these ques
tions could be absolutely very detrimental to you

Mr RUBY They can't be
Mr FowLER I'm talking about from a legal standpoint

Now morally I know how you feel and you want to do the
best you can for the commission

Mr RUBY I will
Mr FOWLER But by the same token this gentleman over

here [referring to Mr Alexander] represents the State who
at this time is not representing you Now if we could allow
Mr Alexander to have the benefit of the nature of the ques
tions with the exception of the answers—if this it what Jack
wants—but I do not want Mr Alexander to have the benefit
of the answers

Mr SPECTERThe test may be conducted either way As Mr
Herndon has explained he has a slight preference to have the
answers but the ultimate decision on that is up to Mr Ruby
and his counsel The commission will proceed in either
manner

Mr RUBY It's unfortunate that my attorney Mr Fowler
don't see as I do I would like to give every cooperation with
out the slightest fraction of interference That's why I re
quested that You won't let me do it that way huh Fowler

Mr FowLER I'm requesting that you do not Jack
Mr HERNDONIt will be no problem (94)

(52) Other examples of Herndon's loss of control abound For ex
ample on one page of the transcript he makes only two short state
ments (95) at another point a discussion by the observers about one
question occupies almost six pages and includes an argument between
Ruby and his attorney Fowler about who should be present in the
room (96) At other points Ruby is reminded by Fowler that he could
be convicted of first-degree murder by telling the truth and that he
should not even be taking the polygraph examination And at still
another point Herndon seeks the advice of Warren Commission attor
ney Specter about the phrasing of a question (97)
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A good example of an objectionable result that occurred be
cause of Herndon's loss of control takes place as follows Just before
test series No 4 Ruby's responses were very erratic He appeared to
have "gone to pieces. Herndon later attributed this to fatigue citing
this as "the first series where Mr Ruby tends to show a little fatigue.
(98)

However just before that series had started Ruby had had a
private conversation from 4:13 to 4:15 with another of his attor
neys (99) whom Ruby previously had not wanted in the examination
room as shown by this

Mr RUBY Did you get your pants sewed up Joe
Mr Tox AHILr. It went through to my leg
Mr RUBY That was a pretty rough brawl we had wasn't

it Joe
Mr To\AHILL Yes
Mr RUBY Joe I'd appreciate it if you weren't in the room

Can I ask you to leave Joe
Mr T0NAxmLLI'll be glad to leave if you want me to Jack
Mr RUBY As a matter of fact I prefer Bill Alexander to

you you're supposed to be my friend
Mr To\AnILL Let the record show that Mr Ruby says he

prefers Bill Alexander being here during this investigation
who is the assistant district attorney who asked that a jury
give him the death sentence to myself who asked the jury to
acquit him his attorney (100)

Ruby then had two off-the-record conversations with Alex
ander—from 4:15 to 4:18 and from 4:22 to 4:25 (101) followed by
still another extremely long argument as to the wording of just one
test question with five people taking part in the discussion (102)
"Were you in the Dallas Police Department jail at the time Lieutenant
Pierce's car drove out of the basement (103)

The panel questioned Herndon's conclusion that it really was

fatigue that caused Ruby to "go to pieces on this particular test
believing it might have been due either to something said during the
three private conversations or to the argument over the wording of
that one question Perhaps it simply was the chaotic nature of the
entire situation

The panel believed that the participation of the observers
and the various asides never should have been allowed by Herndon
The panel concluded that Ruby was probably distracted both mentally
and physicaly making a difficult examination even more difficult to
conduct successfully
Other factors

In addition to the factors discussed above which impaired the

Ruby polygraph examination the panel concluded that 10 additional
factors of perhaps less importance further reduced the validity and
reliability of the examination These are as follows

1 It is generally agreed that the best time to examine is in the

morning because then the great majority of persons are both physi
cally and mentally "fresh. As the day progresses a person normally
tires Since the polygraph mainly records physical change induced by
mental stimulation a tired person does not react to stimulation as well
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as a rested person does Although Ruby most likely was a night
oriented person as a result of his occupation as a nightclub owner by
July 18 1964 normal prison routine no doubt had changed his orienta
tion The panel therefore concluded that the examination should have
started early in the day perhaps around 8 a.m As it was the exam
ination started at 2:23 p.m. with the first test beginning at 3:10
p.m (104)

2 When administering an extremely difficult examination most
experts advocate reexamination on a later date to check the reliability
of the first examination that is will the same reactions be obtained on
the reexamination Ruby was never given a second polygraph exami
nation nor is there any indication that one was ever considered After
reviewing the charts each panel member believed strongly that a
reexamination was absolutely essential for at least three reasons

a It is a basic and commonly accepted polygraph procedure
b Herndon did not repeat relevant questions thereby provid

ing no possible corroboration of the results
c All of the adverse factors working against the orderly

conduct of the examination made the results of the examination
suspect at best

3 The panel concluded that the polygraph instrument was
either improperly adjusted or defective or both It made three trac
ings two of which are so totally inadequate that they appear to be
defective The breathing tracing is particularly poor either because
the sensitivity was maladjusted or possibly because the pneumograph
tube was not properly placed on Ruby The amplitude of the breathing
tracing is not even minimally acceptable in any of the 13 tests The
panel found this to be a constant handicap in analyzing this extremely
important tracing and interpreting the charts Sufficient amplitude is
critical because the polygraphist looks for changes in the breathing
pattern Often such changes are minute and simply do not appear when
the amplitude is small to begin with

The panel found the galvanic skin response (GSR) tracing
to be of minimal help in analyzing Ruby's charts The main problem
with the GSR in the first session (before the break) is a lack of sen
sitivity due to Herndon's setting the sensitivity at one-fourth of max
imum He decreased it to one-fifth for the third series of questions The
panel noted that it should have been tried at a maximum sensitivity
prior to the first test where probably it should have remained for the
entire examination Had the sensitivity been higher the polygraph
probably would have produced an adequate tracing that is one that the
panel could analyze

The panel could provide no explanation for why Herndon de
creased the sensitivity for the third series In fact generally recognized
principles in 1964 called for the sensitivity to be continually increased

After the break the examination commenced with series 5
through 11 with the sensitivity set at one-fifth of maximum

The panel concluded that during this entire session the GSR
was completely defective At best the polygraph appeared to be in ex
tremely poor condition In an examination of this importance a back

up polygraph should have been available and in the panel's view
should have been used The examination should have been stopped un
til another polygraph could be obtained
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(69) 4 Herndon's definition of a "control question goes far beyond
the generally recognized definition as discussed in the leading book
of the day by Inbau and Reid The "control question developed by
Reid in 1943 is one similar but unrelated to the crime being investi
gated to which the expert knows the correct answer and to which the
person will probably lie If the person's reaction to a properly worded
control is more pronounced than to the relevant questions he is con
sidered to be truthful On the other hand if his reaction to the relevant

questions is more pronounced he is considered to be lying to the
relevant questions
(70) If the control questions are properly worded it is very possible
that a person lying to the relevant questions will appear to be truthful

(71) Herndon's control questions were not correctly worded He
defined a "control question as one to which the person will have some
emotional response (105) Thus he used such controls as

Have you ever been arrested (106)
Are you married (107)
While in the service did you receive any disciplinary action (108)
Have you served time in jail (109)
Did you attend the synagogue regularly (110)

(72) It is obvious that not one of the above questions is a control
as defined by Inbau and Reid For example to the question "have

you ever been arrested Ruby answered "yes. Therefore it is not a

lie yet Herndon considered it to be a control question (111)
(73) Further Herndon violated a basic rule that surprise questions
should never be used as controls For example while asking a series
he says during the test "have you ever been known by another name
Don't answer that question Skip it Just sit and relax. (112)
(74) Such talk by the expert should automatically prevent this ques
tion from being used in the chart analysis Yet Herndon uses it as a
control He testified "The only significant change physiologically
during series No 2 was in Mr Ruby's response to the question `Have

you ever been known by another name?, portrayed by an increase in
his blood pressure. (113)
(75) Such a procedure can easily lead to a mistake particularly in

indicating a liar to be truthful In fact if one wants to generate a
truthful response on the chart when testing a liar one could ask a

surprise question then immediately give extensive instruction regard
ing it and thereafter evaluate it as a control question In such a situa
tion at least 95 percent of the liars will give a more intense physio
logical reaction than they will to the relevant question to which they
are lying
(76) 5 What Herndon considers to be irrelevant questions often do
not meet the criteria for an irrelevant question The generally accepted
definition of an irrelevant question is a meaningless nonemotional
question which the polygraphist knows the person will answer truth
fully e.g. "Do you live in the United States or "Right now are you
in Texas
(77) It was difficult for the panel to determine if Herndon considered
certain questions to be irrelevants or controls In fact he himself
confused their distinction For example question 4 in series 3 is offi
cially listed as an irrelevant ("Are you married?") yet Herndon used
it as one of his control questions (114)
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(78) Following are several examples of irrelevant questions as indi
cated on Herndon's question sheets which the panel concluded were
improperly classified The panel found these questions to be more
relevant at times to the important issues than the questions Herndon
had listed as relevant

Is your last name Ruby (Originally his name was Rubenstein
and Herndon asked this question even after being told that Ruby
changed his name from Rubinstein.) (115)
Did you take any medication this morning
Have you answered these questions truthfully
Are your parents alive (Both are dead and after his father died
Ruby went to the synagogue "consistently for 11 months morning
and evening.") (116)
Are you tired
Do you intend to answer the questions truthfully
Were you at one time employed by a union (There was also a
relevant question "Did _youshoot Oswald because of labor union
influence?") (117)
Is everything you told the Warren Commission the entire truth

(79) 6 It is customary to repeat every question at least on a second
test This is done in order to establish the consistency (reliability) of
the polygraph reactions This was not done in the Ruby examination
Therefore there was no way for Herndon to establish the reliability
of the relevant questions
(80) Hence the possibility that a "lie reaction to a control was
caused by something other than a lie remains an open issue This is
particularly important because there were so many possible distrac
tions in the examination room
(81) 7 Between tests a polygraphist should not tell a person if the
tracings indicate truthful or lying responses to the relevant questions
This is particularly important in ease a liar has some method of "beat
ing the lie detector. If he believes he is coming across as truthful he
is reassured that his method is working Thus he will feel less uneasy
when he lies producing less dramatic reactions
(82) In spite of this after completing the first series Herndon told
Ruby "Mr Ruby there are two questions I want to ask you about on
our first series. At this point he discussed only the questions having
to do with Ruby's middle name and the question having to do with
whether Ruby had ever been arrested Herndon did not mention the
relevant questions which could easily have led Ruby to believe that
he had "passed the test in regard to the relevant questions (118)
(83) Herndon finished the discussion of series 1 with the comment
"Mr Ruby you are now a veteran of the first series You did real well
You cooperated very fine."(119)
(84) Such statements could easily be interpreted by Ruby as mean
ing that he seemed to be truthful (to the relevant questions) especially
when Herndon stated "You did real well.
(85) If Ruby had lied on the first test he would have had good
reason to believe he had beaten the polygraph Such knowledge cer
tainly would have reduced his fear of lying hence his lying reactions
would have been reduced in subsequent questioning
(86) And again just as the first series is ending (prior to the break
at 4:45 after series 4) Herndon stated "You've done very well thus
far Mr Ruby as far as cooperating on the examination. (120)
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8 A great deal of thought and preparation is necessary to
conduct a quality polygraph examination When a case is compli
cated or the examination conditions adverse more preexamination
preparation is necessary

In the panel's opinion Herndon appeared largely unprepared
to conduct the Ruby examination Herndon testified that he knew
the issues the Warren Commission wanted covered (121) However
it appeared that all questions were not prepared in written form
before the day of the examination For example as the first phase
of the examination was being completed Herndon said "«re will
have to prepare some more questions. Specter "May the record
show that Mr Alexander and Mr Tonahill are now back in the room
and we are going to take a brief recess. (122) The "brief recess
lasted 1 hour and 40 minutes during which time Ruby apparently
was left in the examination room (123)

9 The panel concluded that Herndon often used techniques
in conducting the polygraph examination which did not conform
to generally recognized principles of polygraphy An example is test
series 3A which apparently was a "searching peak-of-tension test.
A searching peak-of-tension test usually contains six or seven logical
questions on the same issue The polygraphist does not know which
one is actually true It is hoped that the liar will give a lying reaction
to the appropriate question thus permitting the expert to learn infor
mation not previously known This test is usually given to locate
loot and/or weapons learn the names of accomplices determine the
amount of money embezzled et cetera

The panel found the wording of the basic question in this
series—("When did you first decide to shoot Oswald ?") —to be very
poor This question ignored the possibility that Ruby might have
been ordered to murder Oswald The panel also found other choices
to be poor For example the possibility that Ruby may have decided
to shoot Oswald on the previous Friday night or the next Saturday
afternoon were not even asked

10 It is generally agreed that the more a person is tested the
less responsive he becomes If a liar is tested enough times sooner or
later his reaction to lies will be no more intense than to control and
relevant questions He therefore will appear truthful when lying For
this reason the great majority of the recognized polygraph techniques
limit the number of test groups to five or less with no more than two
different series of questions Most call for the entire examination to
be concluded within 2 hours Panel member Richard Arther for ex
ample uses just one series of four relevant questions asked in three
separate test groups

The Ruby examination consisted of 13 groups of questions with
the actual examination starting at 2 :23 p.m (124) and ending at 8:59
p.m (125) Even though there supposedly was a break of 100 minutes
the testing should never have been resumed that day

Herndon himself recognized this

Mr SPECTERIs there any overall limitation on the amount
of time that a person can appropriately take a polygraph
examination

Mr HER\DO\ Yes there is a limitation Certainly if a
person is interviewed with polygraph at great length in
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due time he is bound to become desensitized to the technique
In other words the pressure on his arm and the technique
itself becomes less valid as the increase in time proceeds

Mr SPECTER Did Mr Ruby ever become desensitized to
the technique

Mr HERNDONI believe in the last series of the first session
which I believe is series 4 Mr Ruby showed some indica
tions of becoming fatigued and displayed some tiredness in
the charts Also I might add in the later phase of the ex
amination in the latter series there was some indication
that he was approaching this desensitization that I have
mentioned before (126)

(94) The panel concluded that the Ruby examination was far too
long
Chart analysis
(95) The panel concluded that the Ruby polygraph examination was
probably invalid and unreliable As discussed above the panel found
serious flaws in the examination procedures The questions were es
pecially poorly worded The polygraph instrument itself was either
incorrectly adjusted or defective in its operation The panel could
render no opinion regarding the examination results
(96) Of the 13 test groups the first and second are perhaps the
most valid in that they were conducted when Ruby was still "fresh.
Because of the importance of the relevant questions in these two tests
the panel has briefly summarized its opinion about them
(97) The relevant questions on the first series and Ruby's answers
were

Did you know Oswald before November 22 1963
Answer No
Did you assist Oswald in the assassination
Answer No

(98) Herndon concluded from his analysis of the charts that Ruby
was truthful in answering these two relevant questions He arrived at
this conclusion by comparing Ruby's response to the control question
(Have you ever been arrested Answer Yes.)
(99) As previously noted the panel believed this to be an extremely
poor control question
(100) Herndon testified that Ruby's physiological response to this
control question was recorded on the charts in terms of a "noticeable
rise in his blood pressure. (127) The panel took issue with this con
clusion because the rise in blood pressure occurred at least 7 seconds
after Ruby answered A response normally never occurs this long
after the question The typical reaction would be in 1 or 2 seconds
Further the panel noted that at the point of the rise in blood pressure
Herndon indicated on the chart (as "MF") that Ruby moved his feet
The panel believed that the rise in blood pressure most likely was
caused by Ruby's movement and not his physiological reaction to the
"control question This conclusion is corroborated by the fact that
Ruby's breathing remained relaxed at the time of the rise in blood
pressure and the Galvanic skin response showed no reaction
(101) In fact the reactions to the preceding question—(Did you
assist Oswald in the assassination ?)—showed the largest valid GSR
reaction in test series No 1 In addition there is a constant suppres
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sion of breathing and a rise in blood pressure at the time of this
crucial relevant question From this test it appeared to the panel that
Ruby was possibly lying when answering "no to the question "Did
you assist Oswald in the assassination This is contrary to Herndon's
opinion that Ruby was truthful when answering that question
(102) The relevant questions on the second series and Ruby's an
swers were

Are you now a member of the Communist Party
Answer No
Have you ever been a member of the Communist Party
Answer No

(103) Herndon concluded that Ruby was truthful when answering
these two questions He testified that the only significant physiological
change noted occurred in response to the question "Have you ever
been known by another name The response identified by Herndon
was a rise in blood pressure (128) However Herndon stated that Ruby
later said he was confused on how to answer the question because he
had changed his name from Jack Rubenstein years before Herndon
testified that other variations in the breathing tracing were caused by
Ruby's hesitating to answer some questions due to their length (129)
(104) The panel noted that according to the transcript of the exam
ination Ruby did not answer the question about his having another
name Herndon told him not to answer because they had not reviewed
it during the pretesting phase (130) The panel concluded that Ruby's
reaction was simply a false reaction to Herndon's unorthodox instruc
tion after he asked the question On the other hand the panel noted a
large rise in blood pressure in response to the question "Have you
ever been a member of the Communist Party to which Ruby
answered "no.
(105) This question also evoked by far the most dramatic breathing
reaction Although Herndon claimed that the only variation in breath
ing in this series is caused by the length of the questions this was
certainly a short question and it is much more likely he was referring
to other questions (131)
(106) In fact in regard to the question "Are you a member of the
Communist Party Herndon stated "there was no significant physio
logical change."(132) However Herndon himself apparently wrote
on the chart on this question "slight suppression, which indicates
a specific emotional change and one which is an excellent indicator of
lying
(107) It is interesting to note that during the entire first testin ses
sion this is the only place where Herndon wrote on the chart anything
having to do with the breathing except on series 4 when he wrote as a
general comment "Breathing irregular.
(108) In summary the panel strongly disagreed with Herndon's opin
ions and specifically with series 1 and 2 as discussed above The panel
concluded that the "lie reactions on these two tests occurred on ques
tions different from those suggested by Herndon Based on its analysis
of the charts themselves and not considering the negative factors af
fecting the veracity of the examination the panel could not form an
opinion that Ruby told the truth when answering "No to the four
relevant questions asked on test series 1 and 2 On the contrary the
panel found more indication that Ruby was lying in response to these
four questions
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(109) It is emphasized by the panel however that no opinion could
be rendered on the validity of this examination or the reliability of
the results for the numerous reasons discussed in this report
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INTRODUCTION*

Several critics of the Warren Commission have speculated that
there were two Lee Harvey Oswalds Two versions of this theory have
been put forward One is that the real Lee Harvey Oswald never re
turned from the Soviet Union instead an imposter was sent on a
sinister mission The second is that others for whatever purposes
used Oswald's name

One of the first proponents of the two-Oswald theory was a
philosophy professor named Richard Popkin who in 1966 published
a book entitled "The Second Oswald. (1) Popkin cited the numerous
instances recounted in the Warren Commission report in which people
claimed to have seen or dealt with Oswald under odd or suggestive
circumstances Examples included Oswald being seen at a rifle
range,(2) driving a car,(3) and in the company of two Latin-looking
men seeking financing for illegal activities from Mrs Sylvia Odio (a
Cuban refugee leader in Dallas).(,) Popkin concluded that the cases
of apparent duplication could plausibly be interpreted as evidence that
Oswald was involved in a conspiracy culminating in the events of
November 22 1963 (5)

Sylvia Meagher in "Accessories After the Fact, also criticized
the Commission for not seriously considering the two Oswald pos
sibility

"* * * much less evaluate[ing] the evidence for or against
such an explanation. (6)

The Warren Commission discounted the incidents principally
on grounds that they had occurred when it was concluded that Oswald
was elsewhere—in Mexico at the time of the rifle practice,(7) en route
to Mexico at the time of the Odio meeting (8) It dismissed other
incidents because they involved activities in which Oswald apparently
did not engage such as driving (9)
The committee's approach

In an effort to resolve the two-Oswald issue the committee
decided to convene a panel of experts to examine samples of hand

writing attributed to Oswald These samples were taken from numer
ous documents purportedly written and signed by Oswald in the last
7 years of his life They were organized according to five significant
periods (1) October 1959 through September 1959 when Oswald was
in the Marines (2) October 1959 through June 1962 when Oswald
was in the Soviet Union (3) July 1962 to September 1963 when
Oswald lived in Dallas and then in New Orleans (4) the final week
of September 1963 when Oswald visited Mexico and (5) from the
end of September 1963 to the day of the assassination when Oswald
lived in Dallas The panel was to determine if the handwriting on the
documents was that of one person

*Materials submitted for this report by the committee's questioned documents
panel were compiled by HSCA staff members G Robert Blakey and Whitney
Watriss
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The committee also decided to retain another expert to verify
independently that one or more of Oswald's signatures was in fact
his To make such a determination the committee sought all finger
print cards which Oswald had signed Three were found in the FBI
records two of which were signed One dated October 24 1956 was
from Oswald's induction into the Marines the second of August 9
1963 was from his arrest in New Orleans and the third unsigned
was dated November 22 1963 the day of his arrest after the assassina
tion The expert was to determine if the fingerprints were all Oswald's
which would verify the signatures as Oswald's

The committee reasoned that if these determinations could be
made the two-Oswald theory would be far less plausible If not it
would be more authoritatively established

This approach of the committee was substantially different
from that of the Warren Commission The Commission had used the
documents for evidentiary purposes for example to determine if
Oswald had used the alias "Hidell or to link Oswald with the purchase
of the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle It had accepted as fact that certain
of the documents had actually been signed or written by Oswald and
compared these with "unknown documents to establish evidentiary
links

The committee on the other hand did not assume that any of
the documents were written by Oswald Instead it sought to prove
that one or more signatures were positively Oswald's and that all the
documents had been written by the same person
Selection of the experts

The committee asked the president of the American Society
of Questioned Document Examiners for recommendations on the
leading experts in the field of questioned document examination
specifically handwritten documents The committee then asked each
of the people he recommended for their suggestions Three names
appeared consistently After ascertaining that none had had a prior
connection with the FBI or the Kennedy case the committee requested
that they undertake an examination of various documents The panel
members all of whom belong to the American Society of Questioned
Document Examiners were Joseph P McNally David J Purtell and
Charles C Scott

McNally received a B.S and an M.P.A in police science from
the John Jay College of Criminal Justice ITniversity of New York
City in 1967 'and 1975 respectively He started in the field of questioned
document identification in 1942 with the New York Police laboratory
He has been supervisor of the document identification section of the
police laboratory training officer in the police academy commanding
officer of the police laboratory and handwriting expert in the district
attorney's office of New York County He retired from the police de
partment with the rank of captain in 1972 and entered private practice
He serves as a consultant to New York's Human Resources
Administration

McNally is a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences and a member of the International Association for Identifi
cation and the American Society for Testing and Materials He has
lectured at the University of New York City Rockland College and
the New York Police Academy
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Purtell received a Ph.B. with a major in mathematics and
chemistry from Northwestern University in 1949 He began his
career in questioned document identification in 1942 with the Chicago
Police Department where he served as document examiner in the
scientific crime detection laboratory He retired in 1974 as chief docu
ment examiner and captain of police and entered private practice in
1973

Purtell is a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences and served as chairman of the questioned document section
and chairman of the program committee He is a past vice president
and president of the American Society of Questioned Document Ex
aminers Purtell has lectured at Northwestern University the Uni
versity of Illinois the University of Indiana and St Joseph's College
among other schools He has presented and published numerous
scientific papers

Scott received an A.A degree from Kansas City Junior Col
lege in 1930 and a J D from the University of Missouri School of Law
in 1935 whereupon be became a member of the Missouri bar While at
tending law school he founded the University of Missouri at Kansas
City Law Review and was its first editor-in-chief He began his career
as a questioned document examiner with the Federal Reserve Bank in
1935 and has been in private practice since 1946 The first edition of his
three-volume book "Photographic Evidence, was published in 1942
Now in its second edition it has become the standard textbook on the
subject

Scott served on the first board of directors of the American
Board of Forensic Document Examiners He has conducted seminars
on scientific document examination for more than 20 State bar asso
ciations written numerous professional articles and since 1954 has
been an adjunct professor of law at the University of Missouri School
of Law

The expert selected for the print—finiTer and palm—analysis
was Vincent J Scalice president of Forensic Control Systems Inc. of
New York City

Scalice before entering private practice served with the New
York City Police Department from 1956 to 1977 where he attained
the rank of detective first grade He has been ,a lecturer and instructor
on crime scene examination and latent print identification at the New
York City Police Academy a lecturer on fingerprint identification and
courtroom technique at Brooklyn Law School and he formulated and
taught a course on crime scene examination for the detective division
of the New York City Police Department
Issues addressed by the experts

The committee asked McNally Purtell and Scott to address
four issues

'Were the signatures "Lee Harvy Oswald and "Lee H Oswald
on the various documents written by the same person
Was the script writing on the various documents which was
purported to be Oswald's done by the same person
Was the Russian writing on the various documents which was
purported to be Oswald's done by the same person
Was the "historical diary written in one sitting
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Subsequently the committee asked Purtell and McNally to
look at whether the signature "A J Hidell on the June 15 1963
Fair Play for Cuba card was written by Marina Oswald In addition
McNally was asked to determine whether the signature "Jack Ruby
on the undated Cuban identification card had been written by Jack
Ruby

Scalice was asked to verify that the finger and palm prints
which appeared on the three cards were of the same person Subse
quently he was asked to examine some other documents

Evidence examined

Handwriting.—The committee gathered some 50 documents to
be examined.* Following is a list and description of those items

October 24 1956 Original of U.S Marine Corps enlistment
contract and record service No 1653230 signed Lee Harvy Os
wald Blue ink nib pen Location Department of Defense (here
inafter DOD) (JFK exhibit F-479.)**
October 24 1956 Carbon of item 1 with an original signature
Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink nib pen Location DOD (JFK ex
hibit F-479a.)
October 24 1956 Loyalty certificate for personnel of the Armed
Forces signed Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink nib pen Location
DOD (JFK exhibit F-481.)
October 24 1956 U.S Marine Corps examination of applicant
by recruiting officer signed Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink nib

pen Location DOD (JFK exhibit F–480.)
October 24 1956 U.S Marine Corps record of emergency data
signed Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink nib pen Location DOD
(JFK exhibit F-478.)
October 24 1956 Armed Forces fingerprint identification card
numbered 327 925 D signed Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink
ballpoint pen Location Federal Bureau of Investigation (here
inafter FBI) (JFK exhibit F-482.)
October 25 1956 U.S Marine Corps miscellaneous information
and index form (NAVMC 118(1)-PD) signed Lee H Oswald
Blue-black ink nib pen This document bears a second signa
ture reading Lee H Oswald dated October 28 1956 blue-black
ink nib pen and a third signature reading Lee H Oswald
dated May 2 1957 black ink nib pen Location DOD (JFK
exhibit F-483.)
May 8 1958 Identification card U.S Forces Japan signed
Lee H Oswald Location National Archives (hereinafter Ar

chives) Found in Oswald's wallet on the day of his arrest
(FBI exhibit D–225 B 1–9 JFK exhibit F-505.)
September 10 1959 U.S passport No 1733242 signed Lee H
Oswald Faded blue ink ballpoint pen Location Archives
(Warren Commission exhibit 946 hereinafter CE 946 JFK
exhibit F–486.)

*Theitems listed here number 63 the differencein numbers is due to examina
tion of more than one copy of an item that is an original and a photo
reproduction

**Copiesof most of the documentsappear at the end of this report Numbers53
and 61 were not available but are contained in committee files at the Archives
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September 10 1959 Photograph of passport bearer of U.S
passport No 1733242 appearing on page 4 signed Lee H Os
wald and photograph of "Baby Lee Oswald, on page 14 signed
June Lee Oswald father Black ink ballpoint pen Location
Archives (CE 946 JFK exhibit F-486.)
September 11 1959 U.S Marine Corps notice of obligated
service signed Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen
Location Archives (JFK exhibit F-485.)
September 11 1959 U.S Marine Corps security termination
statement and index signed Lee Harvey Oswald Blue ink
ballpoint pen Location DOD (JFK exhibit F-484.)
September 11 1959 Carbon copy of Armed Forces of the U.S
report of transfer or discharge signed Lee Harvey Oswald
with a carbon copy signature Location DOD (FBI exhibit

D-18.)
September 14 1959 Selective Service System registration card
signed Lee H Oswald Black ink ballpoint pen Location
Archives (JFK exhibit F-487.)
September 14 1959 Selective Service System registration cer

tificate signed Lee H Oswald Black ink ballpoint pen Loca
tion Archives (JFK exhibit F-505.)
October 16 1959 to March 27 1962 Historical diary 12 hand
written pages (Only p 11 dated July 15 1961 to January 4
1962 was examined as all other pages were badly stained with

fingerprint developer and are entirely unsuitable for handwrit

ing examination.) Location Archives (CE 24 JFK exhibit

F-491.)
November 3 1959 Declaration requesting revocation of U.S
citizenship signed Lee Harvey Oswald Purple ink nib pen
Location Archives (CE 244 JFK exhibit F-488.)
November 15 1959 Photocopy of handwritten account of inter
view with Miss Aline Mosby UPI reporter Unsigned (The
original of this document was also submitted but could not be
examined because it was completely covered and stained with

fingerprint developer.) Location Archives (CE 2717 JFK
exhibit F-489.)
1960 undated Political discussion handwritten on stationery
of the Holland-American Line 15 pages Blue ink nib pen
Location Archives (FBI exhibits 123 and 124 CE 25 JFK
exhibit F-490.)
1962 undated Self-questionnaire Location Archives (FBI ex
hibit 116 CE 100 and part of 24.)
1962 undated Photocopy of document identified as a self

questionnaire Original was stained and unsuitable for exami
nation Location Archives (JFK exhibit F-402.)
January 17 1962 Affidavit of support addressed to the Ameri
can Embassy Moscow U.S.S.R. signed Lee H Oswald Blue

ink nib pen Location Archives (CE 775 JFK exhibit F-492.)
February 20 (1962) Russian script on lined paper from "Alek
to "Marina and "June. Location Archives (FBI exhibit 134
CE 59 JFK exhibit F-493.)
March 24 1962 Entry papers of Marina Oswald including a

fingerprint identification card (FBI exhibit D-10.)
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June 10 1962 Two-page handwritten letter to the "Worker, 23
West 26th Street signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen
Date was appended with a different pen Location Archives
(Document marked "A Johnson exhibit No 1" JFK exhibit
F-494.)
July 13 1962 Letter to Leslie Welding Co. signed Lee H Os
wald written on part of a page from a yellow legal pad Blue
ink ballpoint pen Location Archives
October 9 1962 Application for P.O Box No 2915 signed Lee
H Oswald Black ink ballpoint pen Location Archives (CE
791 JFK exhibit F-496.)
March 8 1963 Photocopies of a note in Russian to Ruth Paine
from Marina Oswald Location Archives (CE 404.)
March 12 1963 U.S postal money order No 2,202,130,462
bearing handwritten fill-ins as follows Klein's Sporting Goods
A Hidell P.O Box 2915 Dallas Tex Blue ink ballpoint pen
Location Archives (CE 788 JFK exhibit F–509 A and 509B.)
March 12 1963 Enlargement of microfilm reproduction of
Klein's order form for rifle from A Hidell superimposed on en
velop postmarked March 12 1963 addressed to Klein's Dept
358 227 W Washington Street Chicago 6 Ill. with return ad
dress A Hidell P.O Box 2915 Dallas Tex Location Archives
(CE 773 Cadigan's exhibit 1 JFK exhibit F-504.)

May 4 1963 Photograph of man with rifle and newspapers
On the back of the photograph is a handwritten notation read
ing "To my friend George from Lee Oswald 5/IV/63 and in
Russian the statement "Copyright G de M. Also in Russian is
writing which translated as "Killer of Fascists—Ha-Ha-Ha ! ! !
Blue ink ballpoint pen Location House Select Committee on
Assassinations (hereinafter HSCA) which obtained it from the
effects of George de Mohrenschildt after his death in 1977 (JFK
exhibit F–183 and 184 F–382 and 383.)
May 26 (1963) * Two-page letter to Fair Play for Cuba Commit
tee signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location
Archives (Document also marked "V T Lee No 2 JFK
exhibit F-497.)
June 15 1963 Fair Play for Cuba Committee New Orleans
chapter signed Lee H Oswald with A J Hidell signing as
chapter president Found in Oswald's wallet on the day of his
arrest Location Archives (JFK exhibit F–505.)
June 24 1963 Passport application signed Lee H Oswald Blue
ink ballpoint pen Location FBI (CE 781 JFK exhibit
F-40.)
June 24 1963 Passport photograph attached to item 34 signed
Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location Archives
August 9 1963 Fingerprint identification card of New Orleans
Police Department signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint
pen Location Archives FBI current arrest or receipt dated
August 12 1963 Location Archives (JFK F–400.)
August 9 1963 Photocopy of finmerprint card and attached
mug shots New Orleans Police Department signed Lee H
Oswald Location FBI

*Yearwas derived from content
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August 28 1963 Handwritten letter to Central Committee C P
(Communist Party) USA signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink
ballpoint pen Location Archives (Document also marked "A
Johnson exhibit No 4 JFK F-498.)
September 27 1963 Photocopy of a page from a hotel register
signed on line 18 "Lee Harvey Oswald U.S.A (Texas)
PHOTO U.S citizen. Location Archives (FBI exhibit D-36
JFK F-499.)
September 27 1963 Photographs (one of the entire document
and one of the signature) of the original of the visa application
Cuban Consulate Mexico City signed Lee H Oswald Loca
tion Archives (CE 2564 JFK F-407 entire document.)
September 27 1963 Photograph of the carbon copy of item 40
shown to the committee staff when they met with Presi
dent Fidel Castro in Havana Cuba with an original signature
Lee H Oswald Location HSCA (JFK F-408.)
October (no date) 1963 Letter to the Russian Embassy (JFK
F-500.)
October 15 1963 Employment application with face sheet
signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location Ar
chives (FBI exhibit D-18 JFK F-503.)
October 16 1963 Employee's W-4 withholding exemption cer
tificate signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Loca
tion Archives (FBI exhibit D-90 JFK F-501.)
November 1 1963 Application for P.O Box 6225 two cards
each signed Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location
Archives (CE 792 JFK F-495.)
November 1 1963 Receipt for key to P.O Box 6225 signed
Lee H Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location Archives
(CE 792 JFK F-495.)
November 8 1963 Two photographs of a facsimile copy of a
handwritten letter to Mr Hunt One is of the entire document
the other an enlargement of the signature These were obtained
by the committee from a researcher in Dallas Tex Location
HSCA files (JFK F-506.)
November 9 1963 Photomechanical (halftone) reproduction of
a typewritten letter to the Consular Division Embassy U.S.S.R.
Washington D.C. signed Lee H Oswald Location Archives
(Photomechanical reproduction—CE 15 JFK F-500.)
July 18 1964 Exemplar (standard) signatures and writing of
Jack Ruby Location Archives
Undated Photograph of unsigned rough draft of item 48 Loca
tion Archives (JFK F-500.)
Undated Handwritten speech nine pages Green ink nib pen
Location Archives (hBI exhibit 117 CE 97 JFK F-508.)
Undated Two receipts for salary from the Texas School Book
Depository signed Lee H Oswald (FBI exhibit 422.)
Undated (August?) Photograph of Cuban identification card
flight 751 signed Jack Ruby (JFK F-583.) Location HSCA
files
Undated Exemplar writing of Marina Oswald including seven
slips of paper containing the writing "A J Hidell. Location
Archives HSCA
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Undated Dallas Public Library card expiring December 7
1965 signed Lee H Oswald Location Archives (JFK F-505
B1–10.)
Undated Note in Russian consisting of 10 lines of handwriting
signed in Russian "Alek. Location Archives (FBI exhibit
133 CE 40 JFK F-507.)
Undated Note in Russian consisting of two pages of 11 hand
written instructions concerning the Walker incident referred
to as "the Walker Note. Location Archives (FBI exhibit D–

30 CE 1 JFK F–510.)
Undated Certificate of service U.S Marine Corps signed Lee

Harvey Oswald Location Archives (FBI exhibit D–225.)
Undated Social security card 433–54-3937 Lee Harvey Oswald
unsigned Location Archives (FBI exhibit D–225.)
Undated Complimentary card GA–Joen Kanko Hotel Loca
tion Archives
Three photographs of Oswald one with the notation on the
back "taken at Camp Pendleton Feb 5. Location Archives
Undated Slip of paper with the following handwriting

"The Worke
23 W 26th St
New York 10 N.Y
The Worker
Box 28 Madison
Sq Station New York 10 N.Y
Embassy USSR
1609 Decatur St N.W
Washington D.C.

Location Archives
November 22 1963 Photograph of fingerprint form of the
Dallas Police Department Location FBI (CE 627 630.)

Procedures
The panel members traveled to Washington D.C at various

times to examine and photograph originals of documents to be exam
ined These were located at four places The National Archives the

Department of Defense the FBI and the offices of the commit
tee The panel members prepared photographs of the originals for
further study in their own laboratories

The panel met as a whole on July 6 1977 to review the original
documents and discuss their respective findings Each member then

prepared a final report of his findings and conclusions (these also

provide further detail on the procedures followed by each member)
The panel followed standard procedures and techniaues in its

examinations The writings and signatures were looked at individually
and in juxtaposition with each other taking into consideration the

gross characteristics of the writing process writing skill slant speed
proportions of the letters ratio of small to capital letters height ratio
lateral spacing and overall writing pattern Significant differences
were looked for A stereoscopic microscope was used for minute exami
nation and comparison of individual letters and characteristics

Scalice examined and compared the inked impressions on the
three fingerprint cards on June 8 1978 at the latent print section of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington D.C
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SUMMARYOF CONCLUSIONS

With the restrictions and reservations stated in each panel
member's final report,* the members conclude generally that the sig
natures and handwriting purported to be by Oswald are consistently
that of one person Because of the poor condition of the historical
diary they are unable to conclude firmly whether it was written at
one or more than one sitting On balance it appears to have been
written at one or a few sittings

Purtell and McNally conclude the name "A J Hidell was
written on the 1963 Fair Play for Cuba card by the same person who
wrote the exemplars attributed to Marina Oswald

Finally McNally concludes that the name "Jack Ruby written
on an undated Cuban identification card was by the same person who
wrote the exemplars attributed to Jack Ruby

Scalice concluded that all inked finger and palm prints were
identical and were Lee Harvey Oswald's

FINDINGSANDCONCLUSIONSOF JOSEPHP MCNALLY

Procedures
I conducted an examination and comparison of the signatures

and writings on the items described in this report At the time of the
initial work in Washington D.C. I made color photomacrographs of
the signatures and the writings on these documents I then made slides
from the photomacrographs which I subsequently projected and
studied The signatures were a particular focus of my examination

I first met with committee staff in Washington D.C. on Sep
tember 7 1977 to examine and photograph signatures and writings
on documents available at the Department of Defense and the National
Archives On September 17 1977 I went to the committee's offices to
examine and photograph a photoreproduction designated item No 47
On May 8 1978 I returned to Washington D.C. to make additional
examinations and photographs These were made at the Department
of Defense the National Archives and the committee offices

On July 6 1978 I met with other members of the handwriting
panel to review the documents examined and to consult with them
Subsequently I prepared my final report with my findings and
conclusions

Conclusions
I The signatures "Lee Harvey Oswald and "Lee H Oswald

on the following documents were all written by the same person
1 2 4 5 7 11 and 12 Marine Corps documents
3 U.S Armed Forces Loyalty Certificate
6 USMC fingerprint form
8 Ill card—U.S Armed Forces Japan
9 and 10 Three (3) passport signatures
13 Carbon of U.S Armed Forces Report of Discharge

In particular members noted that not all documents were available in
their original It is standard practice in the profession of questioned document
examination to make definitive conclusionsonly about documents examined in
their original Thus the panel members gave only tentative opinions for items
providedthem in sometype of facsimile
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Selective Service registration
Selective Service card

17 Citizenship revocation
22 Support affidavit
25 Letter to "The Worker
27 45 and 46 Signatures on U.S.P.O applications (4)

Photo of Lee Oswald (back)
Letter to "Fair Play for Cuba
Fair Play for Cuba card
Passport application
New Orleans Police Department fingerprint form dated Aug

9 1968
Photocopy of New Orleans Police Department fingerprint

form
Letter to the "Communist Party U.S.A.
Hotel registry
Application for Cuban visa
Photograph of carbon of application for Cuban visa
Letter to Russian Embassy
Employment form
Form W-4
P.O Box 6225 application
Receipt for key to P.O Box 6225

48 Photomechanical copy of letter to Russian Embassy
55 Dallas Public Library card

(35) IL The script writing on the following documents was done by
the same person

17 Citizenship revocation
Stationery of Holland-American Line
Self-questionnaire
Photocopy of self-questionnaire
Support affidavit

25 Letter to "The Worker
29 Xerox of Klein's money order
32 Letter to "Fair Play for Cuba
38 Letter to "Communist Party U.S.A.
42 Letter to the Russian Embassy
48 Photomechanical copy of letter to Russian Embassy

(36) III A number of documents have script and handprint both
of which are by the same person (the script writings of these docu
ments correspond to that of documents listed above under I and II)

Historical diary
18 Aline Mosby interview
26 Employment application with letter
30 Envelope and order form—Klein's
43 Employment application and letter of resignation

(37) IV A few documents have handprint only On those listed
below all the handprint is by the same person and it corresponds to
the handprint on documents listed above under III Since the script
in items under III corresponds to the script in items under II it can
bo concluded that the items under II III and IV correspond

9 Inside cover of passport
27 45 and 46 U.S.P.O forms—box rental
51 Speech
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V In summary the script writing (much of it on documents
also bearing the signature of Lee H Oswald) is identifiable with the
signatures "Lee H Oswald. From the script writing on the docu
ments described in section II it is possible to create composite signa
tures "Lee Harvey Oswald and "Lee H Oswald, which correspond
to the Oswald signatures on the documents listed in section I

VI The Russian language writing on documents 23 56 and
57 is by the same person Although there are a few letter design forms
which appear to be in the Cyrillic alphabet the bulk are in the Latin

alphabet and correspond to their counterparts in the script and hand
print in the documents listed in sections I II III and IV above

VII The two signatures "Lee H Oswald, in item 52 (receipts
for salary—Texas School Book Depository) do not correspond to the
Oswald signatures as described under section I The handwriting
appears to be more skillful with a more rhythmic flow It varies in
slant and differs in proportion The overall writing pattern differs
from the Oswald signatures in section I as do the individual letter

designs The "L of item 52 is taller and without an eyelet loop at the

top right of the "L as found in the section I signatures The "H of
item 52 is distinctly different from the "H in the section I signatures
The "0 of item 52 retraces on itself not the case in the section I sig
natures where it loops around at the top right and usually swings into
the following "s The "d of item 52 reverses slant to go backhand
which does not occur in the section I signatures

VIII The signature "Lee Harvey Oswald, on the Hunt note

(item 47) does not correspond to the Oswald signatures described
under section I To begin with the bulk of the documents which are

signed with the full name "Lee Harvey Oswald, are more formal in
tone For example the full name appears on all but one of the Marine

Corps documents The full name appears infrequently elsewhere—

usually only the first name middle initial and last name are used

Further in the Hunt note the middle name "Harvey is misspelled—
the "e appears to be missing the "H of "Harvey differs from that
found in the section I signatures the "sr of "Harvey is ellided to a

point that does not occur in any section I signatures the "0 of "Os
wald is retraced part of the way along the left side not true of the
section I Oswald signatures and~the ending "d of Oswald is smaller
than the preceding "1 whereas most of the ending "d"s of the section I

signatures are taller than the "1 (only in signatures that appear to be

"squeezed-in is the end "d shorter than the preceding "1")
While the script writing on the Hunt note is similar in pic

torial quality to the writings under section II the format of the note
differs from that of the notes and letters of section II The writing
line is so exact as almost to give the impression it has been made on a
ruled line Usually Oswald writes in an arhythmic manner—for ex

ample with an irregular and crooked writing line This writing cre
ates the jumbled effect apparent in the section II documents

From the examinations of item 47 it was determined that the

signature does not correspond with any of the Oswald signatures of
section I Similarly the writing does not correspond to that in the
section II Oswald documents

I would like to note however that the quality of the original
photoreproductions of the Hunt note was poor Under the best of cir
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cumstances reproductions lack clarity and detail Here as can be
seen from the copies the original photoreproduction was out of focus
giving the document a fuzzy appearance Accurate analysis was diffi
cult The note is highly suspicious The original would have to be
checked in order to make a more definite analysis and reach a defini
tive conclusion

IX An examination and comparison was made of writings and
signatures on documents attributed to Marina Oswald The writings
on the note (item 28) are such poor copies that it is virtually impos
sible to make a definite determination as to whether they corre
spond with the signatures of Marina Oswald on item 24 There is some
similarity between the name in the return address on the envelope of
item 28 and the signature of Marina Oswald on her entry papers (item
24) but the return address name is obscured to some extent by the post
mark The rest of the writing on the note (item 28) is not sufficiently
parallel to the writing on her entry documents (item 29) and exem
plars (item 54) to warrant any effective determination

The name "A J Hidell on the Fair Play for Cuba card
(item 33) was examined and compared with the exemplar writings of
Marina Oswald (item 54) It was determined that the "A J Hidell of
the card (item 33) was written by Marina Oswald (as in item 54)
The writing pattern of the signature on the card corresponds with
that of the name "A J Hidell as written by Marina Oswald on item
54 The Hidell signature in question is written with the same degree
of writing skill as evinced by Marina Oswald The slant speed pro
portions et cetera of the Hidell signature is matched in the writings of
Marina Oswald The design form and execution of stroke making up
the individual letters of the Hidell signature in question (item 33)
correspond to those of the letters in the writing of Marina Oswald
( item 54)

X The "Jack Ruby signature on the Cuban identification
card (item 53) was examined and compared with exemplars of Jack
Ruby (item 49) It was determined that the "Jack Ruby of the Cu
ban identification card was written by the author of the exemplar sig
natures attributed to Jack Ruby (item 49) While there is an odd "J
in the identification card which does not occur in the Ruby exemplars
the rest of the letters tally in all respects The signature has been writ
ten quickly easily and fluently consistent with the writing pattern
of the known exemplars The odd "J may be "accidental or could be
accounted for in additional writing of Ruby most likely in spontane
ous writing contemporaneous with the signature of the identification
card "Request writing such as that of item 49 sometimes differs
to a slight extent from "spontaneous writing

XI A check was made of the historical diary (item 16)
The 12 pages were written with the same type of writing instrument
The paper used for 11 of the 12 pages is similar only the last page
differs—it is appreciably thinner The writing has a continuity from
page to page and line to line that is indicative of being written about
or at the same time It does not give the impression of being "random
as would be expected of a diary extended over a period of time It ap
pears that this diary has been written within a short period of time
and not over any extensive period
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Summary of conclusions

Virtually all the Lee H Oswald and Lee Harvey Oswald sig
natures are by the same person There is some normal variation among
the signatures and no significant differences among the Oswald sig
natures identified as being the same The overall writing pattern is

consistently similar and the individual letter designs match through
out without major differences The same holds true for the script and

handprint on these documents that are identified as being written by
the same person

The same writing is on the U.S Postal money order to Klein's

(item 29) as is on the various letters and correspondence The same

writing is on the order form and envelope (item 30) as is on the letters
and on the inside cover of the passport (item 9)

The writing and signatures that appear on the letters (items
25 32 38 and 42) agree with the writing and signatures on the U.S
Post Office applications for post officeboxes (items 27 45 and 46)

The signature and writing on the back of the photograph (item
31) agree with the signatures and script writing of Oswald (sections I
and II)

Differences indicative of different authorship were found on the
"Hunt note (item 47) and the salary receipts (item 52)

It appears that the historical dairy (item 16) was written with
in a short period of time

FINDINGSAND CONCLUSIONSOF DAVIDJ PURTELL

Procedures
Items 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 25

27 29 31 32 33 34 36 38 39 40 43 45 47 48 51 54 55 56 57 58 59
61 and 62 were studied both visually and microscopically A detailed

drawing was made of all features observed in the writings Later each

piece of writing was compared with every other piece of evidence Pho

tographs were taken of the evidence and these were studied along with
the detailed drawings Thus the evidence was evaluated a total of three
times

Findings
The examinations and comparisons revealed that all the writ

ings were executed by a person having limited writing skill The writ

ings show physical evidence of natural movement and manner with
some normal variations The carefree qualities and the unrestrained
movements associated with genuine writing are present None exhibit
the characteristics of simulation produced by imitators attempting to

duplicate the writing of another The writings have similarities in the
formation of letters quality of writing movement within the writing
size and proportions of letters and parts of letters beginning and end

ing strokes pen pressure slope of the writing spacing alinement di
rection and speed

These similarities and the lack of any unexplainable differences
resulted in the following findings and opinions

A One person wrote the signatures Lee Harvey Oswald Lee H

Oswald and Lee Oswald on documents 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 15 17
22 25 27 31 32 33 34 36 38 43 45 and 55
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(59) B The person who wrote the signatures on the above-listed doc
uments also completed the messages on documents IT 22 25 31 32 38
and 43
(60) C The person who wrote the signatures and completed the mes
sages on the documents listed in A and B above executed the handwrit
ing on documents 18 19 20 48 61 and 62

D One person executed the handprinting appearing on docu
ments 9 27 34 and 45 all of which were signed Lee H Oswald

E The person who hand printed the information on the docu
ments listed in D above also hand printed the material on document
51

F With regard to the Russian writing on items 23 56 and 57
this examiner is not familiar with this language and the characteristics
of the various writing systems used

It is almost impossible to distinguish between class characteris
tics and individual characteristics unless the writing styles of a lan
guage are known

This examiner is therefore unable to render a definite opinion
but can point out that there are similarities between the writing in
in items 23 56 and 57 and the handwriting on the items listed in A
B and C above

G With respect to the timespan of the historical diary (item
16) an answer cannot be provided because of the present condition
of the paper The documents had been processed by the silver nitrate
method in an attempt to develop latent fingerprints While a recog
nized method the drawback is that it soils the paper the silver nitrate
which remains on the paper causes it to turn black in time Today
the pages are in very poor condition and though the message can be
read in part it is a very difficult task One observation that can be
reported is that one sheet of paper is of a different weight (thickness)
than the other sheets

H The committee requested that a determination be made as
to whether the person who prepared items 24 and 54 also wrote the
name "A J Hidell on the Fair Play for Cuba Committee card
dated June 15 1963 (item 33)
Known

Known handwriting of Marina Oswald appears in
Item 24—one fingerprint identification card dated March 24

1962 and
Item 54—seven slips of paper containing the writing of the name

"A J Hidel and "A J Hidell.
The items above were examined to determine their individual

writing features as was the signature on the FPCC card (item 33)
The two groups of writings were then compared

The examiner is of the opinion that the person who executed
the handwriting on item 54 wrote the name "A J Hidell on the Fair
Play for Cuba Committee card (item 33) This opinion is based on
similarities in letter formation quality of the writings size and pro
portions of the letters beginning and ending strokes pen pressure and
slant of the writing No unexplainable differences could be noticed

'Attached to and made part of this report are photographic illustrations
(Purtell Exhibits 1 and 2) made up of signatures demonstrating all the points of
similarities noted above
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Limitations on the examination
Five items of evidence were not examined in the original but

were copies Photocopies have several limitations They do not repro
duce all the fine details in handwriting needed in making an examina
tion and comparison At best they do not produce as sharp an image
as a properly produced photograph and they lack tonal gradations
a result of the contrasting process of reproduction In addition it is
possible to incorporate or insert changes and alterations into copies A
method frequently used is to paste together parts of documents to make
one fradulent document which is then copied If the first copy can
pass inspection it will be used if not it will be reworked to eliminate
all signs of alteration This amended copy is then recopied for the
finished product This is usually referred to as the "cut and paste
method

Document examiners only render a qualified or conditional
opinion when working from copies They stipulate that they have to
examine the original before a definite opinion will be made

Because of problems with the following documents no definite
opinion can be rendered

Item 18 a halftone copy of a photograph of the original docu
ment This is at least a third generation copy and is not suitable for
comparison (A halftone copy consists of very small dots and not
continuous lines.)

Item 29 was a Xerox copy made from a microfilm copy Such a
second generation copy has the defects of both processes

Item 39 was a photograph taken without a scale so that the mag
nification or reduction of the writing could not be determined

Items 40 and 41 were very poor quality photographs and lacked
scales to determine the size of enlargements

Item 47 was a photograph of an out-of-focus facsimile copy In
stead of having clear discernible lines the copy has indistinct and
blurred outlines Such a muddy and unclear copy gives the appearance
that it might have been so made for a purpose

It should be noted that pictorial similarities can still be noticed
between the handwriting appearing on items 18 29 39 40 and 41 listed
above and the documents that have been identified as being written
by one person (see A B and C) While the handwriting appearing in
item 47 contains some of the pictorial similarities the quality of the
writing appears different and the signature has a strange and distorted
appearance
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FINDINGSANDCONCLUSIONSOF CHARLESC SCOTT

Procedures
1 I examined all documents except items 8 23 24 28 52 56

57 60 61 62 and 63
2 Minute scrutiny of the signatures and other handwriting

purporting to be that of Oswald was conducted under a stereoscopic
microscope with reflected light sidelight from all angles transmitted
light and ultraviolet rays In addition they were studied under in
frared rays by means of an infrared image converter (The primary
purpose of the first two methods is to detect any evidence of tracings
alterations erasures or obliterated writing.)

3 Microscopic examination was also used to determine the
color of ink and type of pen used in the execution of each document

4 Photographs of original documents were studied in the lab
oratory in Kansas City

5 Photographic comparison charts of the purported signatures
of Oswald were prepared and evaluated for most of the documents

The above-described methods of examination were applied to
all original documents submitted for examination with the exception
of two fingerprint cards dated October 24 1956 and August 9 1963
(items 6 and 36) which were not received in time for this type of
treatment

Photographic reproductions could only be compared visually
with other photographic reproductions or with original documents
All conclusions based solely upon photographic reproductions are
necessarily tentative and inconclusive since they cannot reveal much
about pen pressure and other dynamic qualities of handwriting Fur
ther they sometimes conceal rather than reveal evidence of tracings
alterations erasures or obliterated writing

Findings
Question Are all of the signatures and other writings on the

documents purported to have been written by Oswald by one and the
same person

Opinion After very careful examination and comparison of
the documents provided I am of the opinion that on the following
original documents Oswald's purported signatures and other writings
are all in the same handwriting and were all written by one and the
same person

Item 1—October 24 1956 U.S Marine Corps enlistment con
tract and record signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 2—October 24 1956 Carbon copy of item 1 bearing an
original signature reading "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 3—October 24 1956 Loyalty certificate for personnel in
the Armed Forces signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 4—October 24 1956 U.S Marine Corps examination of
applicant by recruiting officer signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 5—October 24 1956 U.S Marine Corps record of emer
gency data signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 6—October 24 1956 Armed Forces fingerprint card
signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.
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Item 7—October 25 1956 U.S Marine Corps miscellaneous in
formation and index form signed "Lee H Oswald in three places

Item 9--c.* September 10 1959 U.S passport signed "Lee H
Oswald.

Item 10—c.* September 10 1959 Photograph on page 4 of U.S
passport signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 11—September 11 1959 U.S Marine Corps notice of ob
ligated service signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 12—September 11 1959 U.S Marine Corps security
terminaton statement signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 15—September 14 1959 Selective Service System regis
tration card signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 16—July 15 1961 to January 4 1962 Page 11 of a 12-page
diary

Item 17—November 3 1959 Declaration requesting revocation
of U.S citizenship signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 19—1960 undated Handwriting on Holland-American
Line stationery

Item 22—January 17 1962 Affidavit of support addressed to
the American Embassy Moscow signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 25—June 10 1962 Letter to the "Worker, 23 West 26th
Street signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 26 c July 13 1962 Letter to Leslie Welding Co. signed
"Lee H Oswald.

Item 27—October 9 1962 Application for P.O Box No 2915
signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 31—May 4 1963 Photograph of man with rifle On the
back of this photograph is a notation reading "To my friend George
from Lee Oswald 5/IV/63.

Item 32—May 26 (1963?) Letter to Fair Play for Cuba Com
mittee signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 34—June 25 1963 Passport application signed "Lee H
Oswald.

Item 35—June 25 1963 Passport photograph attached to ap
plication and signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 36—August 9 1963 Fingerprint card of New Orleans
Police Department signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 38—August 28 1963 Letter to central committee of the
Communist Party signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 43—October 15 1963 Employment application signed
"Lee H Oswald.

Item 41 October 16 1963 Employee's withholding exemp
tion certificate signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 45—November 1 1963 Two cards Application for P.O
Box 6225 both signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 46—November 1 1963 Receipt for key to P.O Box 6225
signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 51—Undated Handwritten speech
I examined each of the above-described documents (with the

exception of items 6 and 36) under a stereoscopic microscope by re
flected light side light from all angles transmitted light and ultra

*Circa is used because a passport is usually signedby the holder after receipt
whichis often different than that of the date of issuance
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violet rays I also inspected them under infrared using an infrared
image converter

I did not find any evidence of tracing or copying in any of
the signatures or other handwriting purporting to be Oswald's on any
of the original documents nor did I find any material erasures altera
tions or obliterations All seem to have been executed in the ordinary
course of business without any suspicious signs Equally important
all the purported signatures and writings of Oswald on the above
described documents conform with each other in letter formation
slant proportions alignment and connecting strokes—allowing for
normal variation If Oswald's writing were imitated by some other
person in all probability the imitations would display a slavish uni
formity somewhat like that of rubber stamping There was no such
suspicious uniformity and lack of natural variation in the signatures
and writings

Also highly significant was that all the signatures and hand
writing on the above-described original documents were executed with
the same type of free rapid writing movement and without any in
dications of suspicious hesitations or skips

Where as here two or more writings conforming with each
other in the pictorial aspects of form or design (allowing for natural
variation) show evidence of having been written with the same type of
writing movement and rhythm and lack any indications of tracing or
other imitiative processes the conclusion is inescapable that all were
written by the same person

With respect to the carbon copies and photographic reproduc
tions submitted for examination the form or design slant proportions
connecting strokes and the like conformed with the writing on original
documents Therefore tentatively and subject to modification should
the original documents become available for examination it is my
opinion that the following are probably carbon copies or photo
reproductions as the case may be of documents bearing writings that
conform with the writing on the original documents purporting to be
Oswald's

Item 13—September 11 1959 Carbon copy of Armed Forces
of the U.S report of transfer or discharge bearing a carbon copy of a
signature reading "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 18—November 15 1959 Photocopy of handwritten ac
count of interview with Miss Mosby

Item 21—1962 undated Photocopy of document identified as a
"self-questionnaire.

Item 37—August 9 1963 Photocopy of fingerprint card and
mug shots taken by New Orleans Police Department signed "Lee H
Oswald.

Item 39—September 27 1963 Photograph of a page from a
hotel register signed "Lee Harvey Oswald.

Item 40—September 27 1963 Photographs (one of entire docu
ment and one of signature on visa application) Cuban Consulate
Mexico City signed "Lee H Oswald.

Item 41—September 27 1963 Photograph of carbon copy of
item 40

Item 47—November 8 1963 Two phot 'graphs of a letter to
Mr Hunt (one of entire document the other an enlargement of
signature)
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Item 48—November 9 1963 Photomechanical (halftone) re

production of typewritten letter to Soviet Embassy signed "Lee H
Oswald.

Item 50—Undated Photograph of unsigned rough draft of
Item 48

The photographs of the visa application (item 40) and of the
carbon copy of the visa application (item 41) appear to be in the same
handwriting as the other purported signatures of Oswald as far as
the pictorial aspects of form or design slant proportions connecting
strokes et cetera are concerned Because the pictures are fuzzy it is
impossible to rule out tracing or some other method of imitative
writing

It is impossible to determine positively whether the letter to
Hunt (item 47) is or is not in the handwriting of the same person as
the other writings purporting to be Oswald's

The photographs appear to be photographs of a document
bearing handwriting of the same person as that in the other docu
ments purporting to be Oswald's It is true that the signature is not
typical—"Harvey is misspelled—but that could be due to haste If
not genuine the original from which this photograph was made is
certainly a clever imitation

It is recommended that an effort be made to obtain the originals
of all of the above-described reproductions so that they can be sub
mitted to the same thorough examination given the original
documents

Question Although they purport to be the handwriting of one
Hidell were the postal money order (item 29) and the envelope ad
dressed to Kleins (item 30) actually written by the person who wrote
the signatures and other writings which purport to be Oswald's

Opinion The original of the money order (item 29) was ex
amined and compared with the original writings purporting to be
Oswald's I am of the opinion that the fill-ins on the face of this money
order are in the handwriting of the same person as the signatures and
writings purporting to be Oswald's The writing on the money order
conforms with the writing purporting to be that of Oswald on the
other documents in every material way including writing movement
and rhythm as well as the pictorial aspects of form or design propor
tions alinement slant and connections It is also significant that the
writing on this money order shows no indication of being a mere copy
or imitation of the writing purporting to be that of Oswald This
money order was submitted in the original and hence it was possible
to give it a complete microscopic examination and to study it under
the infrared image converter

The envelope addressed to Kleins (item 30) was available only
in the form of a microfilm enlargement This is even less satisfactory
than a photocopy as a basis for an opinion on handwriting It can only
be said that as far as the pictorial aspects of form or design propor
tions alinement slant and connecting strokes are concerned the writ
ing on this envelope although it purports to be that of one Hidell
conforms with the original writing submitted for examination which
purported to be that of Lee Harvey Oswald

Question Was the diary (item 16) written from day to day as
it is dated or was it written at one sitting
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Opinion While the diary was submitted for examination in

original form it was almost completely unsuitable (with the exception
of p 11) for document examination because of treatment with finger
print developer Little patches of ink were unobscured but these were
insufficient as a basis for a definite conclusion From the patches of
ink that could be studied there are indications that the same pen and
ink could have been used to write the entire diary However this ob
servation is based solely on microscopic examination no chemical
tests were made or authorized Use of the same pen and ink (particu
larly when as here a fountain pen or a dip pen rather than a ball

point pen was used) is more consistent with the diary having been

prepared at one time or over a few consecutive writing sessions than
it is with execution from day to day over the extensive period covered

Concluding remarks
As far as original documents are concerned the conclusion

is that the signatures and writings on them which purport to be Os
wald's are all in the handwriting of the same person In those instances
where reproductions of any kind were examined it was found that the

writing conformed in pictorial aspects with the writing purporting
to be Oswald's on the original documents examined Only a tentative

opinion could be reached as to these reproductions
Attached are two photographic comparison charts prepared

by the examiner one showing most of the signatures reading "Lee

Harvey Oswald, placed close to each other for ready comparison the
other a composite of most of the signatures reading "Lee H Oswald
and of one signature reading "Lee Oswald. Large mural-size repro
ductions of these charts suitable for simultaneous viewing by a num
ber of persons are being sent to the committee under separate cover

The photographs on these charts were taken by this examiner
who also prepared the charts They are reliable representations of all
of the signatures depicted and they show all signatures enlarged to

approximately the same extent

FINDINGSANDCONCLUSIONSOF VINCENTJ SCALICE

The following inked impressions were examined and com

pared at the latent print section Federal Bureau of Investigation
on June 8 1978
(148) 1 Fingerprint impressions of Lee Harvey Oswald

U.S Marine Corps
Service No 1653230
Prints taken by Ogell W Melam
Date of prints October 15 1956
Armed Forces No 327925D
Signed Lee Harvey Oswald

(149) 2 Arrest fingerprint impressions of Lee Harvey Oswald
Dallas Tex Police Department
Dallas No 54018
Commission exhibit No 630
Prints taken by Not indicated
Date of prints November 25 1963
Individual fingerprinted refused to sign same
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(150) 3 Arrest fingerprint impressions of Lee Harvey Oswald
New Orleans Louisiana Police Department
New Orleans No 112–723
Prints taken by Arthur M James
Date of prints August 9 1963
Not signed by Lee Harvey Oswald

(151) 4 Palm print impressions of Lee Harvey Oswald
Dallas Tex Police Department
Left hand No 628
Right hand No 629
Prints taken by J B Hicks
Date of prints November 22 1963

(152) 5 Fingerprint impressions of Lee Harvey Oswald
Dallas Tex Police Department
Commission exhibit No 627
Prints taken by J B Hicks
Date of prints November 22 1963

The inked fingerprint and palm prints of Lee Harvey Oswald
appearing on exhibits 1–5 are identical and are those of Lee Harvey
Oswald

In addition the following latent impressions were examined
and compared with the inked fingerprint impressions of Lee Harvey
Oswald at the latent print section Federal Bureau of Investigation
on June 8 1978

6 Latent fingerprint designated 4a recovered from brown
paper container (wrapping) and developed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation I identified it as the left index finger (no 7) of Lee
Harvey Oswald

7 Latent palm print designated 4b recovered from brown
paper container (wrapping) developed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation I identified it as the right palm of Lee Harvey Oswald

8 Latent fingerprint recovered from the trigger guard of a
6.5-millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano rifle serial no C2766 processed
at the Dallas Police Department It is of no value for identification
purposes

9 Lift from rifle (designated commission exhibit 139) from
the underside of the foregrip at the gun barrel end of the foregrip
of a Mannlicher-Carcano serial no C2766 I identified five character
istics or points of identity which match the lift

10 Latent palm print lifted from the underside of the gun
barrel near the end of the foregrip developed by the Dallas Police
Department I examined enlarged negatives which I identified as
being identical to the right palm print of Lee Harvey Oswald

11 Palm print recovered from small cardboard box A (com
mission No 641) by Federal Bureau of Investigation I identified it
as the left palm of Lee Harvey Oswald

12 Latent print (designated 2a) recovered from a cardboard
box and processed by Federal Bureau of Investigation I identified
it as the right index finger (No 2) of Lee Harvey Oswald

13 Latent palm print recovered from the bottom of a card
board carton marked D developed by Dallas Police Department
I identified it as identical to that of right palm print of Lee Harvey
Oswald
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(163) 14 Latent fingerprint recovered from page 37 of the Amer
ican Rifleman (June 1963) developed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation An order blank for Klein's Sporting Goods Co had
been torn from page 59 I identified it as the right thumb (No 1)
of Lee Harvey Oswald
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EXHIBITS*

(1) October 24 1956 Original of -UnitedStates Marine Corps Enlistment Con
tract and Record ServiceNo 1653230signedLee Harvey Oswald

UNITEDSTATESMARINECORPS
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IntheeventofwarornationalemergencydeclaredbythePresidenttoexistduringmytermofserviceIobligeandsubject
myselftoserveuntil6monthsaftertheendofthatwarornationalemergencyifasrequiredbytheSecretaryoftheNavy
unlessIvoluntarilyreenlistorextendmyenlistment
2SIamoflegalagetoenlistIhaveneverbeenfoundguiltyofacrimeexceptasstatedbymetotherecruitingofficerIhave
neverdesertedfromanyoftheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesandhaveneverbeendischargedtherefromforanyreason
otherthanrecordedherein
29IunderstandthatuponenlistmentintheReserveoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsorupontransferorassignmentthereto
ImaynotbeorderedtoactivedutywithoutmyconsentexceptintimeofwarorwhenintheopinionofthePresidentanational
emergencyexistsorwhenotherwiseprescribedbylawandthatImayberequiredtoperformactivedutyduringsuchperiods
80I HAVEHADTHISCONTRACTFULLYEXPLAINEDTOMEI UNDERSTANDITANDCERTIFYTHATNO
PROMISEOFANYKINDHASBEENMADETOMECONCERNINGASSIGNMENTTODUTYORPRO:.IOTION
DURINGMYENLISTMENT
31OathofEnlistmentIdoselemnlyswear(oragrm)thatIwillbearfreefaithandallegiancefotheUnitedStatesofAmerica
thatIwillservethemhonestlyandfcifhfuilyagainstalltheirenemieswhomsoeverandthatIwillobeytheordersofthePresident
eliteUnitedStatesandtheordersoftheofieersappointedovermeaccordingtoregulationsendtheUniformCedeofMilitaryJuficeAndIdofurtherswearforaffirm)thatallstatementsmodebynoasnowgiven(athis
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IntheeventofwarornationalemergencydeclaredbythePresidenttoexistduringmytermofserviceIobligeandsubject
myselftoserveuntil6monthsaftertheendofthatwarornationalemergencyifasrequiredbytheSecretaryoftheNavy
unlessIvoluntarilyreenlistorextendmyenlistment

IamoflegalagetoenlistIhaveneverbeenfoundguiltyofacrimeexceptasstatedbymetotherecruitingofficerIhave
neverdesertedfromanyoftheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesandhaveneverbeendischargedtherefromforanyreason
otherthanrecordedherein

I understandthatuponenlistmentintheReserveoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsorupontransferorassignmentthereto
ImaynotbeorderedtoactivedutywithoutmyconsentexceptintimeofwarorwhenintheopinionofthePresidentanational
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(2) October 24 1936 Carltonof Item 1 with all original signature Lee Harvey
Oswald
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ExaminingSurgeon'sCertificate(Thiscertificationnolongerused.)
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ToentertheserviceoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsandtoreporttosuchpostorstationoftheMarineCorpsasImay

beorderedtojoinandtotheutmostofmypowerandabilitydischargemyseveralservicesordutiesandbeineverythingcon
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IntheeventofwarornationalemergencydeclaredbythePresidenttoexistduringmytermofserviceIobligeandsubject

myselftoserveuntil6monthsaftertheendofthatwarornationalemergencyifnorequiredbytheSecretaryoftheNavy
unlessIvoluntarilyreenlistorextendmyenlistment

IamoflegalagetoenlistIhaveneverbeenfoundguiltyofacrimeexceptasstatedbymetotherecruitingofficerIhave
neverdesertedfromanyoftheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesandhaveneverbeendischargedtherefromforanyreason
otherthanrecordedherein

IunderstandthatuponenlistmentintheReserveoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsorupontransferorassignmentthereto
ImaynotbeorderedtoactivedutywithoutmyconsentexceptintimeofwarorwhenintheopinionofthePresidentanational
emergencyexistsorwhenotherwiseprescribedbylawandthatImayberequiredtoperformactivedutyduringsuchperiods
80I HAVEHADTHISCONTRACTFULLYEXPLAINEDTOSIEI UNDERSTANDITANDCERTIFYTHATNO
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DURINGMYENLISTMENT
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(3) October 24 1956 Loyalty Certificate for Personnel of the Armed Forces
signed Lee Harvey Oswald
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Taa WomenlaPea.T PaineShoalofSocialSawaeePNiId.IDhia
P P.),,,SchTanPaineShooW's,P NedYork

TodUnioi.lforAPeacePan
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UnitedMarDaCoamhrnUnicdN AlliedVannofAmniaVennof odAbrahamLincolnBrigad.VoicofFondaComminnW.)Whi,manSchoolofSoc..Sc4e<qN.an.kNaJerseyWafhinR<onB0k.bopA.W.)a<ionW'ashinponComminnD.f.d< BillofSihoWaf)iaceComn forDemocndi<AnionWahinaonC m -WithF.deaaionW'aahin.donPn.ionUnionW'i.on.inCoI.r.aa SocialLe.nb,i,.WorkersAllis.IrisAp.))19161WakenPang(i.rfN,w[SaidinYodbLOU.,)1'iddnhaKolarFabu.dYa[ala.-AaricanCape...HawfaYoga.SoonClubIa

THEFOLLOWINGADDITIONSTOANDDELETIONSFROMTHEABOVELISTAREANNOUNCED
ADD

ELSINOREPROGRESSIVELEAGUE
EVERYBODY'SCCU?:ITTE TOOUTLAWWAR
IDAHOPENSIONUNION
MASSACHUSETTSCC•ITT. FORTHEBILLOFRIGHTS

TMFOLLOWINGADOITONSTOANDDELETIONSFROMTHEABOVELISTAREANNOUNCED(CONTINUED)
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IIDECLARATION(Concealmentofsurepresstarionartoorjailuretodivulge/ellconductorauoeiationo/theodor
acteretforthintheprovisiont!brtimeofs rationofthiscowpoormaycomaRotegroundforcourtmartialdirchargreparationo:horditpotitionofpr el Pen-shierformakingfbe',Women,.a)be• ryseve IfFedor.Coritutiona!privilege
agort,df.ori tioni e. makingof',wrier whichil!aspreyoutor ixidtrialitclaimedaboutalloranypartofany
ondortmmberbiporolotioninyyettionyoumaytoclaimunderRemarkbelow"FedoraCantrimtiorrolprivilegeitclaimed
or"Frder,lCarstirationalprivilegeit'Dinedoto.. , donibingthetpecipcpartofanyconductmembershiporuroeiationabout
wbirbdoomitmade.) CERTIFICATION

1certifya regardthe,a,,da.dtofconductor mbnthipin radonwith«rtainorganizationsthat
1Ihave'rodtheprovisionapplyiogtostandardofrand.andmembershipinorartariationwithcertainorganizationsandIxader

ttaedthem
2 I/!bareengagedinanytorbconduceIhovetoindicatedthe'tramMorro/.odorRemarkblow
3 1has redtinderRamarktbelowthenmr(t)oftheorgan:ation(t)fromtheabncrliftofwhich!amorhaveben•smerbere p!o;cdorvhihIbareattendedorbeenpr orat engaged,S{a ,.e!ortot/alactiarictorbyvhirhI orhovebencit whichthey,pond orwhichIboretoldgivenanyordisnibxtrd...rate.printedorothntiterecordedmatter

pobli:Fodbythemutthwbirh1havebeenideetipedor ociatedin ,-.esaerad IfI ` notrngogrdin.sayrichcordonorhavenotbeenarsociotedinor,m uitblirrdorganizationsorbarenormbeeno.:ber p ir,pa:edin,heoc:iriartofanypro-• it pro-Ns pro.Fssrinorgati::mootin/oreigocosntrietIhaveto
indicatedbywriting"NONEor"NonetomyksowlydgeundoRemorbbelow

SIunderstandthatifwhoinotebelowitfondtobeincorrectincompleteormi,leadiegisanyimporantpartirulmImaybeoobjerrtopro andpuni,hmrnr'odorodeappropriatelawsoftheUnitedStow
6 Iundertandohmeasisgofthestatementmadeisthecertificationabove

REMARKS(Uri,!e,Forptoeid.dletarandcurbdd,tnosiAnni/'rn„rrylac•f•ttde,eilydrwrurnb1fa,rari tottedri:Aexyel peaxirrd.m,proof.e,vreande.temelo,,.cir,iaxrirAearbi•rtid,oedourfiler,andndmtid•. orfarnessell)

2

TYPEDFULLNAMEOFPERSONMAKINGCERTIFICATION

OS':i4LCIre Parcc

SERVICENO(1feoy)
1653230

SIGNATUREOFPERSONMAKINGCERTIFICATION

Q~i2JQ i~ ~wu,~GIVENUNDERMYHANDTHIS 2L`h DAYOFOctober I950 AT1lc,4'r14,1[)p.11 !y)~gTYPEDNAMEGRADEANDORGANIZATIONOFWITNESSINGOFFICER SIGNATURE
OFFWWITNr'SSING

OFFICERP

R K JOGS Containi!SMC,A1O
DDAPRSS98 PREVIOUSEDITIONSOCTHISFORraAREODSOLETE*U.aonxemm,aoonacryIR>_-d,,,,,

)1S
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(4) October 24 1956 United States Marine Corps Examination of Applicant by
Recruiting Officersigned Lee Harvey Oswald

	EXAMINATIONOFAPPLICANTBT RUITINOOFFICER
~`JApNs.isrn

INSTRUCTIONS
AImrin..Pl:canr• otheeo«.ieninRAPTI r eft5Sp.din1M.Plio.nenil/'sader.rsad.JaneM/orsinth»»nwo/tbR«ro.tineOM»rIIenplfc.ni.emitResins• re..n.rr»r.dthe so.iM•Mrm.ti.d0shownr.#dN»oItMfr.ri.litTo/theeflm»If.,.Niunfh».n..e..d"YLStoowormoss.. inPART?escrowingOMwr.heoldwnA.lt'aset) eft...)ofthePh..CorpMenu.land(/) m .rbycompletionWCARTIIanA.00mlliniaCorm Niw

es..mowntMfhMerinCerp(CedeDPIpierto.I«1JM.NAtrm.ne	 ft(S)Esp.. ndsJNmSIJ/ oonu.f.wklyofoft.. prAIn lse:ono~v)h.min.iv(or=It,J.elInr.d...toSt. Centsend.Mr.risriotr«uir.de)IM ...daftofinMeru.Corp.«(.t)R.l.cf.P/.antfor/.iliatomeet1hmoralr.euir..sussII.pNioa.niisf.dor«nIi.S.dthis=ftwillN...•rd•d theshiftiesto/fhR,Iium.eiContr«andR.wrdtothCo.nnund.ntoftheMn,Cerp(CodDOH)
L0104=0100
	USMCRSDallas lezeetaftor.ln..MJane)
	OSRALDLeeHarvey

®eert Mad 9th
=el I

Cauc

IcaN24Oct1956
anvarm
18Oct39	IAspma ndt6eau MinnM1.Mt.WMp

	58 III 1653230
PART1

Yrt ooanitsnwamtarmmanseroemonnifmacaw
t0 ®M

rassoftwaistnsNsari

OMIARVeMtMRINanmt eMtM.=.rhosNNWemat®

ma (
IAIdaV000 1=A000111=AOM=

MI G3no
aMwaralmanuR*sags

a..Arrdflea MM1tmnAmtmMr

ELM

Men e.oRIM=WT=MaAMSM.MTtame

otsrMmM~..l1lAYsdAMMAYlNowIewwu•w
+n 13~

eftat eeeft

Mseeft MMOAsoap*pastwiselute
TM (3.o

•Meanon1u.OATWM.sm.NATtuts

a.'iMr.twnnxsaaaftsofts ft
vp ®M

rahcamps

aiv mio0=0was,0=Off 10001=0asa
TM ®M

OIhavebeencautionedtosniftertheabovequestionstruthfullythatanyfalsestatementdetectedpriortoenlistmentwilloonetituteabartomyenlistmentandthatanyfalseeuttementdetectedsubeequenttoenlistmentwillbeprocessedtoafraudagainsttheGovernmentandmayultimatelyresultinmydischargefromtheMarineCorpsunderotherthaohonorablenped.t'on.
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p.FitSEEINSTRU('TIONS
e04'a ,0 Y00.0

vau .nrara.acx.aenpa.a..noIxr00Ia0r4.vr.lIMM11.11
nun missiIN .=r

a 00.40.110awrra

enlwaaneamMlr.namn
""m" *mamanMAnneMOs

nlAnNr.AIMa.r M4lartUa4.Itavel...wraPWwre...rar..r.WsiaaaraY.wFialar..l..r. 10lw.Weaata4wl

nYu,f. rwYr,yw.W ..Say,..~II.POIV.0d.l....rP ...S.. .aa,MrrMN.PWMVp.r.I..I.r4•~•1...~~n..,.w00v,u

aianor00.0 common MR000E00 00,00imamnw animacaalms(umrna)
000,00R10teeea.la.lnOX•ROa010memw.eenr(Srarumsaw

30INFORMATIONWasDsrAIMEDBY
arum0MIKAlo valtAAw
MANLYnCMamtAVIMORNIO
RoansNONamAumorro
laaeaYOla awnSi amawrlwYq eNnlmDec

b ICERTIFYthatIhavepersonallyquestionedtheapplicantwho=*natureappearshereonthatIamratahedthatheI hlyualid..iinaeeotdaooswithexistinginstruction.forenlistmentInthanMarineCorp(andthatheslimedtheforego*oquwtioanalnInmypretence

a1111AT0.00lAw	IOW'S raptatnuaat._Anat (Rr.as

FIRSTENDORSEMENT
PEONCOMMANDANTOPTHEMARINECORPSTO
I ReturnedEnlietmeot• stersothori.edprovidedphysicallyandofherdsqualified

'Tydinetim
X 'J I~~I.a-Fuaswa.w..ten.noarsrd~r~
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(5) October 24 1956 United States Marine Corps Record of Emergency Data
signed Lee Harvey Oswald

RECORDOFEMERGENCYDAsntttsTNODT1oONREV[Ri[c.o. AAAENTnns
IOESIGNAfDR'SEASTNAME—FIRSTXAME—MIDDLENAME

OSW7ILDLeeHarvey

LSERVICEMO
1653Z3C

1GRADEOREVE

Pvt

ESERA13

u c
SMARITALSTATUSBFBANAMEOFSROUSE

NotMarrid

7ADDRESS(tiumteMrrdODEAAAdSBA)

CHILDREN(IAA.ACACAildRIany...A(Ad.IFnon.AAA)
FIRSTNAME—MIDDLENAME—USTNAME ADDRESS MARITALSTATUSSEXDATEOfB,RTM

None

I NAME0,0FATHERORQMALEGUARDIAN
RobertE LeeOSWALD

AtADDRESSIFAVOW—IFDECEASEDSOSTATE
Deceased

MNAMEOFu MOTHERORppFEMALEGUAROIAN
tarverite ( '+eerie)OSfALD

ILADDRESSIFMYRA—IFDECEASEDSOSTATE
4936CollinwoodSt. FortWorthTexas

INTHEEVENTTHATIAMNOTSURVIVEDBYASPOUSEORELIGIBLECHILDIDESIRETHATPAYMENTCFAMONTHSDEATHGRATUITYBEMADETO
THERELATIVESHOWNBELOW(Th.n.Rn.olAt..OrMANIA.ooreD.r.R..t.difitVd0ir.d(AatAor.h.r.o.i..D.ym.nt)

ItFIRSTNAME—MIDOLSNAME—EATMANE KRFLATMMMNIPILDOORMAN

MargueriteOSWALD Mother &936CollinwoodSt. FortWorthTexas
ISALTERNATEALATM

JohnEdwardPIC
1]RELATA.XIP

Step
Brother

1FAGDRSSS
4936CollinwoodSt. FortWorthTexas

19TAE:EHTTHAT1AHASTEDASMI55IVGOROTHERMILITARYCIP.:UMSTANCESPREVENTMEFROMTRAISYITTU4FHBTOMYDEPENDENTSITISMYDESIRETHAT
FIRSTMME—RIDDLENAME—USTNAME

Aarguerite0S:tI.D
RELATADMSHIP

Mother
ADORr3s

4936CollinwoodSt. FortWorthTexas
RECEIVEEACHMONTHWW PNCErrofNYAy

Bo1FEOUESTTAFOLLOWI`WCOMMERCIALINSURANCECOHPAN:ESBEDFFI.'.TALLYNOTIFIEDINCASEOFHTDEATHINACTIVESERVICE
MAMAOFCOMPANY ADDRESSOFHONEOFFICE PCUCYNO

None

AlDE5IGHATIONORCHANGEOFBENEFICIARY—SERVICENSINCEVNITY(FL2JdidCons.)
(DARWREFRtrAaAmp..PrUAA;rsf5rrlrflr:ArfAni.01UrcncrAArr,*studDrL'NRrdStaCormREO

PRINCIPALAHDCONTINGENTBENEFICIARIESIFANYUNDERSERVICEMENSINDEMNITYACTOPISST.AREHEREBYCANCELEDAHDFFISDIPECTADALLPRE:IY.ESS!InTTYGNAB^.EPACFT0THATSaloIY.CETNSID
NAME RELATIONSHIPSNARLOPAHOUMtEACHEEAFIOARY

MargueriteOSWALD Mother Full Amount

}ITNEESEDsY(SfpnlumeaAlm,W)

p—LO

SIGNATUREOfSERVICCMAH(AvaHAPIA)

ALA(A— 144D1ORRATEOFWITNr.
Captain

ERVICENO
I5 0 2083

DATESIGHED
24October1 6

DD F,5'''529 ItePlnn.rODFormtJul0 Ni<AmayEeuevt
a
—JF"t Grrb. F-'+1 8
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. r INSTRUCTIONS
(ItemsforwhichnoinstructionsareprintedDefineareself-eapfieatery)

ThisformwillbecompletedandmaintainedcurrentbyallofficerandenlistedpersonnelinaccordancewithNaryBuPersManualArtB-2:312MarineCorpsManualPar11223USCGPersCirNo311-60AFR35-38ANGR35-38
AllitemsmustbecompletedIntheeventyouthedesignatorbecomeacasualtythepersonanamedinitems6 89 and11willbenotifiedIfnotificationisnotdesiredduetohealthorotherreasonstateinremarksIftherearenolivingrelativesthenameandaddressofa friendmaybeenteredinremarksContinueanyiteminremarksifnecessary
Item4 EnteroneofthefollowingUSNUSNRUSMCUS\ICRUSCGUSCGRUSAF(forAirForceadd"Resor"AAGasappropriateonlyifnotinactivemilitaryservice)
Item5.—Entersinglemarriedwidoweddivorcedorlegallyseparated
Item6.—Spousetowhomalimonyorsupportislegallypayablemustbeshownevenifdivorcedorlegallyseparated
Items9and11.—Ifthepersonenteredisintheclassofguardianindicatewhetherstepparentfosterparentlocoparentisguardianoradoptiveparent
Items13and16.-Ifyoudonotdesiretodesignateanyoneenter"IdeclinetodesignateanypersontoreceivethispayinyourownhandwritingOnlydesignatedrelativesareeligibletoreceivepaymentwithoutproofofdependency
Item19.—The"MissingPersonsActprovidesthatpayandallowancescontinuetoaccruetothepayaccountofanyservicememberfortheperiodheismissingorcapturedandmaybepaidtothedependentsforsupportThisitemreflectsyourdesiresandisusedasaguideindispositionofyourpayAllotmentstodependentsandinsurancecompaniesinitiatedpriortoenteringa missingstatusarecontinuedineffectunlessunusualcircumstancesindicatechanges
Item20.=CompletionofthisitemwillinsurethatinsuranceeompanieslistedarepromptlynotifiedwhennecessaryAccuracyinenteringpolicynumberswillfacilitatepromptsettlement

ItemE1.—Theindemnityispayableonlytopersonawithinthefollowingclasses
Spouse(husbandorwife) <
ChildrenTheterm"childrenincludesnaturalchildrenstepchildrenadoptivechildrenIllegitimatechildrenareincludedonlyifdesignated
Parents.—Theterm"parentsincludesnaturalparentsstepparentsadoptiveparentsorpersonswhostoodinlocoparentistotheinsuredatanytimepriortoentryintotheactiveserviceforaperiodofnotlessthanoneyearUnlessdesignatedotherwisebytheservicemantheterm"parentincludesonlythemotherandfatherwholastborethatrelationshiptotheserviceman
Brothersandsisters.—Theterm"brothersandsistersincludesthoseofthehalfbloodandthosethroughadoption

IfthedesignatedbeneficiaryorbeneficiariesdonotsurvivetheinsuredorifnonehasbeendesignatedtheindemnitywillbepaidtothefirsteligibleclassofbeneficiariesaccordingtotheordersetforthaboveandinequalsharesiftheclassiscomposedofmorethanonepersonIfthisorderisinaccordwithyourwishesstate"NoDesignation.IftheorderisnotinaccordwithyourwishesyoushouldnamethepersonorpersonsintheclasstoreceivetheindemnityAnypersonsonamedwillbeconsidereda principalbeneficiaryunlessspecificallydesignatedasacontingent
DISPOSITIONINSTRUCTIONS

NAVYOriginaltoRuPersWashington25D C Attn.CasualtyBranch
Duplicate—sameasoriginal
Triplicate—fileinservicerecordatdutystation

MARINECorpsSeeMarineCorpsManualPar11223
CeawiGrunoSeePersonnelCircularNo30-50
AteFORCESeeAFR35„8orANGR35-38
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(6) October 24 1956 Armed Forces fingerprint identification card numbered
327 925 1) signed Lee Harvey Oswald

ARMED
FORCES

Lu.ETNI.,KA°E..MH

I
ERARE°

2
O°HTInrAnJ

-iF1< aIT OATEOFBIRTH

N,CEOFBIRTHSERVICEN0.1653.4,„0
08TEOFE.18THT

'°IQMr
ETC COLOROFFY8.S LEAVETHISSPACERLANN

SCARSA.0MARKS canRx.IR
[LASS J1 /

,,/y
/J'/ Ji /. `

REFFFFxxxOFFICIALTANF RI.TS

1RIGTRI 6RIGHTLITTLERIGHTTHUMBX 2R

~,~

u

6LEFTTHUMB ] LEFTVIDE% HK 8LEFTMIODLE lE RING
7

IBLEFTLITTLE

LEFTFOURFINGERSTAKENNEOUSLY1 LEFTTHUMBRIGHTTHUMBRI OURFINGERSTAKENSIMULTANEOUSLY4
e j
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DearSir
	 -5-/( -/5

	who claimstohaveresidedat	 ...
	

	................
fry 	to 	and whosefingerprintsandpersonal

descriptionarerecordedherpoit>il:anapplicantforenlistmentintheUnitedStates	It isrequestedthatthefollostiginformationbefurnishedfromyourfilesAreturnenvelopeisinclosedforyourconvenience C4
et) Verytrulyyours

ReturnEnvelope,95l c1 SM

POLICERECORDCHECK CITT.onAll so.oasoungoswsu
DA

553A.L:r-YTesada135533[WOKSfakeOweh •W•1,.O0 1130 NOIITRSOOTWASSKOMSKCHAS.LtVOWTIOKPAOWILCO

ISSMUGWIU.0.00116COOTARNOdYT.MIO0 VDONOIi'vu GelDETAILS

006OvaCOSTODV0 VD 0 3•021r
0 SONSSTEDO 0 moons0 SINGLEIS41VULANYO.N.10 .OMCSOaxons 0 ISAMTALSTATUSwMMDWM

ITT 75".r.7'6

rN FOAM7GAA
NIGNATIME

suesov 4J O
_ ,. ‘
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17) October 25 1956 United States Marine Corps MiscellaneousInformation
and Index Form (NAVMC118(1)-PD)

MISC_LL2*'~^_:5.NF!tiATIGi1Aaul
MISCELLANEOUSINFORMATIONSLra ocaritL :Q . T~ .'22!aM

• CD •101E5I
.ocxr

135 Le
Ero
Hazel

me*'AA
Brown

ale
24Oct'_^56

PHYSICALPROFILE ANNUALADMINISTRATIVEAUDITCOMPLETED
Lx+Es 010 DM00e ED (/ Y;) SK.almml4OqC0•0

240ct5 11 I i "• L""= '__ 11°_':CA?0511oe57>i X _ letLt uS?:C
t l ) 5!~ Iu+~— _-_30Oct58 2cdLt

TDDLIr.AND.DR~GADRsceAuAMExreDNM~
for reenlistment(N.MA.r)

rues raffles(nt (o)Paid$l~rKe reenlistmentbona(AA...) (owe)numo e'er.Be "psi3fe}As u5
(b)Prevpd$ e totalamtofneedbonusestoinclude reenlistment
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(9) September10 1959 United States Passport No 1733242signedLeeH Oswald
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This passport properly visaed is valid for
travel in all countries unless OTHERWISE
RESTRICTEDIt is not valid for travel to or
in any foreignstate forthe purposeofentering
or servingin the armedforcesof sucha state

This passport is not valid for travel to the
followingareas under control of authorities
with whichthe United States does not have
diplomaticrelations Albania Bulgaria and
thoseportionsof China Koreaand Viet-Nam
underCommunistcontrol ;,
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WARNING—ALTERATIONORMUTILATIONOFENTRIESISPROHIBITED
DESCRIPTIVEDATA SEE h • }~~JLF_ r Y.1.1_r'1J~ AtHw
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c BALDLeeHarvey
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U S MarineCorps
IthacaofAraaForeaitiolts,Nardl

JandhavingservedintheUnitedStatesMarineCorps( 1h4l/fror 24October

nosaTUeEOrMEMBER
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(11) September11 19i9 United States Marine Corps Notice of Obligated Serv
ice signedLee Harvey Oswald

NOTICEOFOBLIGATEDSERVICE
MM..at. roan)Mrmww•tr.•oocas INSTRUCTIONS

Potato;nyu.drupl.tOrigin.toSarkR.00,dHookDNphc.ttoCMC(CodDO)T.ipl;aa ,nh.rpptd.nplie• odictdirectorcoocao•dZoutthatoat .hiehdonotapply

11653230 PF'CE-2
/ /~1 Youhavingassumedthe 6-yearmilitaryserviceobligationprescribedbylawuponyour(i/ttW (enl,tment)inthe

(UZiZ on 24October 5619

.1956.to
11September 19 arehereby(releasedfromactivedutyandtransferredtotheMarineCorpsReserve)

(AII.W/,4idls/(iI,,Wjn/1,lslat!/ortheremainderofthat6 -yearperiodwhichendson 8 December 1962

unlesssoonerdischargedDuringthatperiodyouaredeemedbylawtobeamemberoftheMarineCorpsReserveandwillbe

subjecttosuchtrainingandservice
a/s/is

nowormayhereafter
r`be

authorizedby
l/a~w/for

membersoftheMarineCorpsReserve
Youare(assignedto)//tW/d/pyl/the(Ready)atk( 4 ReserveClass/{y)(III) Youarefurther(transferredto)

llir d'a the MarineAirReserveTrainingCommand
(Oatodole.)

addressofwhichis NavalAir Station GlenviewIllinois

Youhavegivenyourfuturemailingaddressas 3124Hest5thStreet

ForthWorthTexas

ThisNoticeofObligatedServiceexecutedforandonbehalfoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsat

	on  11September „1911A>QUARTERSANDHEADQUARTERSSQUADRONMARINECOEI'SAIRSTATIONELTORO(SANTAANA)CALIFORNIA

By

4 1herebyacknowledgereceiptofthisNoticeofObligatedService

et_f
ISip.etai o[e.r...attar.otie.)

ati IC 1Z1 u.1U.SMCR

Thisistocertify

thata

copyofthisNoticeofObligatedServicewas(/rj ) (deliveredto)themannamedabove

saNATanE & (i
	AGAYE.RSJR. Ia! Nc o
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(12) September 11 1959 United States Marine Corps Security Termination
Statement and Index signed Lee Harvey Oswald

SECURITYTEERUINATIeNSTATEMENT
OFNAVFORM5511-14

HEADQUARTERSA;'DHEADQUARTERSSQUADRON
U S RSRINECORPSAIRSTATION
ELTORO(SANTAANA)CALIFORNIA

I herebycertify that I haveconformedto the directives containedin the
U S NavySecurityManualfor ClassifiedMatterandRegisteredPublication
Manualin that I havereturnedto the NavalEstablishmentall classified
matterwhichI havehadin mypossession

I further certify that I amnot retaining or takingawaywithmefrommy
place of employment(du`.,-)anydocumentor thingcontainingor mncorperating
informationaffecting the NationalDefenseof othernatter Classified Top
Secret Secret cr Confidentialto whichI obtainedaccessduringmyemployment
(duty) in anymannerwhatsoever

I shall not hereafter in anymannerrevealor divulgeto anypersonanyin
formationaffecting the NationalDefenseClassified TopSecret Secret or
Confidential or whichI havegainedKnowledgeduringmyemployment(duty)
exceptas maybe hereafter authorizedin writingbyofficials of the Naval
Establishmentempoweredto grant suchauthority

(If anyof the abovestatementscannottruthfully be madethe word''not shall be stricken out of the appropriate
sentenceanda full statementattachedheretoindicationin
detail the circumstanceswhichpreventthe makingof the state
mentin its original form includint the namesof the persons
authorizingthe particular handlingof classified matter)

I  LEEHARVEY087ALD1653230 havebeeninformedandemawarethat 18
U S C. 1946ed. Sup IV 792-797andthe Internal SecurityActof 1950pre
scribe severepenalties for unlawfullydivulginginformationaffecting the
NationalDefense I certify that I havereadandunderstandappendicesB D
E F andHof the U S NavySecurityManualfor Classifiedutter I have
beeninformedandamawarethat certain categoriesof ReserveandRetired
personelloninactive dutycanbe recalled to duty underthe pertinent pro
visions of lawrelationg to e..chclass for trial by court-martialfcr unlawful
disclosureof information I havebeeninformedandan awarethat the making
of a wilfully false statementherein rendersmesubjectto trial therefore as
providedby18U S C. 1946ed. Sup IV 1001

A G ARSpjtj 1 tLt. USNCR072172
(ttitness)V (File of Ser No) (Full Nancy (SerNo)

Officer in ChargeSeparationSection 11September1959
(Date)

mm
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(13) September It 19:19Carbon copy of armed Forces of the T'nited States
Report of Transfer or Discharge signed Lee Ilarve Oswald with a carbon
copy signature

\_)LEGENDLustNAtotheItemsboleswhicharenetn
4/
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(14) September 14 1959 Selective Service System Registration card signed
Lee H Oswald

I NAMLINPULL Lou Fro, Middle SILICTIVIMIVICBNUNI•!
OSWALD Lee Harvey // 13715323 PLACEOF115100MCI

.31?4._west-5th-St
StreetandNumberorRFDRow DATSOFWITH

Oct 18 1939CityToworVil4se
Fort Worth

Ewer Crotty
~—_ _Tarrant

Srm
Texas

e PLACEOFsin
NewOrleans LaMAIIINCADDRESS/If

CityTow

!diJJtrmt

Villg

fromplaitofref/rltltt/ Streetand

Zone	

NEIIEbermRFDRole

C.u.y DIM

6 MANEANDADDRESSOFPERSONWHOWILLALWAYSKNOWYOURADD1133
Rober Oswald 7313 Davenport St. Ft Worth(Drothsr)OCCUPATION I NATUREOFSURPASSISIVICI11NDIRIDOttCHIIFPRODUCT
UnemployedYFIRMORINDIVIDUALBYWHOMIMO.OYED

10PLACEOF1MPLOYMYQTOlIUYNIM

SELECTIVESIRVICISYSTEMFormA EorvedBudget No33-R099.7 SIOISTIIATtON-C~
SSSPoneNo1(ReviMd6-11-55)



GRADS
Pfc

I

BBRA1NCNOFARMEDFORCESOR SERVICENO
1653230 24 Oct 56 11 Sep 59

DATEOFENTRY DATEOFSEPARATION

O.GANtzAT,otPSAK.Niikb
Glenview I11

279

II ActivedutyintheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesoracobelligerentnationsinceSept161940

12PresentmembershipinareservecomponentoftheArmedForces
RANCHOFARMEDFORCES

USlCS
YRVICINO

1653230
DATEOFENTRY

11 Sep 59
I affirmthatI haveverifiedtheforegoingaruwanandthattheyaretrue

tgeatanrrgittraeu)
DESCRIPTIONOFREGISTRANT

13ColorofeyesHlue ColaofhairBDOM1..Complexion.MPs Height(approx.)....r.fell- in

Weight(approx.)-15Q_ Otherobviousphysicalcharacteristicsthatwillaidinidentification..

	None - 	
I certifythatmyanswersaretruethatthepersonregisteredhasreadorhashadreadtohimhisownanswerthatIhavewitnessedhissignatureocmarkandthatallofhisanswersofwhichIhaveknowledgearetrueexceptasfollows
None-to.m ~nowladge

`
r

jI
..

Se --1111-14 9p .reorregrtlratioaJ (Srgsateo/rrgittrar)
	11.4 Fort Worth •'exec

RegistrarforLc.RlBoard	
(NassMr) (.Cityorammo) (State) sroirea—sass



Lee

312 WestRISIDCYCEAT1041171.400.4	

tlrvey
.w41a

(15) Septemher 14 1959 Selective Service System registration certificate

S0.l.CTIVESERVICESYSTEM ~F.nI1sNeal11
REGISTRATIONCERTIFICATE " '~•"~

MSISTOCLAnTaalINLICO.DANCI•TINIHISILECTINuTalcu•
OS1WALD

1u1M.11•.••

/11/11 16 A

(.w111W11111N1I.1 n.1 .• •'•
Fort 'Worth 7 Tarrant hex

1939`'1 New C rAns ra'S
(1111Yum) (P{.HIr Tr1. ...

	GJ
..

WASD
L/Y

REGISTEREDONTHE DAY9F 0Pt • .11.P

	11..'o`.. ,~lat -e -c
~IwI.urL woonot

	Illuo COLOROfHAIRUrn
Altaci

	T.111PI wuour 150

TEXASLOCALBOARDNO114
SELCCTIVESEHvICESYSTEM
RM .t nL.I •.T
FORE 'li IfA,S

ILOLALNNIDHarr
THELAWRCOUIRCSYOUTOHAVETHISCERTIFICATEINYOURPERSONALFOSSCSMION
ATALLTINESTOILIDENTIFICATIONANDTONOTIFYYOURLOCAL10.ODOFANY
CHANGEOfADDRESS 41O1VA0-161111
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(16) October 16 1959to March 27 1962 IIistorical diary 12 handwritten pages
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(IA) Nolonihor 15 1959 I'lotoeopc of lnllnlyNritteu0(lonut of interview with
hiss aline Aro,hy I'I'I Reporter
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(19) 1960 nudated Political discussion handwritten on stationery of the
Holland-AmericanLine 13pages
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(21) 1962 undated Photocopy of document identified as a self-questionnaire
Original was stained and unsuitable for examination

Ca ieeion Exhibit 100
ibit~for identification
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(22) January 17 1962 Affidavitof support addressed to the AmericanEmbassy
Moscow I".S.S.R. signed Lee II Oswald
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(23) February 20 1902iRussian script on lined paper from "Alek to -Marina
and ''June
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(24) March 24 1962 Entry papers of Marina Oswald including a fingerprint
identification card (FBI Exhibit D—10)
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(a)Adelta(I)isthepoint• whichthelinesfirmingthelooporwhorlpatternspreadandbegingoingindifferentdirerbonaAllloopprintshaveonedeltaWhorlprintshavetwo
(h)Loopprintcannotbeclassifiedunlessthecenteroftheloopyidshgdeltaandthelinesbetweenth.ma clear

Whorlprintscannotbeclassifiedunlessthetwodeltasandthelinescoanect,n6thedeltasareclear
Archfingerprintcanbeclassifiedif sufficientlyclearimpressionisobtained+
permitidentificationofthepatternesbeingthtarch..

9 Ifupona inationitappearthatanyoftheimpressiontannbnbe(daIi5ednew
printshouldbemadeIfn morethanthreeimpressions• nclasaifiab(enew
printofthesefingerin.yhetakenendpastedoverthedefectiveonesIfmorethanthreeareunclauifiabkmakeAnewchart
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LOOPANDDELTAMUSTSHOW
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-:NREGISTRATIONFINGERPRINTCke.hUNITEDSTATESDEPARTMENTOFJUSTICE
IMMIGRATIONANCRATURALI.T.ONIMRVICC

INSTRUCTIONSToobtainclaaifiablefingerprints
I Useprinter'sink

Distributeinkevenly„0inkingslab
WashanddryfingersthoroughlyRollfingersfromnailtonailendavoidallowingfingerstoslip	SBeuromprens recordedincorrectmderere6 IIanamputationitdeformitymakeaitimp„sublctoprintafingermakeanotationtoCheteffectintheindividualfingerblock
If...mephysicalconditionmakesitimpossibletoobtainperfectimpressionssubmitthebestthatcanbeobtainedwithamemostapledtothecardexplainingthecircuin.tance.Csaminethecompletedprintstoseeiftheycanbeclassifiedbearinginmindthefollowing
Mostfingerprintsfallintothepatternsshownbelow(otherpatterns,ccurinfrequentlyandarenotshownhere)
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(25) June 10 1962 Two-pagehandwritten letter to The "Worker.
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(2(i) July 13 1962 Letter to Leslie Welding Co. signed Lee II Oswald written
on part of a page from a yellow legal pad Blue ink (ballpointpen Location
Archives
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1.
FOR

POSTOFFICE
USEONLY

NAMEOFFIRMORCORPORATION(If box is rented for use of either)

KINDOFBUSINESS

POS;T~fj ~s
• ` '` DATEBOXOPENED DATEBOX

CLOt
BOXNO

IL
o T 9 J Al 1

c / A''

APPLICANTPLEASENOTE Completion of this application signifies your willingness to comply with all postalrules relative to the renting and use of Post Office boxes

NAMEOFAPPLICANT(Print or type)
<•EL 4/ r ,sc /d

BUSINESSADDRESS(No. street and sons)

HOMEADDRESS(No. street and son.)

J /c>h 4 7C ''e /f /

SIGNATUREOFAPP)JCANT

X ,.c A/ .°4

DATEOFAPPLICATION

( i /i"2



For Post Office Use Only
ENTEREDIN DIRECTORY

INITIALSOFCLERK INITIALSOFCARRIER BOXNO

PODFORM
1093JULY1960

U.SGOVERNMENTPRINTINGOFFICE

THE FOLLOWING MUST BE COMPLETEDANDSIGNED BEFORE P.O BOX IS ASSIGNED

DELIVERMAILINACCORDANCEWITHI TRUCTIONSCHECKEDBELOW
ALLEXCEPTSPECIAL ALLINCLUDINGSPECIAL ONLYMAILADDRESSEDTOBOXISTOBEPLACEDINIT
DELIVERYINBOX DELIVERYINBOX ALLOTHERMAILTOBEDELIVEREDASADDRESSED
OTHERINSTRUCTIONS
(Explain)

SPECIALDELIVERYMAILONLY(Deliver as checked below)

DELIVERTOLOCALRESIDENCEAT DELIVERTOLOCALBUSINESSADDRESSAT

(No. street and zone) (No. street and zone)

NAMESOFPERSONSENTITLEDTORECEIVEMAILTHROUGHBOX(If box is rented to a firm include the full name of each of its
members whose mail is to be placed in box.)

HAVEREAD ITEMS 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVEAND
WILLCOMPLY WITH THEM  Ix (Signature of applicant)

APPLICATION FOR POST Vffl,CE BOX

18—47429-7 • / /
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(28) March 8 1963 Photocopies of a note in Russian to Ruth Paine from
Marina Oswald Location Archives (CE 404)
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(29) March 12 1963 United States Postal MoneyOrder #2,202,130,462
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PURCHASER-FILLININFORMATIONBELOW
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1 5 9 7

U S Postal Money Ordq
IAXIMUMVA E U R D LABS

NOT VALID
CARSORMORETHI.N TE q f

PRYTO
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NliOIASER-sSTREETARORESS F
ENTER
MO

UEfNASER'SaTYANOSTATE
DONOTFOLDSTAPLESPINDLEOR;MUTILATEaur.A3rTu



THISORDERBECOMESINV ..ID Arnie ARS..
THERtAFTERNO CLAIMFOR PAYMEN /ILLif CC 1(IOEDED
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PAYEEMUSTENDOK-,PBELOWON LINEMARKED"PAYEE

OWNERSHIP.. THISORDERMAY BE TRANSFERREDTO ANOTHER
PERSONOR FIRMIF THt PAYEEWILLWRITETHE NAMEOF SUCH
PERSONORFIRMON THELINE"ARKED "PAYTO BEFOREWRITING
HISOWNNA" ON THESECONDLINE MORETHANONE ENDORSE
MENTIS PROHIBITEDBYLAW BANK -AMPSARENOT REGARDEDAS
ENDORSEMENTS

~AUTJ
PAY 'PE'TI'°''1t Of



(30) March 12 1963 Enlargement of microfilm reproduction of Klein's order
form for rifle from A FIidell
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(31) May 4 1963 Photograph of man with rifle and newspapers On the back
of the photograph is a handwritten notation reading "To my friend George
from Lee Oswald 5/IV/63 and in Russian the statement "Copyright G de
M. Also in Russian is writing which translated as "Killer of Fascists—
Ha-Ha-Ha ! !
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(32) May 26 (1963).*Two-pageletter to Fair Play for Cuba Committee
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(33) June 15 1963 Fair Play for Cuba Committee New Orleans Chapter

FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE
NEW ORLEANSCHAPTER

	_ L H! OSWALD _
Name

Si
UN15 1963

	Issued Chapter President

(Reverse side is blank.)



(34) June 25 1963 Passport application signed Lee H Oswald.

(35) June 24 1963 Passport photograph attached to item 34 signed Lee H
Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location Archives
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(36) August 9 1963 Fingerprint identification card of New Orleans Police
Department signed Lee H Oswald



8-9-63

OCCUPATION
Keehn

828 IICS42—22diet the peace by creatin
a scene

FORINSTITUTIONSUABONltij.ov
Sentenceexpires	

DISPOSITIONORSENTENCE
ListFINALonFBIFo ) IfnotnowtortR-$4forcompletionofeordewbmitht )

RESIDENCEOFPERSONFINGERPRINTED
4907 MagazineSt

343

FEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATIONUNITEDSTATESDEPARTMENTOFJUSTICE
WASHINGTOND.C

CURRENTARRESTORRECEIPT
-DATEARRESTED

ORRECEIVED
CHARGEOROFFENSE

(Ifcodecitationisusedashouldbeaccompaniedi,ycharge)

IfCOLLECTwinnplycorCOLLECTtelephonereplyisdesiredindicatehen
Winreply Telephonereply

Telephonenumber

PleasePostPhologeinThisSpace
SincephotographmaybecomedetachedindicatenameFBInumberandarrestnumberonreversesidewhetherattached10fingerprintcardorsubmirtedlater

INSTRUCTIONS
I FORWARDARRESTCARDSTOFBIIMMEDIATELYAFTERFINGERPRINTINGFORMOSTEFFECTIVESERVICE

TYPEorPRINTallinformation
Nonamputationsinproperfingersquares
REPLYWILLQUOTEONLYNUMBERAPPEARINGINTHEBLOCKMARKEDYOURNO.

SIndicateanyadditionalcopiesforotheragenciesinspacebelow-includeth pltxemailingaddress
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(37) August 9 1963 Photocopy of fingerprint card and attached
NewOrleans Police Department signed Lee Ii Oswald
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(38) August 28 19.63 Handwritten letter to Central Committee C P (Com
munist Party) U.S.A
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(40) September 27 1963 Photographs (one of the entire document and one of
the signature) of the original of the visa application Cuban Consulate
Mexico City signed Lee H Oswald (Shown here is only the photograph of
the entire document.)
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(41) September 27 1963 Photograph of the carbon copy of item 40 shown to
the Select Committee staff when they met with President Fidel Castro in
Havana Cuba with an original signature Lee H Oswald
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(42) October (no date) 1963 Letter to the Russian Embassy Location Archives (FBI D—441321AX Q449 CE 103 JFK F-500)

_Exhibit for identification
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(43) October 15 1963 Employment application with face sheet signed Lee H
Oswald



FORMW.1(RevJuly19GI)USTreasureDeperin,entInternalRevenueService
f/~~~~ t ~/

J 1 / SocialSecurity s .~
_Printfullname	l ._ 1 /ar ---,- AccountNumber _~ ~. `'../

Printhomeaddress . city ...... N6 ... Zone	State ._~ .
HOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDINGEXEMPTIONS

1 If SINGLEandyouclaiman exemptionwritethefigure"1 	

2 IfMARRIEDoneexemptioneachisallowableforhusbandandwifeif notclaimedonanothercertificate
(a) If youclaimbothof theseexemptionswritethefigure"2
6 If youclaimoneoftheseexemptionswritethefigure"1 	g .

(c) If youclaimneitherof theseexemptionswrite"0
3 Exemptionsforageandblindness(applicableonlytoyouandyourwifebutnottodependents)

If youor yourwifewillbe65yearsofageorolderattheendoftheyearandyouclaimthisexemption
write"1" if bothwillbe65or olderandyouclaimbothoftheseexemptionswrite"2 	
If youor yourwifeareblindandyouclaimthisexemptionwritethe figure"1" if bothareblind
andyouclaimbothof theseexemptionswritethefigure"2 	

4 If youclaimexemptionsforoneormoredependentswritethenumberof suchexemptions(Donotclaim
exemptionfora dependentunlessyouarequalifiedunderinstruction4 onotherside.)	

S Addthenumberofexemptionswhichyouhaveclaimedaboveandwritethetotal	I 1

44

EMPLOYEE'S WITHHOLDINGEXEMPTION CERTIFICATE

EMPLOYEE
Fllethisformwllh

youremployer0th
erwise,llomustwith
holdU S Income
taxfromyourwages
withoutexemption
EMPLOYER

KeepthisterUtl
talewithyourrec
ordsIftheemployee
Isbelievedtohave
claimedtoomanyex
emptionsthe Dls
trictDirectorshould
besoadvised 6 AdditionalwithholdingperpayperiodunderagreementwithemployerSeeInstruction1	$  
I CERTIFYthatthenu berof withholdingexemptionsclaimedon thiscertificatedoesno exceedthenumbertowhichI amentitled

(Date).v C 	19 oss—te—7e9oe-2(Signed)	



NAMEOFFIRMORCORPORATION(If box is rented for use of either)

/--/9'.21' //,9y C 4;00 c n-1 54--/~
	C
KINDOFBUSINESS

BOXNODATEBOXCLOSEDFOR
POSTOFFICE

USEONLY

POSTMASTER
DATVE

BOXOPENED
0 19

APPLICANTPLEASENOTE Completion of this application signifiesyour willingness to comply with all postalrules relative to the renting and use of Post O94oeboxes

NAMEOFAPPLICANT(Print or type)

J4•

-<< i3•e m

	'UNA
BUSINESSADDRESS(No. str and son.)

HOMEADDRESS(No. street and son.)

16/e /t/ /5

SIGNATUREOF T DATEOFAPPLICATION

27.614
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(46) November 1 1963 Receipt for key to Post OfficeBox 6225 signed Lee H
Oswald Blue ink ballpoint pen Location Archives (CE 792 JFK F—495)
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(47) November8 1963 Photograph of a facsimile copy of a handwriten letter
to Mr IIunt



FFvJ LasH OSdALD P.O MX6225 '.ALLA4TEXAS
YAdIIiASICY.ILAYEVAOSWALDSOVIETC

remainIn the United'StatesunderF.B.I "proteotion".that 1s she could

defeat_fron.the.SovietUian,of cos. I andmy.witeatroagljrprotested
thsss tactics by the notoriousF.B.I.

Pleaseinforaus of the arrival of ourSovieteotZYaosvisa's as soon

as thoycone.

TOC-EISULA.SQIYZ3TO:I
EK11..SYJ.S.S.R

NOVy190 D.C. ,‘(-1

Also tAiG HRMM= informmotin CltheLLA9TFEIASOtomywife 2963of aBiUGu 1 y
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(48) November 9 1963 Photomechanical (halftone) reproduction of a typewritten letter to the Consular Division Embassy U.S.S.R. Washington D.C

BoarGiro
Thisis to info:a youof reosnteventsGinoemmymestiagswithcomrade

%ostialathe EabassyOfthe SovietUnionKexiooCity Hexiao

Locosunableto remainin Heal**iadetinily baoauseof myuexicaa

visa raetrictiona whichwasfor I5 dap)only I couldnot take a chance

onNesting a flewvisa unlesi I usedmyreal nano io I retunedto the

Utted.Stateo

f 'I Alainot plannedto contactthe Sovietembassyto Mexicoso they

wereunpreparedbadI beenable to reach the BovietEmbassyin Havana

as ylanned,tbeembassythere wouldhavehadtine to completeourbusiness.

Ofcoresthe Soviet.nbaseywasnot at fault,thsy were as,I sayt1-

prspared,theCubanconsulatewasguilty of a grossbreachof regulations,
I us-gtadhe has sine beaureplced

TheFederal&fretof Investigationis not nowinterestedhomy
activities in the progressiveorganisationFair.klayForCubaCommittee

o whioh'1wassecretarytallowOhleans(stateLouisiana)sinceI no longer

reside in.that sate Howeverthe F.B.I hasvista&us here in Dallas,Tcncs

oneswaberlot AgentZonesP:-Msstywarnedmethat if I engagedin F.P.C.O.

aotivities in Texasthe F.B.I will againtake sa"interrsst in ma

Thisagentalso ..suggestedto MarinaYiohilayevathat shecould
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(49) July 18 1964 Exemplar (standard) signatures and writing of Jack Ruby
Location:Archives
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(50) Undated Photograph of unsignedrough draft of item 48
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_Exhibit oil for identification

"-CommissionExhibit 103
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(51) Undated Handwritten speech nine pages

Cocsission
Eadli'oit
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(52) Undated Two receipts for salary from the Texas SchoolBook Depository
signed Lee II Oswald (FBI Exhibit 422)
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(53) Undated (August?) Photograph of Cuban identification card Flight 751
signed Jack Ruby
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(54) Undated Exemplar writing of Marina Oswald including seven slips of
paper containing the writing "A J IIidell. Location Archives HSCA
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Loa UAWAId Mr_ T,tawHarvey/_

1

I

M~Idr*s{rS1LJ17~181lLi.Yh_~ _
Citynal~ A,@ • tons.-__Phone_---.-

/7

(S.R.r.nSid.)

-Z//~,e E,me r f$2

Signuluret / /J` c L • L
Addl. Same

Cit~rr  --~— ._Lone____Phan*
SchoolorB•urinsLLIEW.8-Chiles-Stoval
Nem.__c18okLL jkwQ~_
Hem

Add,.Qt~_o1916_S.~Y~ nQ_Fl re set. Dr
Phan._ U.yg9 E.pir.s_12-!-65 . 11

DALLASPUBLICLIBRARY or

YOUWILLWANTTO KNOW

Thiscardmayb usedet anyagencyoflh library
systemandmustbepresentedwhenrobinganymate
rialsoutofthelibraryTencantswillbechargedforo
temporaryidentificationformIftheborrower'scardIs
notpr.nnted
Pochborrow..IsheldresponsibleforaRmalarial
drownonhiscardandforoilchargesaccruingan
thesame
BorrowerswIllpleasenotifythelibraryofanychange
ofoddr.ss
THEBORROWERISADVISEDNOTTOLENDHIS

CARDTOANYONE
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(57) Undated Note in Russian consisting of two pages of 11 handwritten in
structions concerningthe Walker incident referred to as the Walker Note.
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(58) Undated Certificateof Service United States Marine Corps

J y v„ « a '411

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
A~tMEOFORCESOF .THEUNITEDSTATES

+1

'1 ,joR5.~
THISI1 TOCERTIFYTHAT

LES WWI OSWALD1653230
HONORASY SERVEDONACTIVEOUTVINTHE

United ogtotts Marine Corp

Q1~ M UM1uMC1ISMN
IC 9 Y.n1°1 1'H .te. 4.4I ooS V

PERIODOF ACTIVEDUTY
'~~

•24 October 1936

TO 11
Sept ember 1959

S DNA/ REOFINDIVIDUAL

SIGNATURE • E nF s l''iH aMw.JM~•1

A
MIX

Lt. y tcg
UMW dropiM+Mai! P Pock.*~Mw.MwdRows
I. CoasswAN1c/A.1 's r.IC.d.DO.EI.R&.WoolenU.D.C
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(59) Undated Social Security card 433-54-3937Lee Harvey Oswald unsigned

KEEP this card SIGNItImmediately.'S110Wit to
~ your cuuplu,cr MctIon the numberIn all letters shout

yanruccuunl If you loseOle card applyfor a duplicate
nota newnumber

Mee a yearyoucan get a statementof wagescredited
to v.ur account Cc a formfor this purposefrom any

C SocialSecurityAdministrationI)i.trkt Office
04 If you changeyour name notify the nearest Social
v SecurityAilmini.trationDistrictOfficeimmediately
0! TELLYOURFAMILYTO NOTIFYT11ENEAREST
o SOCIALSECURITYOFFICEINTIIE EVENTOF VOtII(

11EATII1'1 .111VItiAIII.ITOGETIN TOUCHWITH
`,IIt'1.1 SI•:Ct'IIITYOFFICE WIIEN YOUREACII

O ItF•I1IilfI:N1 At;F OR IF YOUIICGOMESEVERELY
E I)IS.9I.rn
Op aeARTM[NTDI WEALTHEDUCATIONANDWILIAIIE

SOCIALSECURITYADMINISTRATION
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